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ABSTRACT

Quantitatively-oriented sociological research on inequality and stratification in post-Mao China is

mainly concerned with understanding how material rewards and chances for social mobility accrue

to individuals endowed with different levels of human, social and political capital.The presence of

structural determinants of inequality, when acknowledged, is generally attributed to sectoral,

organizational and geographical factors or to institutionally-generated labour market segmentation.

The role of social class as a structural determinant of inequality has instead been entirely

neglected.

This thesis addresses the gap in the literature by applying Wright’s neo-Marxist class analy-

sis to a case study of employee compensation and job search networks in a Chinese New- and

High- Technology Development Zone. The study combines qualitative evidence collected during

twelve months of fieldwork in Nanjing with quantitative data gathered through a survey of 98 ran-

domly-selected white collar employees. Employees were assigned to a class location according to

their levels of skill and authority. The study then assessed the effect of class location on the distri-

bution of wages and benefits and on the use of job search networks.

The results show that (a) class location has a significant effect on the distribution of wages

and benefits net of individual-level attributes; (b) class location mediates the effect of individual-

level factors such as education and work experience; (c) the mobilization of social networks during

the job search process shows clear class patterns.Although the research is based on a single case

study, the results suggest that structural determinants of inequality in China cannot be univocally

attributed to socialist legacies and market imperfections, but that they derive at least in part from

the emergence of capitalist class relations.
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1. Intr oduction

In post-reform China, rapid economic growth has been accompanied by a dramatic increase in

income inequality and rising working-class mobilization. Although both phenomena have

received considerable attention in the academic literature, the perspectives from which they hav e

been investigated are hardly compatible.

On the one hand the literature on the struggles, conditions and resistance of the post-reform

working class sees reforms and the concurrent integration of China in the global economy as the

founding moments of a ‘rebirth of capitalism’ in the country. Reforms have led to the commodifi-

cation and proletarianization of labour (particularly of its most vulnerable segments such as

migrant workers and laid-off state workers) and to the adoption of despotic, exploitative regimes of

production functional to maintaining China’s newly-found status as ‘workshop of the world’.1

Class relations are — alongside gender, ethnicity, place of origin and residence status — one of the

keys to understanding the struggles, the subjectivities, the lived experiences and the organizational

capacity of the Chinese working class.

1 See for example Alexander & Chan(2004); Blecher(2008; 2002); C. K.-C. Chan and Pun(2009); A. Chan (1994;
1998; 2000; 2001); A. Chan & Ross(2003); A. Chan & Siu(2010); A. Chan & Zhu(2003); Friedman & Lee(2010); Lee
(1998a; 1998b; 1999; 2000; 2002; 2007); Leung & Pun(2009); Pun (2005a; 2005b; 2007); Pun & Chan(2008); Pun,
Chan & Chan(2010); Pun & Smith (2007); Smith & Pun(2006); Solinger(1992; 1995; 1999; 2002; 2004).
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On the other hand, the quantitatively-oriented literature on the determinants of inequality

(whose leading figures can be identified with Victor Nee, Andrew Walder and Yanjie Bian) has

adopted a neo-institutionalist framework in which reforms are seen as an institutional transition

from plan to market. Markets are conceived in this literature as neutral mechanisms for the ratio-

nal allocation of the resources mobilized by profit-maximizing agents — be they individuals,

enterprises or bureaucratic organizations.2 The approach adopted in this literature stresses the role

of markets as mechanisms ofchoice, and associates markets with opportunity, incentivesand

power— as in the three theses proposed in the initial formulation of Nee’s Market Transition The-

ory (Nee,1989). Inso doing, this literature has failed to build upon the compelling evidence pro-

vided by authors like Anita Chan, Ching Kwan lee and Pun Ngai, whose research underlines how

the market-mediated relations between capital and wage labour in post-Mao China are marked by

class exploitation and domination.

In light of the evidence showing that the re-emergence of a labour market in China is linked

with the instauration of capitalist class relations, the view of the market as a neutral sorting mecha-

nism appears inadequate.As argued by Wood:

‘the distinctive and dominant characteristic of the capitalist market is not opportunity

or choice but, on the contrary, compulsion. Materiallife and social reproduction in

capitalism are universally mediated by the market, so that all individuals must in one

way or another enter into market relations in order to gain access to the means of life’

(Wood, 2002:7).

Capitalist markets are, for Wood, animperativerather than an opportunity, since all social relations

become regulated by the dictates of competition, accumulation, profit maximization and increasing

labour productivity. Research on China suggests that this is indeed happening.It is in the name of

a market imperative (competition from the ‘leaner’ private sector) that State-Owned Enterprises

[SOEs] lay off their redundant workers and shed their welfare obligations (C.K. Lee,1999). Itis

in the name of a market imperative (the need to respond to the requirements of global value chains)

2 See in particular Chapter 2 in this thesis for a detailed discussion of the literature.
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that export-oriented firms exploit proletarianized migrant workers under the conditions of the ‘dor-

mitory labour regime’ (Pun& Smith, 2007;Smith & Pun,2006), bind them into a ‘disciplinary

labour regime’ (A. Chan,2000; A. Chan & Zhu,2003; 2001) and participate in the global ‘race to

the bottom’ (A. Chan & Ross,2003). It is in the name of a market imperative (local accumula-

tion) that the commodification of labour and the promulgation of labour legislations based on the

notion of individual contracts has been accompanied by widespread labour rights violations, giving

rise to a regime of ‘disorganized despotism’ (Friedman & Lee,2010; C. K. Lee,2002).3

If markets are not only places of opportunity but also a mechanism of compulsion, in order

to fully analyze the effect of reforms on the distribution of income and other material rewards it is

necessary go beyond the social relations of exchange. Thefocus should instead shift on the social

relations of production, with the aim of understanding how the distribution of incomes and rewards

is related to the reproduction of the social relations in which individuals enterafter they obtain a

job. Viewed from a neo-Marxist class perspective, the differential distribution of incomes and

rewards is in fact (alongside sanctions, domination and ideology) a mechanism of social control

aimed at inducing workers to perform surplus labour. By adopting a class approach and by focus-

ing on the social relations of production, it would be possible to better integrate the analysis of the

determinants of inequality with the more general investigation of the regimes of production

emerged in China in the aftermath of reforms.The literature on the determinants of inequality, due

to its neglect for class and its focus on market-mediated returns to individual endowments, has

until now failed to do so.

This thesis addresses this gap in the literature by bringing a relational class perspective to

the quantitative analysis of the determinants of inequality. Wright’s neo-Marxist class analysis

(Wright 1997; 2005a) was applied to a case study of wage levels, benefits distribution and social

networks mobilization among white-collar employees in the Nanjing New- and High-Technology

Development Zone [NNHTDZ].4 The guiding question for the study was: are the patterns of

3 I am not here implying any form of economic determinism, nor suggesting that these decisions were exclusively taken
on economic grounds.Political, ideological and institutional factors certainly played an important role alongside pressures
for accumulation and competition.

4 ‘Wight-collar employees’, as used here, is only a loose occupational definition that refers to employees performing
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inequality observed in the NNHTDZ consistent with the presence of capitalist class relations?

More specifically, the study sought to understand whether the distribution of incomes and benefits

in the NNHTDZ could be explained by Wright’s class theory of income determination — accord-

ing to which the income determination process is not homogeneous across class locations and

material rewards are differently distributed according to the grade of autonomy and authority exer-

cised by employees in the workplace. Wrightrefers to the process through which class is sup-

posed to affect returns to individual-level attributes such as education and work experience asclass

mediation (Wright, 1979). The study therefore tried to asses the presence of class mediation by

comparing the distribution of wages and nonwage benefits across white-collar employees struc-

turally located in different class locations — middle class locations and working class locations —

after controlling for individual-level attributes such as gender, education, and work experience.

Furthermore, the study investigated whether the mobilization of social networks to receive and

provide help during the job search process varied across class locations.

Unlike previous approaches, this study considers inequality not only as the result of

attribute-based selection but also as the product of structural disparities between the class locations

(the ‘empty class positions’) generated by the unequal distribution of rights and powers over pro-

ductive resources (Wright,2005b; 2009).In attribute-based approaches to inequality, the fact that

people endowed with the right mix of economically-relevant attributes enjoy higher standards of

living does not necessarily depend upon the deprivation of others.Wright’s class analysis postu-

lates instead a structural link between privileged and non-privileged class locations. The causal

link between class and inequality pivots on the social relations of exploitation and domination, not

on the social relations of exchange.5

clerical, administrative, technical, professional or managerial functions.]As will be explained in Section 1.2.3, within the
relational class framework adopted in this thesis (the neo-Marxist class theory of Erik Olin Wright) there is no one-to-one
correspondence between occupational groupings and class locations.According to their position within capitalist relations
of exploitation and domination, members of an occupational group can be located in any of a number of relationally-
defined class locations.Thus, white-collar employees are not necessarily members of the middle class as defined by
Wright.

5 Wright (2009: 107) defines domination as ‘the ability to control the activity of others’ and exploitation as ‘the acquisi-
tion of economic benefits from the labour of those who are dominated’.
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At the same time, this study complements previous research on the social relations of pro-

duction in post-Mao China and extends the focus of the analysis to a different segment of the

labour force. Previous research has been predominantly concerned with processes of class con-

sciousness, class formation, class conflict and class struggle, generally investigated through ethno-

graphic perspectives. Thepost-reform working class has been the privileged topic of the literature,

which often concentrated on the most vulnerable fractions of the Chinese working class such as

migrant workers, workers employed in labour-intensive sectors and laid-off state workers. This

study gav einstead primacy to the structural aspects of class analysis; the shift in focus was neces-

sarily accompanied by a shift in methodology. Although the study adopted a sequential mixed-

methods design embedded within a case study, the role of social class as a determinant of inequal-

ity was primarily investigated through quantitative methods. Themain aims of the qualitative

component of the case study were to situate the analysis in its local context, to investigate the

nature of labour markets in the NNHTDZ and to design appropriate operationalizations for the

class variables.

Furthermore, the study focused on a relatively privileged fraction of the Chinese wage

labour: highly-educated white collar employees working for companies operating closer to the

white-coat-lab end of the industrial imaginary than to its sweatshop end.During the course of my

visits to workplaces in the NNHTDZ I have been greeted by rows of assembly-line robots dancing

to a waltz tune, have tested prototypes of appliances that I then found in Sydney’s metro stations,

have entered futuristic videoconferencing rooms used every night by local engineers to coordinate

their activities with teams operating in other continents and have spent long hours waiting for the

end of negotiations between local entrepreneurs and Western investors. Thedifference between

the NNHTDZ and the labour-intensive factories I have had the chance to visit in rural China and

rural Vietnam was indeed striking.As emerged from my interviews with human resource man-

agers, the main problem faced by companies in the NNHTDZ was not to maintain access to a flexi-

ble supply of labour to respond to just-in-time orders but rather to reduce the turnover of highly-

educated white-collar employees performing non-routine functions, employees whose replacement

costs (due to lengthy and expensive training) were extremely high.

- 5 -



This study contributes further evidence about the relevance of capitalist class processes in

post-reform China.The results show that class location has a positive and significant effect on the

distribution of wages net of individual-level attributes, even within the relatively homogeneous

occupational grouping investigated by this study. (see Chapter 2).Class location also mediates the

effect of individual-level factors on the distribution of non-wage benefits linked to long-term career

prospects and class stability (such as pension plans, unemployment insurance, housing funds and

so on). Higher education and longer work experience only advantage white collar employees

located in middle class locations, while white collar employees in working class locations remain

largely excluded from these forms of benefits regardless of their levels of ‘human capital’ (see

Chapter 3).

The study also shows that social networks perform distinct functions in job search for

incumbents of different class locations.White collar employees in working class locations rely

almost exclusively on market channels of recruitment; even when they are able to assist other job

seekers, their help is limited to the provision of information about job vacancies. Conversely,

white collar employees in middle class locations are frequently recruited through referrals or other

forms of recruitment involving a pre-existing relation with the company or its representatives — in

practice, through an ‘extended’ internal labour market that can reach beyond the boundaries of the

company through the mediation of social networks. They are also able to provide more substantial

forms of assistance to other job seekers. Thefactors that, according to previous research, influence

the utilization of job search networks (such as career stage, education and family background) do

not fundamentally alter these class patterns of network utilization but simply amplify or reduce the

strength of class effects (see Chapter 4).

Taken together, these results suggest the presence of capitalist exploitation and domination

ev en within a relatively privileged and well-educated segment of the labour force employed in one

the most advanced sectors of the Chinese economy. While the regimes of production described in

studies of labour-intensive sectors extensively rely on despotic practices, the patterns of inequality

observed in the NNHTDZ denote an emphasis on consensus rather than on coercion.6 The

6 A shift away from despotism towards consensus based on generous welfare provision and enterprise culture has also
been observed among private enterprises by Chan and Unger(2009).
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techniques of social control over labour adopted in the NNHTDZ include the differential allocation

of material rewards, the selective provision of long-term career prospects and the legitimation of

hierarchy through income and status differentials. Althoughless despotic, the regime of produc-

tion in the NNHTDZ cannot be described as hegemonic since it lacks one of the fundamental fea-

tures of hegemonic regimes: the separation of the social reproduction of labour power from the

process of production(Burawoy, 1985: 261).

Even in this case in fact, the uneven implementation of welfare reforms has delegated the

provision of guarantees to the employers rather than to the state itself — a feature already noted by

Francis (1996) in her study of the high-tech sector in Haidian District, Beijing.Although white

collar employees in middle class locations appear to be the main beneficiary of the system of

rewards utilized by companies in the NNHTDZ, their privileges ultimately depend on capital

rather than on universal, state-provided guarantees.Consistently with Burawoy’s description of

market despotism, the state appears to only regulate the external conditions of market relations

(1985: 12). It would thus seem that, regardless of the degree of despotism and of sectoral charac-

teristics, post-reform regimes of production are fundamentally characterized by their ‘disor-

ganized’ (C. K. Lee,2002) nature.

The remainder of the Introduction is structured as follows: Section 1.1 argues that previous

studies of the determinants of inequality share the theoretical foundations of neo-classical and

new-institutional economics.Because of its adherence to the canons of methodological individual-

ism, the extant literature overlooks the role of social class as a determinant of inequality and as a

driver of social change.Section 1.2 locates Wright’s approach in the context of the renewal of

Marxist analysis and introduces the main elements of Wright’s neo-Marxist class theory. Section

1.3 reviews previous applications of Marxist concepts to the analysis of social classes in post-Mao

China and explains how this study differs from previous research on the middle class.Section 1.4

describes the research design and the data collection process.The limitations of the study are dis-

cussed in Section 1.5, while Section 1.6 introduces the study location and describes the function-

ing of labour markets in the NNHTDZ.Finally, Section 1.7 outlines the structure of the thesis.

- 7 -



1.1. Theabandonment of class analysis in studies of inequality

As argued by Pun and Chan(2008), the abandonment of class analysis in the study of China

results from the convergence of two forces. Onthe one hand, within China itself the negation of

the concept of ‘class struggle’ has been functional to the neoliberal ideology of post-Mao reforms;7

on the other hand, in Western social science the ‘death of class’ rhetoric has found few opponents.

If it is true that the abandonment of class is not limited to authors writing on inequality from main-

stream sociological perspectives,8 the literature on transition has more than any other stream of

research neglected to explore the role of social class as a determinant of inequality and has entirely

ignored its role in social change.I review this literature in detail in each of the individual chapters;

in this section I only intend to underline its theoretical assumptions.

The turn away from class analysis in the literature on the Chinese transition is part of a more

general tendency tow ards what Burawoy (2001) has called the ‘neoclassical sociology of post-

socialism’. AlthoughBurawoy coined the term in reference to authors writing on the Eastern

European transition like Iván Szelényi and David Stark, his observations can be easily transferred

to China. Burawoy argued that, although Szele´nyi and Stark started from a class critique of state

socialism,9 they eventually abandoned their earlier class perspectives in favour of an analysis of the

‘comparative capitalisms’ emerged from the trajectories of reforms.In so doing they dev eloped a

‘neoclassical’ research program focused on thesuperstructural manifestations of capitalism (elite

origins and property forms), while entirely forgoing the analysis of the fundamental elements of

7 On this point see also Agagnost (2008) and Guo (2008; 2009).

8 It is interesting in this regard to notice the reactions to two recently published books on the nature of the post-reform
economic system: Arrighi’s Adam Smith in Beijing(2007); andChina and Socialisms  Market Reforms and Class Struggle,
by Burkett and Hart-Landsberg (2005). Theauthors came to opposite conclusions on the nature of the Chinese economic
system and on the consequences of China’s rise for the rest of the world. For Arrighi, reforms could eventually turn China
into a non-capitalist market economy whose rise could lead to a more benign international order. For Hart-Landsberg and
Burkett, the internal dynamics of the socialist market economy have necessarily led to the instauration of a capitalist system
based on brutal exploitation, with negative consequences for the international working class and other developing
economies. Bothbooks received considerable attention from China scholars.Although Burkett and Hart-Landsberg write
from an explicitly Marxist perspective and there is no doubt to the centrality of Marx for Arrighi’s thought, both books
were criticized for failing to undertaking a concrete analysis of the social relations of production and of the class dynamics
marking the post-reform era.This case provides a poignant example of the neglect for class analysis that characterizes the
study of post-reform China.For (mostly critical) appraisals ofChina and Socialism, see for example Lui (2005), Lippit
(2005) and So(2005). Asimilar point has been raised by Andreas in his analysis of Arrighi’s study (2008).
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capitalism: its economic forms of production and the associated class relations.Although in their

later works Stark and Szele´nyi focused on different aspects of the transition (the former on institu-

tional trajectories, the latter on the trajectories of individuals and particularly of elites), Burawoy

identified some common conceptual and methodological traits in their approaches.In particular,

both approaches bear a close similarity to neoclassical economics since they emphasize ‘strategic

action in the deployment of capital’ (Burawoy 2001: 1102). Unlike neoclassical economics how-

ev er, the ‘neoclassical sociology of post-socialism’ extends the notion of capital to include social,

cultural and economic resources — an extension that finds a close parallel in the literature on

China.

In the case of China, the starting point of the transition literature can similarly be identified

with the theory of the state socialist redistributive economy, initially formulated in theIntellectuals

on the Road to Class Power (Konrád & Szelényi, 1979). The Intellectualswas the first attempt to

analyze the social structure of actually existing socialist societies from a ‘New Class’ perspective.

Noting how intellectuals were among the beneficiaries of the administrative allocation of goods

and services(Szelényi, 1978),Konrád and Szele´nyi theorized the possibility that a class alliance

between the ruling bureaucracy and intellectuals was in the making.The conclusion that intellec-

tuals were emerging as a class could however not simply stand on the analysis of the distributional

inequalities of state socialism, since ‘the fact that intellectuals earn higher incomes and have better

access to some consumer items does not turn them into a class, and it certainly does not give them

class power’ (King & Szelényi, 2004:83). At the same time a class analysis of socialist societies,

ideologically committed to the abolition of private property, could not rest on a property-centred

notion of class.Konrád and Szele´nyi identified an alternative basis for the class analysis of social-

ist societies in the Polanyian notion of ‘mode of economic integration’ (Polanyi, 1944; 1957),

which provided the main building block for their conceptualization of the ‘state socialist redis-

tributive economy’. Whilein capitalist societies surplus is appropriated from direct producers on

the basis of private property rights and disposed of through market mechanisms, in the state social-

ist redistributive economy surplus is first centrally appropriated by the state then reallocated by

9 Burawoy refers here to the (new) class analysis of the state socialist redistributive economy proposed for the first time
in The Intellectuals on the Road to Class Power (Konrád & Szelényi, 1979),and to Stark’s class critique of state socialism
in his studies of the Hungarian factory regime (seefor example Stark,1986).
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planners through budgetary means(Konrád & Szelényi, 1979:Chapter 5).

Konrád and Szele´nyi called the members of the ruling class in the state socialist redistribu-

tive economy ‘redistributors’. Theterm has been universally adopted in stratification research of

post-socialist societies.Its usage is however rarely consistent with the original intentions of

Konrád and Szele´nyi, according to whom ‘redistributors’ refers to a specific location within the

class relations of the state socialist redistributive economy. The term is in fact not meant to cap-

ture the distributional privileges enjoyed by cadres (their capacity to secure material advantages for

themselves and their class allies), but their class location.The two classes identified by Konrád

and Szele´nyi (redistributors and direct producers) are defined in relational, not gradational terms

and the social relations between the two are clearly antagonistic and exploitative (see for example

Szelényi, 1978: 77-78; Konrád & Szelényi, 1979: 222). Distributional effects are not the main

focus of Konrád and Szele´nyi’s analysis; their principal concern is with the dynamics of institu-

tional change.Their account of the historical evolution from socialist to post-socialist societies

pivots on the ‘shifting legitimacy claims’ to the appropriation of surplus in different stages of the

transition from plan to market — a research agenda pursued in particular by Szele´nyi in his later

writings (King & Szele´nyi, 2004;Szelényi, 1988;Szelényi & K ostello, 2001).10

The detachment from the class-analytical roots of the theory of state socialist redistribution

in the literature on the Chinese transition has been, if anything, even more extreme than in the case

of Eastern Europe.Research agendas on Chinese social stratification and on the dynamics of post-

reform inequality have been largely shaped by the work of Victor Nee, Andrew Walder and —

more recently — by the network approach pioneered by Yanjie Bian. The analyses of inequality

and social mobility presented in this literature are framed in strictly individualistic terms borrowed

from status attainment and stratification research.11 Even though concepts such as social and politi-

cal capital are often mobilized in this stream of research, they are always constructed on the basis

of optimizing individuals acting in conditions of imperfect markets and imperfect information.

The literature on the determinants of inequality in China provides, in this sense, a clear example of

what Ben Fine has termed the colonization of social sciences by economics — a colonization

10 Examples of studies of post-Mao China closer to the ‘new class’ approach ofThe Intellectualsare Andreas (2009) and
H. Y. Lee (1991).
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signalled by the utilization of the concepts of human and social capital within an explanatory

framework than remains fundamentally marked by methodological individualism (Fine,1997;

1999; Fine,2004).

Authors in this stream of literature assert their distance from status attainment and stratifica-

tion research on the basis of their wider research agenda, which is more concerned with the expla-

nation of institutional change than with the study of inequalityper se (Cao & Nee, 2000: 1182;

Nee, 1989:679; Walder, 1995: 310-12; Walder & Hu,2009: 1399-1400).The detachment from the

class-analytical roots of the theory of state socialist redistribution are however even more evident

in the explanations of institutional change they propose. Institutionalchange is in fact modeled as

the result of the cumulative actions of agents (individuals, household, organizations) engaged in

the rational pursuit of their interest within the constraints of existing institutions.The struggles for

alternative bases of legitimacy and class formation hypothesized by Szele´nyi are replaced by the

cumulative actions of rational agents responding to endogenously- (for Nee) or exogenously-gen-

erated (for Walder) changes in the structures of incentives and opportunities that weaken the power

structures of the redistributive state socialist economy(Nee, 1996;Nee & Matthews, 1996;

Walder, 1992; Walder, 1994). Socialclasses do not at any stage enter the picture.12

1.2. Wright’s class analysis

As a possible response to neoclassical sociology, Burawoy advocates a return to Marxism: the

study of historical paths and trajectories should be suspended in favour of anin situanalysis of the

actual social relations of production(2001: 1114-1117).This thesis responds to Burawoy’s call

11 The theoretical roots of status attainment and stratification research can be traced back to neoclassical economics and
human capital theory. See Horan(1978), Colclough & Horan (1983) and Knottnerus(1987).

12 On this point see also U (2005), who notes how Walder fails to elucidate the class implication of his dual career path
hypothesis.
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by applying a relational class paradigm — Wright’s class analysis, in which social classes are

defined by the location of individuals in the social relations of production — to the study of

inequality in post-Mao China.Before presenting the theoretical foundations of Wright’s class

analysis and discussing its applications in empirical research, this section locates Wright’s work

within the neo-Marxist elaboration of the concept of social class.

1.2.1. Therenewal of Marxist analysis

Notwithstanding Marx’s invitation to follow the possessors of money and the possessors of labour-

power ‘into the hidden abodes of production’, the Marxist rediscovery of the workplace and of the

labour process as sites of theorization and empirical investigation only occurred in the late 1960s

(Arrighi, 2007: 19-20). This rediscovery coincided with the movement that Burawoy (1996)

termed the ‘renewal of Marxist analysis’.

The ‘renewal of Marxist analysis’ was an attempt to overcome the problems confronting

Marxism — particularly Marxist class analysis — as a theory of social, institutional and historical

change. Accordingto Burawoy (1989), two anomalies challenged the explanatory claims of clas-

sical Marxist theory and the predictions of historical materialism: the passivity of the working

class in Western capitalist societies, which had not performed its alleged historical task as an agent

of revolutionary change; and the durability of capitalism itself.

Furthermore, although class analysis had a prominent role in Marx’s writing, Marx never

systematically defined social class (Wright,1985: Chapter 1).On the one hand, Marx was con-

cerned with the elaboration of abstract structural maps of class relations; on the other, he focused

on the conjunctural analysis of social classes as collective actors engaged in struggles in concrete

historical settings.In the first case, Marx provided a polarized image of class relations, in which

the classes generated in each mode of production (lords and serfs; slaves and slave masters; bour-

geoisie and proletariat) stood in antagonistic relations to each other. When Marx moved to the his-

torical analysis of social class, the simple polarized map of class locations dissolved in a plurality
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of classes, groups, fractions and strata engaged in struggles with each other and with other political

actors. Thetwo pictures of the class structure clearly diverged, and Marx did not in his writings

provide a systematic way to reconcile them.

For these reasons, one of the major tasks confronting Marxist theory has been the clarifica-

tion of the relation between social classes as objective, structurally-defined positions within class

relations (class-in-itself), and social classes as historically formed into organized collectivities

(class-for-itself). OrthodoxMarxism tried to explain away the discrepancies between the reality of

capitalist societies and the predictions of Marxist theory through functionalist and teleological

arguments (Burawoy, 1989). Thinkers engaged in the ‘renewal of Marxism’ rejected the teleologi-

cal arguments of orthodox Marxism and embarked in a radical renovation of the theoretical foun-

dations of Marxist analysis.Rather than taking the eventual convergence of class structure and

class formation as ana priori given, and the fact that the future of capitalism lies in the transition

to socialism through the revolutionary actions of the working class as an article of faith, authors

involved in the renewal of Marxism attempted to clarify the theoretical relationship between class

structure and class formation and subjected the teleological hypothesis of the inevitable collapse of

capitalism to close critical scrutiny.13

The rediscovery of the workplace, of the labour process and of the patterns of conflict and

resistance taking place at the point of production was crucial to the main schools emerged from

this elaboration.Pioneered by Harry Braverman’s Labor and Monopoly Capital(1974), the neo-

Marxist theorization of the labour process was further advanced in Burawoy’s ethnography of

socialist and capitalist industrial production sites(1979; 1985). In Burawoy’s analysis, class

structure and class formation are seen as mutually constitutive (Burawoy, 1989). Theworkplace

not only determines material interests, but also contains its own political and ideological appara-

tuses that he termed the ‘political regime of production’(Burawoy, 1985). Asecond school within

neo-Marxism focused on processes of class formation and on the historical analysis of collectivi-

ties involved in class struggle.This school, closely associated with the work of E. P. Thompson,

13 The resilience of capitalism and its capacity to evolve in response to crises are central topics for schools of radical
political economy such as the social structures of accumulation school and the regulation school.I will not here discuss
these theories and only focus on approaches more directly relevant to the type of class analysis performed in this study.
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defined social class through common lived experience rather than through common material inter-

ests (seefor example Thompson,1963). Athird school privileged the structural aspects of class

analysis, developed more elaborate class maps of capitalist societies and gav eprecision to under-

theorized concepts such as the middle class.Wright’s class analysis, on which this study is based,

belongs to this current.

1.2.2. Thestructural character of Wright’ s class analysis

Although the relations between class structure and class agency are differently conceptualized by

the authors of the renewal of Marxism, class is for all of them primarily articulated in the place of

production — be it through the presence of political apparatuses of production, through the form

and content of experiences of struggle and resistance in the workplace or through the presence of

exploitation and domination within capitalist relations of production.The different strands of liter-

ature focus nonetheless on various aspects of class analysis.Wright’s approach, in particular,

could appear to be more concerned with the theoretical elaboration of structural class concepts

than with the analysis of subjectivity, class consciousness, class formation and class mobilization.

Wright’s attempt to redefine the basis for the identification of class locations within the

Marxist framework is, however, not simply an exercise in classification, but part of a fundamental

reconstruction of Marxist class theory.14 Although structural analysis has a central role in Wright’s

research agenda, his approach ultimately aims at building a conceptually sound basis for the inte-

gration between, on the one hand, studies of class consciousness, class struggle and modes of pro-

duction and, on the other, the quantitative analysis of inequality. As for other neo-Marxist authors,

Wright’s primary interest lies in the problematic relationship between class structure and class for-

mation. Heexplicitly rejects the classical Marxist claim that there is a one-to-one, deterministic

relationship between structurally defined class locations and the class organizations engaged in

class struggle(Wright, 1985:123-124). Classstructures can potentially give rise to a variety of

class formations according to a series of contingent factors that, together with the underlying struc-

ture of class relations, influence and are in turn influenced by patterns of class formation through a
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complex array of modes of determination.15

For these reasons, structural analysis‘is only one element in a broader theoretical enterprise

that can be called ‘‘class analysis’’’ ( Wright, 1989:271).16 Nevertheless, the theoretical specifica-

tion of structural class concepts remains fundamental for understanding the overall logic of class

analysis. Hewrites:

To speak ofclassformation orclassstruggle as opposed to simplygroup formation or

struggle implies that we have a definition of ‘class’ and know what it means to

describe a collective actor as an instance of class formation, or a conflict as a class

conflict instead of some other sort of conflict [...] In each case one must already have a

definition of class structure before the other concepts can be fully specified.Elaborat-

ing a coherent concept of class structure is instead an important conceptual precondi-

tion for developing a satisfactory theory of the relationship between class structure,

class formation and class struggle(Wright, 1997:3-4).

In order to give theoretical precision to the key concepts of the structural side of class analy-

sis (class relations, class structure and class locations), Wrightstarts by defining the basic building

block in Marxist class analysis, the concept ofsocial relations of production:

14 Burawoy for example explicitly acknowledges a potential linkage between his analysis of regimes of production and
Wright’s structural analysis of class.In The Politics of Production(1985: 19, footnote 1) Burawoy notes that his analysis
focuses on the industrial working class which he defines, following Wright, as a fraction of the working class that includes
‘all wage earners who do not exercise control over production’. Heargues that ‘what distinguishes different fractions of the
working class in not the character of the labour process but [...] the political regime of production’.He therefore suggests
that his ideas can be extended to other fractions of the working class structure — such as the fractions that do exert some
degree of control over production like the highly-skilled workers, managers and professionals investigated in this study.

15 For Wright’s analysis of modes and models of determination, see for example Wright (1979: Chapter 1) and Wright
(1997: Chapter 13).

16 Wright (2005a: 20-21) identifies five concepts as particularly relevant to the analysis of class agency: (1) class inter-
ests, defined as the material interests of people structured by their location within class relations; (2) class consciousness,
which refers to the awareness that people have of their class interests; (3) class practices, i.e. the practices that people
engage into to purse their class interests either at the individual or at tho collective lev el; (4) class formation refers to the
formation of collectivities (formal or informal organizations) whose aim is to pursue class interests; (5) finally, class strug-
gle refers to conflicts taking place between individuals engaged in contrasting class practices or between class formations
pursuing opposed class interests.On this point, see also Wright(1989: 271-273).
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social relations of production are the sum total of the rights and powers people that

participate in production have over the resources used in production, and over the

result of their use(2005a: 9-10).

The concept of social relations of production is directly linked to the definition ofclass relations.

Class relations are a specific form of social relations of production, one which is characterized by

the unequal distribution of the rights and powers over productive resources:

When the rights and powers of people over productive resources are unequally dis-

tributed — when some people have greater rights/powers with respect to specific

kinds of productive resources than do others — these relations can be described as

class relations’ (Wright,2005a: 10).17

Class structure refers instead to ‘the sum total of the class relations within a given unit of

analysis’ (Wright,2005a: 19-20).The unit of analysis for studies of class structure is typically the

state, but other legitimate units could be a firm, a city or — as in the case of this study — an indus-

trial development zone.Class structure is the key element of macro-level call analysis, in which

pertinent questions are, for example, the relationship between class structure and political regime

in a state, or between class structure and patterns of manager-worker relations in a firm.

Finally class locations‘designate the social positions occupied by individuals within a par-

ticular kind of social relations, class relations’(Wright, 2005a:14). Classlocation is the pivotal

concept for micro-level class analysis, which studies how class location influences different

aspects of individual life such as earning capacity, working conditions and political attitudes.

17 Unlike Weberian class analysis, Marxist class analysis postulates the existence of qualitative variations in class rela-
tions, according to the rights and powers that constitute the social relations of production in a given society (Wright,2005a:
10-11). For example, in feudal class relations labour power is unequally distributed: lord and serfs have joint ownership of
the labour of the serf, hence the lord owns more than one unit of labour power and the serf owns less than one unit of labour
power. In capitalist class relations, labour power is equally distributed since each individual owns her or his labour power;
thus a capitalist and a worker only own one unit of labour power each.
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1.2.3. The‘pr oblem of the middle class’ and the distinctiveness of Marxist class analysis

As discussed above, Wright devoted his efforts to the development of a concept of class that, while

consistent with the logic of Marxist class analysis, could be deployed in micro-level analyses of

social class in concrete social settings(Wright, 1978;1985; 1989; 1997).In doing so, he had to

confront the empirical and a theoretical problems that the middle class poses to Marxist class anal-

ysis. Theroots of the problem lay in the fact that:

[t]he Marxist concept of class structure has traditionally been constructed more sys-

tematically as a highly abstract macro-structural concept.Class structures were

defined in terms of models of pure modes of production (slavery, feudalism, capital-

ism, communism) and used to understand the broad, macro-structural dynamics of

social development. Thisis not to say that Marxists have failed to engage in concrete

or micro-level class analysis.However, typically the class structure concept deployed

in such analysis has tended to be directly imported from the more abstract macrostruc-

tural arena with relatively unsystematic amendments to make it suitable for concrete

micro-analysis (Wright,1989: 275).

In the abstract, polarized class map of classical Marxism, capitalist class relations generate

two fundamental class locations: capitalists, who own the means of production and hire workers;

and workers who, being separated from the means of production, need to sell their labour to capi-

talists under conditions of asymmetric power and are therefore exploited. Thepolarized class map

of classical Marxism can be an appropriate tool to investigate broad, macro-structural dynamics of

social change(Wright, 1989:275); it is however inadequate for micro-level analysis, since it does

not capture class-relevant distinctions within the employee population(Wright, 1997:19). While

in capitalist societies the majority of the population is separated from the means of production, not

all the people who sell their labour power and work for a wage appear to belong to the working

class. Thisis particularly true for the wide range of technical, managerial and professional occu-

pations that are generally referred to, in popular discourse, as the middle classes.
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Wright tried therefore to ‘transform the ideological category ‘‘middle class’’ i nto a scientific

concept’, by generating ‘a class concept for concrete analysis which adequately maps [middle

class] locations while at the same time preserving the general assumptions and framework of

Marxist class analysis’(Wright, 1985:26). Heidentified three distinctive elements in the Marxist

definition of class(Wright, 1979:4-18), to which a Marxist conceptualization of the middle class

should adhere:

1. Class is understood in relational terms.Different traditions within class analysis are char-

acterized by a distinctive set of research questions and by a specific conceptualization of

social class (Wright,2005a; 2005b).A broad distinction has been drawn between traditions

based on agradationalconcept of class and traditions based on arelational concept of class

(Wright, 1979:5-8; 1985: 34-35).18 In gradational approaches, social classes differ for some

directly or indirectly measurable attribute, such as income or position in a status hierarchy.19

Gradationally-defined classes are typically named so as to reflect their relative ordering in a

metaphorical social space (for example lower class, middle class, upper middle class and

upper class).In relational approaches, social classes are defined by their structured social

relations to other classes.Relational views of class emphasize the presence of qualitative

differences between social classes — a view that is also reflected in the use of labels such as

lords and serfs or capitalist class and working class.Ossowski (1998: 31) provides the fol-

lowing example to clarify the distinction between relational and gradational class concepts:

‘the rulers cannot be defined without reference to their relation with those who are ruled, but

the rich can be described without reference to their relation to the poor’.In this case,

‘rulers’ and ‘ruled’ are relationally-defined class locations while ‘rich’ and ‘poor’ are grada-

tionally-defined class locations.Wright’s class analysis adopts a relational approach in

18 This categorization was initially proposed by Ossowski (1998:145-147), who distinguished between theories of class
based onordering relations(i.e., gradational theories) and theories based onrelations of dependence(relational theories).
Crompton (2008:Chapter 4) uses a different terminology to refer to the same categories. Shecontrasts ‘theoretical’ (i.e.,
relational) class schemes to ‘descriptive’ ( i.e., gradational) class schemes.The latter are based on occupations or on subjec-
tive scales of occupational prestige and social ranking.

19 Ossowski (1998: 42-45) further distinguishes betweensimpleandsyntheticgradation. Insimple gradational schemes,
classes are defined on the basis of a single measurable characteristic (most typically income, wealth or the level of educa-
tion). In synthetic gradational approaches, classes are defined using a combinations of factors; for example occupation,
income and educational level can be combined into a synthetic class indicator.
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which class relations are conceived as a multidimensional ‘package of relational practices’

(Wright, 1989:302). In Wright’s relational view, ‘class location’ is only a shorthand for

‘location within class relations’: the class location occupied by an individual specifies his or

her position in structured patterns of social interaction shaped, among other things, by class

relations — i.e., by the unequal distribution of rights and powers over the resources

deployed in production.

2. Classes are defined by production relations. Within relational approaches to class, a fur-

ther distinction needs to be made between traditions that define class on the basis of market

relations (i.e., relations of exchange) and traditions that define class on the basis of produc-

tion relations.Both Marxist and Weberian class analysis, for example, define class in rela-

tional terms. For authors that build upon the Weberian tradition of class analysis however,

classes are typically defined in terms of market capacity (or market situation, as in Weber’s

original definition). In Marxist class analysis, class relations are primarily articulated in the

structure of production.20

3. Within the social organization of production, class is defined by relations of exploita-

tion. Several traditions within class analysis give theoretical primacy to the sphere of pro-

duction. Onepossible approach relies on the identification of classes with occupational cat-

egories. Inthis case, classes are defined by their position in the technical division of labour.

Marxist class theory focuses instead on the analysis of exploitation, which can be defined as

a ‘relation of domination within which the people in the dominant position are able to appro-

priate the surplus labor of people within the subordinate position’(Wright, 1979:15).

Summing up, in a Marxist theory of the middle class social classes should be defined as

‘common positions within the social relations of production, where production is analyzed above

all as a system of exploitation’ (Wright,1979: 17). This requirement makes some common ways

of talking about the middle class problematic within a Marxist class framework. Theidentification

of the middle class with middle-income strata, a simple gradational indicator, is not compatible

20 On the difference between Weberian and Marxist approaches, see for example Wright (2005a).
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with the foundations of Marxist class theory. The same can be said of the definition of the middle

class on the basis of status of prestige scores, common in stratification research and status attain-

ment research.

The operationalization of class in terms of occupational categories is similarly inadequate,

since in Marxist class theory ‘class and occupation occupy basically different theoretical spaces’

(Wright, 1980a:178). Occupationsare primarily understood as position within thetechnical rela-

tions of production, while classes are defined as positions in thesocial relations of production.

Since people engaged in the same occupation can be differently located in the social relations of

production, there is not necessarily a one-to-one relation between occupational categories and

social classes.Wright provides the following example:

A carpenter, for example, could be located in any of a number of different class posi-

tions: worker-carpenters are wage-laborers for capital who lack any significant control

over their labor process; petty bourgeois carpenters are self-employed artisans who

sell carpentry services directly to consumers; manager-carpenters are wage laborers

who control the labor of other carpenters within production (e.g., foremen)

(Wright, 1980a:178).

An empirical analysis of the distribution of occupations within relationally-defined class cat-

egories in the United States found that most broad occupational categories have rather heteroge-

neous class compositions (Wright,1980a).21 Although ‘the common association of the working

class with manual occupations, and nonmanual occupations with the ‘‘middle’’ class [...] is not a

totally unrealistic picture [...] it is important not to take this observation too far’ (Wright,1980a:

187). Infact, ‘lower white collar occupations are much more like lower blue collar occupations in

their class distributions than they are like upper white collar occupations’ (p. 178).22 He concluded

that ‘it is clearly inappropriate to globally identify manual labor with the working class and

21 The study was based on Wright’s operationalization of class in terms of contradictory locations, which is described in
Section 1.2.4 below.

22 For instance, Wright found that nearly 60 per cent of people in clerical occupations and about 39 per cent of craftper-
sons and technicians belonged to the working class.
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nonmanual labor with the ‘‘middle class’’ (contradictory class locations)’(Wright, 1980a:188).

Finally, occupational groups are an inadequate basis for the identification of social class

ev en when the theoretical rationale behind their utilization is the linkage between occupation and

skills, not the position in the technical division of labour.23 In this case, occupations are ultimately

a proxy for market capacity; exploitation, the key causal process in Marxist class analysis, still

remains out of the picture.

Within Wright’s neo-Marxist class framework, the identification of classes should ultimately

rest upon the analysis of the location of individuals in relations of exploitation and domination.

For this reason, although this study only concentrates on white collar employees, it is still possible

to differentiate between white collar employees located in the working class (because they do not

exercise any authority over other workers and have none or little autonomy over their own labour

process) and white collar employees located in a ‘middle class’ location.

1.2.4. ‘Contradictory locations’, ‘multiple exploitation’ and ‘complexity in class locations’

While Wright’s conceptualization of the middle class upholds the distinctive features of Marxist

class analysis, it sharply diverges from previous attempts at defining the middle class within a

Marxist class framework. Previous Marxist approaches to the identification of the middle class

shared in fact a fundamental, but often implicit, assumption: the idea that ‘every position within a

class structure falls within one and only one class’ (Wright,1985: 43).24 Wright’s intuition was that

some class locations can simultaneously belong to more than one class, thus having a multiple

class character. Wright called these locationscontradictory locations with class relations.

23 See Wright(Wright, 1979:9, footnote 2).

24 When Wright first engaged the problem of the middle class, four solutions to the conceptualization of the middle class
had been proposed within Marxist class analysis: (1) the ‘simple polarization’ thesis, according to which the middle class is
in reality a privileged stratum of the working class; (2) the ‘new petty bourgeoisie’ thesis, in which the middle class was
classified as part of the petty bourgeoisie (or of a new petty bourgeoisie) due to its ownership of assets such as skill or
human capital or — as in the case of Poulantzas’ class theory — on the basis of its performing unproductive labour; (3) var-
ious versions of ‘new class’ theories, which located the middle class in a class of its own; (4) the ‘middle strata’ theory, in
which the class character of the middle class was either denied, or remained unspecified.For an extended discussion of
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In the first full formulation of the theory of contradictory locations(Wright, 1976;1979),

Wright based the operationalization of class locations on the intersection of three dimensions: con-

trol over money capital, control over physical capital and control over labour; each form of control

could be exercised in different degrees. Workers and capitalists (the fundamental locations of

Marxist class theory) were characterized by their perfect polarization along the three dimensions:

workers were excluded from all forms of control, while capitalists simultaneously exercised all of

them. Managersexerted varying degrees of control on only some of the dimensions, partaking in

this way of the class character of both capitalists and workers. Peoplein professional and techni-

cal occupations enjoyed some degree of control over their own labour process while exercising no

control at all on money and physical capital, thus being simultaneously located in the working

class and in the petty-bourgeoisie; Wright called this class location ‘semi-autonomous employees’.

Finally small employers, being at the same time self-employed and employers of wage-labour,

were simultaneously located in the capitalist class and in the petty-bourgeoisie. Inthis first version

of Wright’s map of capitalist class relations, managers, semi-autonomous employees and small

employers occupied contradictory locations within class relations.25

In the bookClasses(1985) Wright adopted a different strategy to define the middle class,

which he refers to as themultiple exploitationapproach (Wright,1989: 305-313).Wright built

upon Roemer’s game-theoretic analysis of exploitation to identify different forms of exploitation

based on the unequal distribution of specific assets.In this view, different modes of production

generate distinct mechanisms of exploitation. Theforms of exploitation that Wright identified are

the following; (1) feudal exploitation, based on the unequal distribution of labour power; (2)

previous Marxist approaches to the problem of the middle class, see (1980b) and Wright(1985: 37-42).

25 At a later stage, Wright reformulated the concept of contradictory class locations in the light of his analysis of the
interpenetration of modes of production — i.e. the coexistence, within a given social formation, of distinct modes and
forms of production(Wright, 1994:Chapter 6).He distinguished between two types of contradictory locations: contradic-
tory locationswithin modes of production and contradictory locationsbetweenmodes of production.In this new formula-
tion, the class location of managers was defined as a contradictory locationwithin the capitalist mode of production, since
this class location combines elements of the two fundamental locations of capitalist class relations (capitalists and workers).
Semi-autonomous employees occupied instead a contradictory locationbetweenmodes of production, because their class
location combines the appropriation dimension of capitalist class relations (semi-autonomous employees are, like workers,
subject to capitalist exploitation) with the domination dimension of simple commodity production (like the petty bour-
geoisie, they retain control over their own labour process).Small employers were similarly defined as a contradictory loca-
tion between modes of production, since they capitalistically exploit their employees, but are at the same time directly
involved in production (like members of the petty-bourgeoisie). Onthis formulation of the concept of contradictory class
relations, see Wright (1985: 49-51) and(Wright, 1989:303).
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capitalist exploitation, based on the unequal distribution of the means of production; (3) statist

exploitation, based on the unequal distribution of organizational assets; (4) socialist exploitation,

based on the unequal distribution of credential/skill assets(Wright, 1985:Chapter 3).While at the

abstract level modes of production are associated with only one form of exploitation, in reality dif-

ferent forms of exploitation often coexist in the same social formation.Wright defined middle

class locations as those locations within the class structure that are exploited through one form of

exploitation, while being exploiters according to a different mechanism of exploitation. Within

capitalist class relations, the two typical examples are managers and experts: managers are capital-

istically exploited, but exploit workers through their control over org anizational assets; experts are

capitalistically exploited, but are at the same time skill exploiters (Wright,1985: 86-92).

In the two approaches described above, Wright tried to derive a differentiated map of the

capitalist class structure from a single analytical principle.In the first case, the principle was that

class locations can simultaneously belong to more than one class; in the second case, the principle

was that class locations can combine different mechanism of exploitation (Wright,1989: 323).

Since Wright himself and other class analysts found several conceptual difficulties in both

approaches (seefor example the contributions in Wright et al.,1989), Wright eventually aban-

doned the idea of founding his class analysis on a unitary principle.He designed the contours of a

new strategy based on the identification of the complexities that affect the location of individuals

within class relations, and on the systematic incorporation of these complexities into the analysis

of the class structure(Wright, 1989:Chapter 8; Wright,2005a). Wrightidentified five sources of

complexity that affect the location of individuals in class relations.Tw o sources of complexity are

directly related to the concepts of contradictory locations and multiple exploitation introduced

above, and deserve for this reason a more detailed discussion:

1. The unbundling of rights and powers: class relations are not unidimensional; they are in real-

ity ‘complex bundles of decomposable rights and powers [that] can potentially be partially

unbundled and reorganized in complex ways’ (Wright,2005a: 16).The multidimensionality

of class relations generates contradictory class locations.Managers, for example, exercise

some of the powers of capital (decisions over the firing and hiring of workers, capacity to
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operate changes in the organization of the labour process and so on). At the same time, like

workers, they can be fired and cannot appropriate the productive assets under their control

for personal consumption.For this reason, they occupy at the same time a capitalist and a

working class location within class relations.The possession of highly valuable skills and

expertise can also generate a contradictory class location because skills affect the distribu-

tion of rights and powers over the performance of the job. In the case of highly-skilled

employees, employers have to forego some degree of control over the labour process and are

often required to offer long-term employment guarantees — which equates to highly-skilled

employees gaining some degree of ownership in their jobs.In the class complexity frame-

work, the concept of contradictory locations is not anymore a single unifying principle guid-

ing the reformulation of Marxist class analysis, but one among the several forms of com-

plexities that structural class analysis has to take into account.

2. Strata and class locations: there are clear quantitative and qualitative variations in the degree

of power exercised or in the amount of resources controlled by people located in structurally

similar class locations.For example, managers can have more or less actual control over

investment and employment decisions while capitalists can employ few workers or thou-

sands of employees. Wrightrefers to these variations as ‘strata within class locations’.For

wage earners, variations in the degree of autonomy and authority can translate into higher

earnings through the command of loyalty or skill rents — both instances of the more general

concept of class mediation over the income determination process.Variations in the degree

of power or resources controlled by employees generateprivileged appropriation locations

within capitalist class relations, such as those occupied by managers and professionals.The

concept of privileged appropriation locations can be seen as a weaker reformulation of the

idea of multiple exploitation: managers and professionals are not anymore conceived as

organizational or skill exploiters but simply as employees that enjoy a lower degree of

exploitation than working class employees (Wright,1997: 21, footnotes 25 and 26).

Other sources of complexity concern the temporal aspect of class locations (i.e., the fact that

some people can be placed on career trajectories that, over time, can be reasonably expected to
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cross class boundaries); the allocation of individuals to class locations (some people can, for exam-

ple, hold more than one job or they can be wage labourers and at the same time hold investments

in stocks); and the effect of mediated class relations (people are also affected by the class location

of their family members).26

1.2.5. Thetwelve-locations map of capitalist class relations

The conceptualization of locations-within-class-relations in terms of sources of complexity, contra-

dictory locations within class relations and privileged appropriation locations within relations of

exploitation led Wright’s to dev elop a twelve-locations map of capitalist class relations

(Wright, 1997). The twelve-locations map has been extensively used in empirical, quantitatively-

oriented research.An example of its application is the Comparative Project on Class Structure and

Class Consciousness, an international research program that collected data from twelve different

countries (seefor example Western & Wright,1994; Wright,1997). This‘class map’ provides the

starting point for the construction of the aggregated class variables used in the empirical analyses

performed in this thesis.27

In the twelve-locations map, Wright uses three dimensions to identify distinct class locations

within capitalist class relations: the ownership of means of production; the degree of authority; and

the possession of skills/expertise. Thematrix of locations within class relations is defined by the

intersection of these three dimensions (Figure 1.1).The rationale for including these dimensions is

linked to their capacity to capture the unbundling of the rights and powers that constitute class

relations and to their capacity to identify strata within class locations (see Section 1.2.4).More

specifically, Wright explains the decision to utilize these dimensions as follows (Wright,1997:

17-23):

26 See Wright (1989; 2005a: 10-12) for an extended discussion of sources of complexity.

27 See Section 1.2.6 for a discussion of the construction of aggregated class variables in Wright’s framework.
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order to extract surplus from workers, the capitalist production system requires an apparatus of

domination based on sanctions, incentives, hierarchy and control over the labour of others.When

managers and supervisors engage in practices of domination within production, they are exercising

delegated capitalist powers. They are however also capitalistically exploited, since they are

excluded from the ownership of means of production.This duality places, as discussed above,

managers and supervisors in ‘contradictory locations within class relations’: they are simultane-

ously in the working class and in the capitalist class.The second reason for considering authority

as an important dimension in the definition of class locations concerns the relation between earn-

ing and the appropriation of surplus.Since managers and supervisors exercise delegated capitalist

powers, their employers need to ensure that they will utilize these powers in an effective and

responsible way that promotes the interests of the organization. Given the high degree of discre-

tion and initiative characterising managerial positions, monitoring is costly and repressive forms of

control can hinder creativity. Managers and supervisors receive therefore a ‘loyalty rent’ in the

form of higher earnings and access to clear career paths within the internal labour market. In this

way managers and supervisors, while contributing to the production of the surplus appropriated by

capitalists through the exploitation mechanism, take part to some degree in its redistribution. This

places them in a ‘privileged appropriation location within exploitative relations’ and distinguishes

them from workers. Alongthe authority dimension, Wright identifies two different strata accord-

ing to the forms and degree of control exercised by employees. Managers are involved in organi-

zational decision-making;supervisors have power over subordinates but have no decision-making

power of their own.

Skills and expertise: the rationale for considering this dimension in the analysis of capitalist class

relations is again linked to the concept of privileged appropriation locations within exploitation

relations. Employees with skills and expertise receive higher earnings (take part in the redistribu-

tion of surplus) for two reasons. First,given that experts and skilled workers retain a high degree

of discretion in the performance of their jobs, employers must (as in the case of managers) devise

mechanisms to enhance their loyalty. Participation in the redistribution of surplus through higher

29 Domination is defined by Wright(2005a: 25) as ‘the social relations within which one person’s activities are directed
and controlled by another’.Exploitation and domination and closely connected; taken together, they define the core fea-
tures of the structured pattern of social interactions within capitalist class relations.
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earnings is one of the forms through which the loyalty of experts is elicited.Employees with

skills/expertise can also gain some degree of ownership in their jobs (through their being placed in

predictable career trajectories and through their relatively secure employment contracts) while

maintaining a considerable level of control over their labour process.For these reasons employees

with high levels skills and expertise can be located, as discussed above, in contradictory locations

within class relations.Second, skills and expertise are generally scarce in the labour market

because several mechanisms restrict their supply.30 The (partially artificial) scarcity of skills and

expertise generates a ‘skill rent’ component in the wage of experts and skilled workers. Alongthe

skills/expertise dimension, Wright differentiates betweenexperts, who are engaged in occupations

that generally require the possession of advanced academic degrees; andskilled workers, who are

employed in occupations that require a lower level of specialized training.31

1.2.6. Onthe number of class locations in empirical analyses

The different combinations of authority and skills/expertise identify nine distinct locations within

the employee population, ranging fromnonskilled workers (who possess no skills and exercise no

authority) toexpert managers (who exercise actual managerial authority and possess a high degree

of expertise). Itis however important to note that, since these locations are not ‘classes’, the appli-

cation of Wright’s class analysis in empirical research does not necessarily require the use of this

highly-disaggregated map of locations-within-class-relations.On this point, it is worth quoting

Wright at some length:

30 The literature on the sociology of professions has since long pointed out the existence of mechanisms artificially
restricting the supply of skilled professionals, such as lengthy training, credentialism and certification by professional
organizations, informal restrictions based on social and cultural capital or on ascriptive characteristics such as gender and
ethnicity (seeFreidson, 1994;2001; andLarson, 1977;1980).

31 This study adopted a different operationalization of the concept of skills/expertise. Theidentification of locations
along the skill/expertise axis was based not on the skill content of occupations but on the skill requirements of individual
companies and departments.This notwithstanding, the constructs used in the study aim at capturing the same underlying
dimension of Wright’s operationalization (skills/expertise, as tied to autonomy in the labour process).The reasons for
adopting a different strategy are explained in in Appendix A.
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People often ask the question ‘‘how many classes are there?’’. My own work on class

structure, for example, has been described as offering a ‘‘12-class model’’ since in

some of my research I have constructed a 12-category class variable in order to study

such things as class consciousness or class mobility. Within the framework I am

proposing here, this kind of question is, I think, misconstrued.A class ‘‘location’’ i s

not ‘‘a class’’; it is a location-within-relations.The number of such locations within

an analysis of class structure, then, depends upon how fine-grained an account is

needed for the purposes at hand.For some research questions, a relatively fine-

grained differentiation of locations within class relations is desirable, since the precise

ways in which persons are connected to right-and-powers-over-resources may be of

explanatory importance.In my research on the relationship between class location

and class consciousness, for example, I felt that a fairly refined set of categories would

be relevant. For other problems, a more coarse-grained description of locations-

within-relations may provide more insight.In my work on the problem of class com-

promise I felt a much simpler two-location class model consisting only of workers and

capitalists was appropriate(Wright, 2005a:12-13).

Furthermore, in defining the middle class conceptual issues combine with the unavoidable

imperfections of empirical operationalizations(Wright, 1997: 74-75). Intermediarypositions

along the authority and skill/expertise dimensions combine in fact two different cases: (a) individu-

als whose class location ismarginalwith regards to the theoretical logic of the dimension; (b) indi-

viduals for whom the measures of their objective situation areambiguous. There is therefore an

inherent element of arbitrariness in deciding where to draw the boundaries between the working

class and the middle class.

In his own empirical work, Wright often combined the class locations of the twelve-location

matrix into aggregate class categories according to the needs of the analysis.For example, in the

book Class Counts(Wright, 1997),Wright utilized a number of different aggregation schemes.

For the study of class boundary permeability (Chapters 5, 7 and 8), he reduced the twelve-location

matrix to eight aggregate locations (of which six were employee class locations).In the analysis
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of intergenerational class mobility (Chapter 6), the employee class locations were further reduced

to five. For the analysis of double-earner families (Chapter 10), ‘the categories of ‘‘contradictory

class locations’’ among wage-earners [were] combined into a single and rather homogeneous

‘‘ middle class’’ (Wright, 1997:277-278). Employee class locations were in this way collapsed

into two aggregate class categories: middle class employees and working class employees. Finally,

in Chapter 15 (which deals with class consciousness) Wright utilized a two-class model based on a

different set of specifications.In this case he defined the middle class as ‘everyone who is a man-

ager, an expert or a skilled supervisor’ (page 489).All other employees (nonskilled workers, non-

skilled supervisor and nonsupervisory skilled workers) were included in the working class.

Consistently with Wright’s indications, in this thesis the twelve-locations model only pro-

vided the starting point for the allocation of employees to locations-within-class-relations.For the

empirical analyses performed in the individuals chapters, the original locations-within-class-rela-

tions were aggregated into simpler class categories according to the aims of each analysis.More

specifically, two different aggregation schemes were used, which I refer to as Scheme A and

Scheme B.Since the study only included wage labourers, both schemes were constructed by

aggregating only the nine employee class location on the right-hand side of Figure 1.1.

Scheme A(Figure 1.2) is a two-class scheme identical to that utilized by Wright in Chapter

15 of Class Counts. Scheme A was used to define the class variables included in the models esti-

mated in Chapters 2 and 3.Scheme B(Figure 1.3), a three-class scheme, was instead applied to

the analysis of job search networks presented in Chapter 4.Given the exploratory nature of this

analysis, Scheme B was designed so as to obtain a relatively pure definition of the middle class and

of the working class.The middle class category only included the class locations unambiguously

separated from the working class on both the authority and the skill dimensions.Therefore, the

middle class as defined in Scheme B only includes managers, expert supervisors and nonsupervi-

sory experts. Theworking class was restricted to nonskilled employees, while the remaining class

locations — being ambiguously separated from the working class on one or both dimensions —

were aggregated in an ambiguous locationscategory. The ambiguous locations category in

Scheme B includes skilled workers, skilled supervisors and nonskilled supervisors.
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1.3. Neo-Marxistelements in the study of post-reform China

Although the relevance of Marxist social theory in China studies has sharply declined in the after-

math of reforms (Morgan, 2004),32 elements of neo-Marxist class analysis have been fruitfully

integrated in research on the post-reform working class. Thompson’s view of social classes as

rooted in collective experience has often been referred to by authors writing on working class

mobilization in China(C. K.-C. Chan & Pun,2009; F. Chen, 2006;C. K. Lee,1998a). Thomp-

son’s interpretation of working class struggles as a response to the breaking of the precepts of the

moral economy has been applied to China by Unger and Chan(2004), and his analysis of the role

of labour elites in working class mobilizations is quoted by Chan and Pun(2009). Burawoy’s

conceptualization of factory regimes and his analysis of working class activism under socialism

provided one of the starting points for Ching Kwan Lee’s theorization of ‘disorganized despotism’

(C. K. Lee,1999; 2002) and for her analysis of ‘insurgent post-socialist labour’(C. K. Lee,2002;

2007).

The work of Wright, the most structurally-oriented among the three currents of the renewal

of Marxism, has instead found very few applications in China.To the best of my knowledge,

Wright’s class analysis has been applied to post-Mao China in only two cases. Thefirst is an arti-

cle co-authored by Shaogang Wang, Deborah Davis and Yanjie Bian (S. Wang et al., 2006); the

second is a PhD thesis by Thung-Hong Lin(Lin, 2008). In the case of Wang et al. (S. Wang et

al., 2006),Wright’s class analysis provides at best a general conceptual framework. Notwithstand-

ing a reference to the three dimensions that underlie Wright’s classification (authority, skills and

ownership; see p. 322 and p. 326), the class locations defined in this study are in reality gradational

occupational categories and retain only a loose connection to the relational character of Wright’s

32 According to Morgan (2004), the decline of Marxism is not due to a lack of explanatory power of Marxist theory, but
has to be understood in terms of sociology of knowledge. Morgan lists three main reasons for the marginalization of Marx-
ism in China studies.First, Marxist theory has lost its central place in the political debate within the PRC, both within the
Party and in society at large. Second,the field has followed the trend towards micro-level approaches originating in main-
stream economics and sociology, including an increasing reliance on formal modelling and statistical analysis.Finally the
emergence of post-positivist approaches, particularly of post-modernist and post-structuralist theory, has been received as a
valid theoretical alternative to Marxist social science by critical scholars.In regard to Morgan’s first point, it must be noted
that other authors have pointed out the continued relevance of Marxist thought in political and intellectual circles after the
death of Mao.Gabriel (2006) has argued that a specific form of classical Marxism, which he termed modernist Marxism,
informs Chinese economic policy in the post-reform era.Meisner (1985) described a revival of Marxist thought in China
after the demise of the Maoist orthodoxy.
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class analysis.In the case of Lin (2008) the study is based on pre-existing datasets rather than on

original data; Lin’s operationalization of class-relevant variables consequently differs from the one

used in this thesis.Lin adopts the formulation of Wright’s class theory proposed inClasses, in

which social classes are defined in terms of multiple forms of exploitation. Heequates the urban

hukouto an asset that generates feudal exploitation; thedanweito a tool of organizational exploita-

tion; and the cadre system to a mechanism of skill exploitation. Lin therefore identifies all

employees of a state-owned unit as organizational exploiters independently from their rank and

functions, all cadres as skill exploiters and all urban residents as feudal exploiters. Thisstudy

relies instead on a specifically-designed questionnaire, and assigns individual employees rather

than occupational groups or labour force segments to class locations on the basis of measures of

authority and expertise developed on the field.

Perhaps more surprisingly, the growing stream of literature on the post-reform middle class

(managers, entrepreneurs, state cadres) has to date failed to engage with Wright’s class analysis.

This literature is mainly concerned with the relations between the evolution of the post-reform

class structure and political change.A recurrent theme in the literature on entrepreneurial and

managerial middle classes is the criticism of class-based theories of democratization — be they the

classical modernization theory of Lipset(1959; 1960), the historical-structuralist theory associated

with Barrington Moore(1966); or the class power - class coalitions theory of Rueschemeyer and

associates (Huberet al.,1997; Rueschemeyer et al.,1992). Thesetheories postulate a link

between capitalism-led economic growth and democracy, mediated by the deep transformation of

the class structure generated by economic development.33

The fact that since 1979 the PRC has been engaged in market-oriented reforms while under-

going a period of sustained economic growth has led some authors to seek for parallels with class-

based and modernization theories of democratization.Private entrepreneurs have been identified

33 The causal processes and the key agents of transformation are different for the three schools.For Moore, it was in
particular the emergence of a bourgeoisie disenfranchised from the state that brought about political change in Western
Europe. Lipset postulated a direct link between the level of affluence and democratization.He writes: ‘democracy is related
to the state of economic development. Themore well-to-do a nation, the greater the chances that it will sustain democracy’
Lipset, 1960:31. Growing affluence moderates radical working class demands and increases the size of the pro-democracy
middle class.For Rueschemeyer, Stephens and Stephens capitalist development alters the balance of power between social
classes. Theclass balance of power, together with the structure of state-society relations and the international balance of
power, may contribute to creating the conditions for democracy.
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as potential harbingers of democracy and signs of a growing independent civil society have been

detected in post-Mao China(Glassman, 1991;Howell, 1994; White, 1993;White et al.,1996).

The class structure of post-Mao China appears however to most observers as fragmented along

complex and intersecting dimensions that the ‘big classes’ of modernization and structural theories

of democratization (the middle class, the bourgeoisie) are not able to capture.34 Because of their

glossing over the cleavages that characterize the post-reform class structure, class-based theories of

democratization are seen an inadequate conceptual tool for explaining the dynamics of political

change (or stability) in China.

Criticism has in particular been levelled at the notion of a middle class. Goodman has on

several occasions pointed out the limited usefulness of the concept for the study of post-Mao

China. Hewrites: ‘the term is frequently used for such a wide variety of social categories that its

analytical capacity in terms of social and political behaviour is [...] virtually non-existent [...] [T]he

emphasis must be on the plural ‘‘middle classes’’, for any suggestion that there is a single middle

class is unsustainable’(Goodman, 1998:40). For Goodman, occupational definitions of the mid-

dle class are too broad to make any sense, and gradational definitions based on measurable indica-

tors such as income, home ownership or consumption fare no better. Gradational groupings lump

together social categories that, although similar in terms of incomes or wealth, have different iden-

tities, attitudes and aspirations.Furthermore, there is an inevitable degree of arbitrariness in set-

ting the boundaries of the middle class in this way.35

Similar arguments have been raised by other scholars.Wang (X. Wang, 2008)sees the mid-

dle class as an inherently vague category, and he is not able to find signs of collective action or

shared identity among the members of this highly differentiated social group in the PRC.Tsai

(2005) talks of the ‘ontologically ambiguous’ character of the term ‘middle class’; the concept of

the middle class is ‘too broad and contextually contingent in terms of whom it includes to provide

34 See for example the critical references to class-based theories of democratization in A. Chen(2002: 401-2; 2003:
141-3), Hong(2004: 35), Dickson(2007: 829), Goodman(1998: 40-3; 2008: 23-5), Robison and Goodman(1996: 6-7),
Tsai (2005: 1130-1) and Yang (2006: 155-6).

35 See for example the review and critique of several occupational and gradational schemes in Goodman and Zang
(2008: 6-10).
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a meaningful sense of whether citizens clustered around a median income level [ ...] are likely to

have democratic proclivities’ (Tsai,2005:1131-2). Definitionalproblems also plague alternative

constructs, like for example the ‘new rich’. While a less politically-loaded term than the middle

class, the new rich ‘is not a precise analytical tool [...] Since the new rich is neither a comprehen-

sive category, not one that springs from a common historical experience, its impact may differ

from one country to another and be the consequence of different sets of conflicts and interests, not

least within the new rich itself’ (Robison & Goodman,1996: 5-6).

Although mainly concerned with the dynamics of political change, several authors have pro-

posed classificatory schemes of the post-reform class structure.36 The strategy adopted to capture

the complexity of the post-reform class structure has entailed the development ofad hocclassifica-

tory schemes through the multiplication of the dimensions used to identify social groups and their

fractions. Notwithstandingtheir eclecticism, these approaches rely on classificatory dimensions

aimed at capturing the relations between the emerging social classes and the party-state — rela-

tions that can be conceptualized in terms of closure and opportunity hoarding.Notably absent is

an attention to the location of individuals in relations of exploitation and domination.If private

property and managerial control (or exclusion from them) consistently appear as defining features

of the social groups emerged from reforms, the dimensions that according to Wright and

Goldthorpe allow better specification of the location of wage labourers in the social structure (sell-

ing of labour, employment contracts, possession of skills and autonomy) are given a very marginal

role. A comprehensive analysis of the dimensions underlying previous classifications of the post-

reform class structure is provided in Appendix B.

While it is true that the post-reform middle class (however defined) lacks a shared identity

and a capacity (or willingness) for collective action, this does not necessarily mean that it is not

possible to identify structural locations characterized by similar employment conditions, shared

material interests and a common position in the social relations of production.This thesis adopts a

theoretically-based approach that aims at underlying such commonalities through a relational defi-

nition of social class.While no claim is made that the class locations identified in the study

36 See for example Chen(A. Chen, 2002), Goodman(1996; 2000; 2001), He (2003) and So(2003).
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correspond to meaningfully formed collectivities or constitute the basis of shared identities, they

offer a sounder basis for quantitative analysis than the eclectic,ad hocclassifications proposed by

the previous literature.

1.4. Research design and data collection

Most analyses of income determination in China, as elsewhere, are based on nationally-representa-

tive samples. Thelimited resources available for the study ruled out the possibility of undertaking

a large-scale survey. Since the extant datasets do not incorporate the kind of information required

to correctly identify the position of employees on the authority and skills/expertise dimensions, I

decided to perform a small survey in a bounded location and to focus on a specific segment of the

class structure (white collar employees).

Given that Wright’s class model had never been used for empirical research in China, prior

to conducting the survey it was important to assess whether the operationalizations of class-rele-

vant dimensions (authority and skill/expertise) adopted by Wright in his studies of Western capital-

ist democracies were adequate in the case of post-Mao China.For example, the degree of skills

associated with different occupations in China could not necessarily be the same as in the West.

Fieldwork proved that this was indeed the case (see Appendix A for an extended discussion).

For this reason, I opted for a mixed-methods sequential exploratory design (an Instrument

Development Model) articulated in two sequential phases (Creswell & PlanoClark, 2007). In the

first phase of the study, qualitative data were collected from several sources in order to design ade-

quate operationalizations of the class-relevant dimensions and to generate lists of items to be

included in the quantitative survey instrument (occupational titles, department names, channels of

recruitment, forms of benefits and so on).The operationalizations adopted for locating individuals

on the matrix of class locations are described in detail in Appendix A.Furthermore, the qualitative
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data collected in the first phase of the study were used to understand the specificities of the study

location and to investigate the functioning of the local skilled labour market. Theintroduction to

the study location presented in Section 1.6 is largely based on data collected during the first phase

of the study.

In the second phase of the study, the survey questionnaire was administered to a clustered

random sample of white collar employees working for companies located in the Nanjing New- and

High-Technology Development Zone. Although the thesis emphasizes the quantitative aspects of

the research, data collected in the first (qualitative) phase played an important role in the overall

logic of the study as well as in the interpretation of the results.

1.4.1. Selectionof the study location

The choice of the city in which to perform the study (Nanjing, the capital of Jiangsu

province) was a matter of convenience. Iwas at the time of the fieldwork a visiting student at Nan-

jing University. This offered me the opportunity to establish good linkages with the local business

community and with some government agencies.Thus, I was in a better position to obtain access

to the field. Since the available resources only allowed for a small-scale survey, the selection of a

specific study location in Nanjing aimed at reducing variations in other structural elements of strat-

ification identified in the previous literature (sector, location, institutional context and barriers to

labour mobility). The Nanjing New- and High-Technology Development Zone [NNHTDZ] was

selected after a preliminary round of interviews and visits to industrial development zones for the

following reasons:

1. The NNHTDZ is a national-level, bounded development zone (14.5 km2) with a well-

defined institutional environment. Thenational character of the NNHTDZ means that,

unlike other development zones in Nanjing municipality which have had greater leeway in

implementing aggressive inv estment-attraction strategies, national-level regulations have

been more closely followed. Itsinstitutional environment has therefore been less sensitive to
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local-level policy variations.

2. Dueto strict regulations concerning the kind of industries that a national-level new- and

high-technology development zone can host, the industrial mix in the NNHTDZ is very

homogeneous since it only comprises research- and technology-intensive enterprises.

3. Becauseof its sectoral specificities, demand for skilled labour in the NNHTDZ is high —

particularly for highly-educated employees with relevant experience in the corporate sector.

The local labour market is very competitive, with high turnover rates and with a prevalence

of impersonal channels of recruitment (see Section 1.6).Competition for skilled labour is

strong not only within Nanjing but throughout the Yangtze River Delta region since the area

(which includes Shanghai and the most advanced areas of Zhejiang Province) hosts several

high-technology industrial parks.The competitive nature of regional labour markets was

further confirmed by the failure of all attempts made by the NNHTDZ administration to

retain skilled labour within the zone.Furthermore, in the NNHTDZ, as in other high-tech-

nology zones throughout China(Fan et al.,2009), restrictions on labour mobility on the

basis of residence permits (hukou) hav e in practice been eased.This eliminated a further

source of labour market segmentation identified by previous studies.37

4. Finally, new- and high-technology development zones are at the forefront of the Chinese

capitalist system and are seen by the central leadership as a desirable development model.

High-tech industry is at the moment the main recipient of state fiscal incentives, and new-

and high-technology development zones are in a privileged position to attract further invest-

ment.

37 Statist influences on the functioning of the labour market within the NNHTDZ seem clearly subordinated to systemic
capitalist constraints.In Wright’s terminology it is possible to affirm that, as far as labour markets are concerned, capital-
ism is the dominant mode of production within the NNHTDZ.
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1.4.2. Data

The study is based on original data collected by the author in Nanjing between 2008 and 2009.In

the first phase of the research, qualitative data were collected from different sources:

1. a preliminary round of face-to-face interviews with key informants including twenty-four

company representatives (predominantly human resource managers, but also senior and mid-

dle managers in other departments); three representatives of public and private training

providers; three representatives of government agencies.

2. Directobservation in two different settings: by taking part for six months to the activities of

various Working Group of the European Union Chamber of Commerce in China (EUCCC),

Nanjing Chapter; and by working for three months as a freelance consultant for the

NNHTDZ Development Corporation, the executive arm of the NNHTDZ administration.38

3. Face-to-face, semi-structured interviews with senior and middle managers of ten companies

located within the NNHTDZ.The ten companies were randomly selected from the list of all

companies registered in the NNHTDZ provided by the NNHTDZ administration. The ten

companies also provided the primary sampling unit for the employees’ survey.

The list of face-to-face interviews and basic data about the sampled companies are provided in

Appendix A.

In the second phase of the study, a clustered random sample of white-collar employees was

selected from the ten companies.A total of 125 questionnaires was distributed; 97 completed

questionnaires were returned.The questionnaire collected data on the employees’ authority and

skills/expertise; on wage and nonwage forms remuneration; on their past jobs; on their channels of

38 The vast majority of managers who participated in the activities of the EUCCC Working Groups were Chinese.My
position as a consultant for the NNHTDZ Development Corporation involved close interaction with the NNHTDZ adminis-
tration, potential investors and managers of companies located within the zone.I regularly attended meeting and negotia-
tions and often shared my lunch breaks with NNHTDZ employees. SinceI did not have an office in the NNHTDZ Devel-
opment Corporation and was often visiting companies within the zone, I could not observe the routine functioning of the
zone administration as closely as I hoped.
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access to their current occupation; on their early career steps; on the social networks they mobi-

lized to give or receive help and information during the job search process; on their attitudes

towards work and career; on their membership in civic and political associations; on the jobs and

educational qualifications of their spouses and parents.

1.5. Limitations of the study

This study suffers from several limitations; some are due to the theoretical approach, some to the

narrow scope of the investigation and other pertain to the data collection process.This section dis-

cusses each source of limitations in turn; I return on these points in the Conclusions.

1.5.1. Theoretical limitations

Wright’s class analysis has been criticized for its inability to provide a coherent account of class

agency and for proposing a fundamental separation between structure and action(see for example

Crompton, 2008:Chapter 4).In the Chinese context, these critiques have found a clear articulation

in the work of Alvin So, who discussed Wright’s class analysis at length in two theoretical papers

(So, 1991; So, 1995).So argued that a structural approach to class analysis should be comple-

mented by the investigation of concrete patterns of class struggles and alliances; consistently with

this position, he did not apply Wright’s class analysis in his studies of social class in post-Mao

China (So,2003; 2005). The capacity of Wright’s analysis to actually capture the underlying

nature of class relations in capitalists societies has also been questioned (see the contributions in

Wright et al.,1989).39

39 Wright acknowledged the validity of these critiques; his theory has consequently gone through a series of reconstruc-
tions (seefor example Wright,1989).
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Authors writing about working-class mobilization in China have convincingly argued that

class analysis in and by itself, even when oriented to the study of class agency rather than struc-

ture, is insufficient to understand the subjectivities, the capacity for organization and the forms of

protest adopted by migrant workers and laid-off state workers. Hegemony, the institutional and

historical context of post-Mao China, the conditions of the dormitory regime, the barriers and

opportunities to mobilization embedded in recruitment networks based on ethnicity and place of

origin, the reproduction of patriarchal relations on the shopfloor, the relation of different segments

and cohorts of the working class to the ideological legacy of Maoism and to the emerging legalistic

discourse have been identified as powerful factors that, together with class, contribute to shaping

the identities, the forms of protest and the capacity for collective action of the post-Mao working

class.40

The structural approach adopted in this thesis has a limited capacity to deal with these com-

plexities. In Wright’s approach, for example, the relations between class and gender remains

undertheorized. Furthermore,Wright’s class analysis emerges from the experience of capitalism in

Western democratic societies.This raises important theoretical questions about the transferability

of his conceptual apparatus to a post-socialist society such as China.Wright’s class analysis ulti-

mately relies on a notion of the ‘abstract worker’ — a worker that is not historically and culturally

situated. Asargued by Lee(2007: 24-26), such a notion cannot grasp the complexity of the work-

ing class experience in China.Ultimately Wright’s approach is concerned with the analysis of the

material interests generated by the location of individuals in the social relations of production.In

order to understand if and under what conditions these material interests may provide a basis for

collective action or for a shared identity, it would be necessary to integrate the analyses presented

in this thesis with an organic study of the elements pointed out by the previous literature.Such an

analysis has not been attempted in this study. Although the study tried to address some of these

issues at the empirical level by embedding the survey within a case study and by designing the

operationalization of class variables from the field, the theoretical implications of the application

of a capitalist class scheme to a post-socialist society have been left unexplored.

40 See for example Blecher (2002); C. K.-C. Chan and Pun(2009); Lee (1998a; 1998b; 1999; 2000; 2007); Pun
(2005a; 2005b; 2007); Pun, Chan & Chan(2010); Pun & Smith (2007); Smith & Pun(2006), Unger & Chan(2004).
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Notwithstanding these limitations, Wright’s approach appears adequate for the aims of this

thesis. Mostcritiques of Wright’s theory concern its limited capacity to unpack the complex rela-

tions between class, non-class forms of stratification and class agency. The thesis is concerned

only with assessing the influence of class on the income determination process, not with issues of

class agency or class formation.From the point of view of the analysis of material interests and

income determination, there is little doubt that Wright’s class analysis has produced valid empiri-

cal findings (Crompton, 2008).Notwithstanding his criticism, Alvin So similarly acknowledges

that, ‘thanks to Wright, Marxist class analysis has appeared in mainstream academic journals and

prestigious university presses’(So, 1995:319 ).

It must finally be noted that other relational class approaches have dealt with the ‘problem of

the middle class’.Goldthorpe’s elaboration of the notion of the ‘service class’(Goldthorpe, 1982;

1987; Erickson & Goldthorpe,1992) is in several regards similar, in its empirical application and

particularly in the analysis of employee class locations, to Wright’s approach. Inthe case of post-

Mao China, I believe howev er that Wright’s class analysis is to be preferred because it provides a

coherent conceptual framework for the study of class in social formations characterized by the

coexistence of different modes of production.In Goldthorpe’s class analysis, the site of employ-

ment (state or private sector) does not pose any conceptual problem.What counts in defining

social classes are the market capacity of individuals and the differences in their employment rela-

tions; as far as people enter into an employment relation through similar labour market institutions,

the nature of the employer is largely irrelevant. Wright instead acknowledges that managers, pro-

fessionals and workers employed in the state sector raise relevant theoretical issues in class analy-

sis (seefor example Wright,1978: 340-6; 1989; 1997: Chapter 15).Furthermore, Wright has

elaborated the notion ofmediated class relationsto analyze class when capitalist and non-capitalist

modes of production coexist in the same social formation.Although such an analysis lies beyond

the scope of this thesis, I believe that Wright’s class theory offers an appropriate framework to ana-

lyze the class structure of China, where emerging capitalists features interact in complex ways

with elements of a statist mode of production.At the same time, China would offer an interesting

testing ground for Wright’s theory of mediated class relations in social formations characterized by

the interpenetration of different modes of production.
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1.5.2. Empirical limitations

The empirical scope of this research is limited in several regards. Inanalyzing the material condi-

tions of white collar employees and the characteristics of the regime of production in the

NNHTDZ, this study does not deal with what Burawoy calls the ‘social relationsin production’

(the actual shopfloor relations between management and labour) and predominantly concentrates

on one aspect of the ‘social relationsof production’ (the distribution of surplus in the form of wage

and nonwage benefits, not its appropriation).Although I closely observed the relations between

managers and local government agencies and participated in several social activities involving

managers (working groups, meetings of professional associations, informal networking events and

so on), I had limited occasions to observe actual workplace relations between managers and

employees.

I certainly had many chances to talk non-managerial employees and young educated job

seekers during my stay in Nanjing; these conversations however had a less structured character

than those with managers and government officials. Theinformation collected in the course of my

informal conversations with non-managerial employees appeared to confirm the elements that

emerged in the more structured phases of the fieldwork — the competitive nature of the regional

skilled labour market, the absence of direct state interventions in labour markets, the scarce diffu-

sion of despotic practices, the emphasis on consensus and ideology. Nonetheless, my encounters

with employees had an erratic character and I was far more frequently exposed to the points of

view of management than to the point of view of their subordinates.

Furthermore, several factors placed me at a distance from the people with whom I interacted.

I was a foreigner (or, even better, a foreigner squared: an Italian living in Australia doing fieldwork

in China); a PhD researcher hosted by a prestigious institution like Nanjing University; I often

wore a suit and a tie and carried a business card reporting my position as a consultant of the

NNHTDZ Development Corporation; I gav etalks and presentations to business audiences; I was

accompanied by research assistants and was often introduced to interviewees by staff of the

NNHTDZ development zone or by well-known personalities of the local business community.
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It must also be said that the NNHTDZ is a rather cosmopolitan environment and this made

my position less peculiar than it would have been in other research settings.Several companies

employed returned overseas students, most had frequent interactions with foreign managers and

investors and several studies had been carried out in the past in the NNHTDZ (generally by foreign

business consultancies).I also maintained regular relations with several of the people I inter-

viewed in more informal settings.Although this may have mitigated to a certain extent the dis-

tance between me as a researcher and the managers and employees of the NNHTDZ, it is undeni-

able that our positions were very different. Thismay have affected the extent to which the impres-

sions and data I collected on the field (which could not be triangulated with direct observations of

the labour process) reflect the reality of the working environment in the NNHTDZ. When the con-

versation shifted (as it often did) to business opportunities and best HR practices, it was clear that

my interests and motivations were ultimately not those of a businessman, a manager or a strategy

consultant but those of a researcher. This being a mixed-method case study, the design of the

questionnaire and the interpretation of the survey data have been influenced as much by theory as

by my field observations. Ifon the one hand this allowed me to situate the survey in a wider con-

text, on the other hand any bias in the information I had access to during the qualitative phases of

the study pose a limit to the supposed ‘objectivity’ of quantitative research.

Finally, this study is limited in scope because it only concentrated on a single occupational

group (white collar employees). Relevant sections of the class structure of the NNHDTZ were

excluded from the survey — more peculiarly, owners of capital and state employees in the various

government offices, police stations and university campuses located within the NNHTDZ. Even

more importantly, the study excluded the host of people running the ancillary services required to

keep the zone running like peddlers, truck drivers, garbage recyclers, cleaners and janitors, small

shop and restaurant owners, informal service providers and the few remaining suburban farmers

that were on the point of being evicted from their land to make room for an expansion of the indus-

trial area. Without an in-depth study of these categories, any class analysis of the NNHTDZ is far

from complete.
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1.5.3. Samplesize and generalizability of results

The third set of limitations pertains to the generalizability of the results.This affects to a lesser

degree the results of the quantitative analyses that, being based on a clustered random sample, can

be extended by inference to the white collar employee population of the NNHTDZ.It should how-

ev er be noted that the small sample size (about 100 observations) potentially poses some limits to

the statistical conclusion validity of results. I tried to contain these problems by adopting statisti-

cal techniques that could work well with a small sample size and by restricting the number of inde-

pendent variables included in the models.I accounted for the features of the sampling design

through the use of clustered robust standard errors and probability weights.

More problematic is the external validity of the study itself.From this point of view, the

study could be likened to a ‘survey embedded within a single-case case study’. The extension of

the results to locations other than the NNHTDZ should in this case rely on what Yin (2003) calls

‘analytic generalization’ — a mode of generalization based on the use of a previously developed

theory (in this case, Wright’s class analysis and elements of Burawoy’s notion of regimes of pro-

duction) as a template against which to compare the results of a case study. The case study is in

this sense similar to an experiment that seeks to confirm (or refute) the predictions of a theory.

This being a single-case case study, it was however not possible to control for variations in

other theoretically-relevant factors such as sectoral specificities, the institutional environment, the

nature of labour markets, the character of the local economy and so on.It would have certainly

been ideal to develop a matrix of case studies with different characteristics and compare the find-

ings across study locations.Because of the limited resources available for the fieldwork (including

my abilities, my fieldwork connections and my energies), this was not an option.Although the

NNHTDZ seems to share the traits identified by previous studies of high-tech development zones

in China (Fan et al.,2009; Francis,1996; Segal, 2003; Walcott, 2003), no conclusion can be

reached, on the basis of the evidence provided in the thesis, that the situation described in the

NNHTDZ is in any way representative of what happens elsewhere in China — not even within the

high-tech sector. A replication of the study in different settings, ideally with a larger sample size,
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could provide support to the external validity of the findings.

In order to place the study in its local context, the following section introduces the main

characteristics of Nanjing, of the NNHTDZ and of locas skilled labour markets. Theaim of the

following section is to underline how competitive pressures for investment in high-tech sectors

have led to development of skilled labour markets subject to systemic capitalist constraints and

how local investment attraction strategies are being adapted to the needs of local upgrading.

1.6. Thestudy location

Nanjing, the capital of Jiangsu province, is China’s biggest inland port.Located at about 300km

from Shanghai and linked via the Yangtze (Changjiang) River to the central and western provinces,

Nanjing is a crucial commercial and logistic hub for the so-called ‘Yangtze river corridor’ connect-

ing the dynamic YRD region to the industrial heartland of China.The city forms the core of a

megapolitan area spanning across central Jiangsu and Anhui provinces, which includes the cities of

Zhenjiang, Yangzhou, Ma’anshan, Wuhu, Chuzhou and Chaohu(van Dijk,2005).

Much of the urban transformations occurring elsewhere in China can be observed in Nanjing

as well, with the usual combination of high-rise buildings, gated communities and old quarters

undergoing rapid development dotting the urban landscape. The city centre is taking on the spe-

cialized functions of a CBD; it hosts the financial and service industries and a growing number of

national- and foreign-invested producer services companies.Traditional working-class districts in

the city centre are experiencing a process of ‘fragmented gentrification’ centred on gated commu-

nities (Wu & He, 2005). Cases of functional transformation are also evident, with some of the

quarters retaining traditional architectural features being converted into upmarket leisure and shop-

ping areas.Global luxury brands have their outlets in various shopping malls in the city centre,

and efforts to improve the urban architecture are evident in landmark projects like the new Nanjing
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Library building and the Nanjing Olympic Center.

Nanjing is part of a local cluster with high incidence of foreign-generated Gross Value of

Industrial Output [GVIO], but not of a Foreign Direct Investment [FDI] cluster Cucco

(Cucco, 2008).41 In this it differs from other growth poles in Su’nan such as Suzhou and Wuxi,

which are located in a cluster showing significant spatial association in both indicators.In terms of

GDP and FDI, Nanjing has been lagging behind the Suzhou - Wuxi area (see Table 1.1 for a com-

parison between prefecture-level data). Thedynamics of foreign investment have also been differ-

ent in the two areas. Nanjinghas attracted less FDI and fewer foreign-invested projects than Wuxi

and Suzhou; projects located in Nanjing tend however to be larger in scale.

TABLE 1.1

Comparison between Nanjing and other prefecture-level cities in Su’nan (2006)

Nanjing Suzhou Wuxi Changzhou

GDP per capita (RMB) 46,114 78,801 72,489 44,440

GVIO (100 mn RMB) 4,693 12,539 7,115 3,294

Number of foreign-invested enterprises 555 3,278 1,133 712

Contribution of foreign enterprises to GVIO (%) 39.9 66.6 35.0 31.8

Actual FDI (100 mn USD) 15.19 61.05 27.52 12.51

Contracted FDI (100 mn USD) 30.82 159.24 80.53 32.96

Experts (10,000 people) (*) 19.54 12.27 14.54 8.09

NOTES: (*) scientific and technical personnel with above-average education.

SOURCE: Jiangsu Provincial Statistics Bureau (2007)

The reasons for Nanjing’s specific pattern of foreign-investment attraction can at least partly

be traced back to its heavy-industrial heritage.Nanjing inherited from its period as capital of the

Nationalist government (1927 - 1937) an industrial structure centred on the automotive and the

41 The results of the Moran’s I analysis of local clustering in Jiangsu in English are available upon request from the
author [email: i_cucco@fastmail.fm].
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chemical sectors; these industries were further developed following the establishment of the Peo-

ple’s Republic in 1949.In the reform era Nanjing’s logistic advantages, coupled with the presence

of important state-owned groups like Nanjing Auto Co. and Yangtze Petrochemical Corporation

(YPC), attracted large-scale foreign-invested projects in the automotive and the petro-chemical

sectors.42 Foreign investment has been relevant in related industries like metallurgy, chemical

fibres, automotive components, robotics and automation.The electronics and consumer durables

industries have also been developed, and have attracted a good share of international activity. The

presence of a strong state sector also meant that Nanjing had to go through a period of hard

restructuring, with massive workers layoffs hitting the city after the acceleration of SOE reforms in

the middle of the 1990s(Wu & He, 2005).

Until the recent past, Nanjing was perceived as a quite conservative city in terms of its

industrial development strategies. Thecity is now trying to assert a new role for itself in the

provincial, national and global economy through a reformulation of its growth strategy and indus-

trial policy. Nanjing has in fact a significant advantage over its neighbours: together with Beijing

and Shanghai, it is one of the main centres of higher education in China.Nanjing is home to 33

universities and some 80 national-level research institutes.Among them, Nanjing University is

consistently ranked among the top five universities in China, while six more institutes appear in the

top 50. At the end of 2006, Nanjing’s university system was host to 557,100 graduate students

(about 300,000 of them in technical subjects and engineering) and 63,700 postgraduates(Jiangsu

Provincial Statistics Bureau,2007). Nanjingcan boast a higher number of scientific and technical

experts with above-average academic qualifications than Suzhou and Wuxi (see Table 1.1 above).

As part of this strategy of local upgrading, during the 1990s several universities originally

based in the central city area were asked or encouraged to set up new campuses in suburban dis-

tricts, in close proximity to or inside the boundaries of industrial development zones.The new

‘Xianlin university city’ (Xianlin daxuecheng) was established in Qixia district, close to the Nan-

jing Economic and Technological Development Zone and several campuses were located in prox-

imity of the Jiangning Economic and Technological Development Zone. New campuses were also

42 Examples of joint ventures involving large state-owned enterprises are Nanjing IVECO Motor Co (established in
1996); Nanjing Fiat Auto Co (1995); BASF-YPC (2000).
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established in Pukou district, which hosts the Nanjing New and High-Technology Development

Zone. Nationallevel policies like the ‘Torch’ and the ‘863’ Plans provided the institutional frame-

work within which to favour a closer integration between industry and research institutions, and

several domestic companies located or relocated to Nanjing in order to obtain access to research

facilities or to develop new technologies in cooperation with local universities. Thecity is thus

marketing itself as a favourable place for investment particularly because it offers access to a wide

pool of trained professionals.

In the attempt to leverage the strength of its educational system, Nanjing is placing great

emphasis on the transformation of its industrial base through the upgrading of existing industries

and the development of innovative and high-tech industries, particularly in the ITC sector. This

inevitably places Nanjing in direct competition with other growth poles in the YRD, which have

since long established themselves as attractive locations for investment (both foreign and domes-

tic) in the same sectors.

1.6.1. Thenetwork of high-technology development zones

The geography of industrial development in Nanjing has followed the lines of post-socialist urban

transformation (Ma& Wu, 2005). Industrial activities have been progressively moved out of the

centre through the establishment of a number of industrial development zones on the fringe of the

city (Figure 1.1). Some of these host a varied mix of industries; others show a more specialized

character. The chemical industry, for example, concentrates in Liuhe district.Clustering is partly

motivated by location economies, partly by the local government’s willingness to confine industrial

activities with adverse environmental externalities to the outskirts of the city. The trajectory of

urban growth has followed the axes of industrial development. Urbangrowth has showed a cycli-

cal path, with moments of edge-expansion followed by periods of in-fill growth (Xu et al.,2007).

As a result, the originally separated suburban districts are becoming increasingly integrated with

the city centre.This is mainly true for the southern districts, and particularly for the Jiangning
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area. For northern districts such as Pukou, the Yangtze river still acts as a powerful barrier hinder-

ing their full integration with the centre.Notwithstanding the presence of three bridges across the

river, transportation is not easy and the traffic is often heavy.43

The high-tech industry concentrates in the city centre and in three suburban development

zones. Thefirst is the Nanjing New- and High-Technology Development Zone (Nanjing gao xin

jishu chanye kaifaqu, hereafter NNHTDZ), located in Pukou district north of the Yangtze river.

The NNHTDZ is the location in which this study took place.The NNHTDZ is one of China’s

fifty-four (as of 2009) national-level New- and High-Technology Development Zones.44 It started

as a local-level initiative, jointly set up by the Jiangsu provincial government and by Nanjing

municipality in 1988. It obtained national-level recognition in March 1991, thus becoming the

third national-level dev elopment zone to be established in Jiangsu.45

The total planned area for the zone is 82.5 km2, of which 16.5 km2 had already been devel-

oped at the time of the fieldwork. In 2006 there were 124,614 employees in the zone; the gross

output value reached 167 billion RMB (about 24.5 billion USD), about than one-fourth of which

(6.5 billion USD) was exported. Interms of gross output value, the NNHTDZ ranked third among

state-level New and High-Technology Development Zones after Beijing and Shanghai; it was

immediately followed by Wuxi, Guangzhou and Suzhou.With the exception of Beijing and

Guangzhou, four of the six top-ranking New and High-Technology Development Zones are located

in the Yangtze River Delta and are therefore directly competing with the NNHTDZ for the attrac-

43 The municipal government is placing high priority on improving linkages with the area north of the Yangtze, with
nine additional transportation lines planned to be in operation by 2012.

44 Chinese New and High-Technology Development Zones are bounded special economic areas with a high concentra-
tion of technology- and research-intensive enterprises. They are generally located in close proximity to (or host within their
boundaries) major universities and research institutions.They often include specialized industrial parks and incubators for
high-technology start-ups.Thanks to the direct involvement of local governments and to favourable national-level policies,
companies located within New and High-Technology Development Zones have access to advanced soft and hard infrastruc-
ture provided by a varied mix of public, private and quasi-private actors.New and High-Technology Development Zones
have much in common with the ‘technopoles’(Castells & Hall,1994). Moreaccurately, they could be characterized as
‘technology parks’, the third type of technopoles identified by Castells & Hall(1994: 10-11): technology parks aim to gen-
erate industrial growth, and innovation functions performed within these parks are mainly defined in terms of economic
development. Theestablishment of New and High-Technology Development Zones is part of a wider effort at restructuring
the Chinese Science and Technology System which has been taking place since the mid-1980s.Ke y steps in this direction
have been the ‘Spark’ Program, launched in 1985 and aimed at promoting technology adoption among rural enterprises; the
‘863’ Plan (1986), which focused on large-scale, high-technology projects with a commercial or strategic potential; and the
‘Torch’ Program (1988), which aimed at building government-sponsored bridges between research institutions and industry.
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tion of domestic and foreign investment in high-technology and research-intensive sectors.

These national-level policies provided the institutional framework within which to favour a closer integration between
industry and research institutions; the establishment of New and High-Technology Development Zones was their natural
continuation. Beijing’s Zhongguancun Science Park provided in several regards the blueprint for Chinese New and High-
Technology Development Zones, the first twenty-six of which were designated by the central government in 1991.A sec-
ond group of twenty-five was established in 1992; three more New and High-Technology Development Zones were created
in the following years, the latest to join the group being the Ningbo Hi-Tech Park in 2007.

45 The transition from local- to national-level dev elopment zone is by no way an uncommon occurrence in Jiangsu, as in
the rest of China(Chien, 2008).
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FIGURE 1.4

Major industrial development zones in Nanjing (2007)
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The NNHTDZ includes several specialized industrial parks and incubators for high-technol-

ogy start-ups, as well as administrative and residential areas (Figure 1.2).Five universities have

established new campuses within the zone; among them are top-tier institutions such as Nanjing

University and Southeast University. In 2006 the NNHTDZ hosted 224 enterprises with officially-

recognised high-tech status (about half of those registered in Nanjing), operating in areas like IT,

electronics, biotechnology, new materials, optical and laser technology. Among them are several

foreign and multinational enterprises such as Azko Nobel, Ericsson, Honeywell, Satyam and

Siemens.

The second high-tech pole in Nanjing is the Jiangning Economic and Technological Devel-

opment Zone (Nanjing Jiangning jingji jishu kaifaqu, hereafter JETDZ), located in Jiangning dis-

trict, south of the city centre.It was established in 1992 by Jiangning county, then a separate

county later annexed to Nanjing municipality in 2000.The JETDZ was upgraded to provincial-

level dev elopment zone in 1993, and was eventually recognized as a national-level Economic and

Technological Development Zone in 1997.The JETDZ has been among the most successful

development zones in Nanjing, and it is one of the major hubs for foreign and multinational com-

panies. Amongthe companies operating within the zone are global players such as Ericsson, Fiat,

Flextronics, Ford, Motorola, Siemens and Toshiba.

The third high-tech pole is the Nanjing Economic and Technological Development Zone

(Nanjing jingji jishu kaifaqu, hereafter NETDZ).Located in the north-eastern suburban district of

Qixia, the NETDZ started operations in 1992 and gained the status of state-level Economic and

Technological Development Zone in 2002.Its sectoral specialization overlaps with the previous

two, since key sectors targeted by the zone are IT, electronics, biotechnology and new materials. It

has attracted multinational companies such as Fujitsu, LG, Nikon, Sharp, Shell and Siemens.

Finally, central city districts are trying to capitalize on the long-established presence of universities

and research institutes by creating smaller high-technology poles like the Gulou Science and Tech-

nology Park and the Zhujiang Road High-Tech Development District.Rather than being located in

bounded industrial zones, the central innovation districts blend with the surrounding urban envi-

ronment.
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FIGURE 1.5

The Nanjing New- and High-Technology Development Zone (2007)
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The level of coordination between these initiatives is very low and, rather than building a

citywide high-tech innovation system, the growth of new high-tech poles is leading to intra-city

competition for the same potential investors (van Dijk,2005). Inter-urban competition adds a fur-

ther dimension to the regional competitive pressures emanating from other areas in the YRD.

1.6.2. Newforms of competition between districts

The way in which Chinese localities compete for investment attraction is changing, particularly if

their aim is to attract investment in high-technology sectors.Conventional investment attraction

strategies based on a combination of tax incentives, low land prices and cheap unskilled labour are

less viable, due to more restrictive central policies.46 Tighter regulations on land conversion were

imposed by the central government to counteract the proliferation of development zones at the

local level and the consequent expropriation of agricultural land for industrial uses(Cartier, 2001).

Furthermore, starting from January 2007 foreign-invested firms are not exempted from the land-

use tax, as it was instead common in the past. Even more importantly, the 2007 reform of the cor-

porate tax system tied tax incentives to the sector of operation of the company, de facto ending the

preferential tax regime automatically enjoyed by foreign-invested companies and by companies

located in development zones.47

46 Cheap unskilled labour is largely available in Nanjing. The main reservoirs of cheap labour are the underdeveloped
rural areas of Subei and Anhui.Even when employing unskilled labour, most high-tech companies still require targeted
training services.Training is often arranged with the help of development zones administration or outsourced to special-
ized staffing and recruitment companies.The cooperation of local governments in the sending areas is often sought after,
since they can help arranging the provision of training courses prior to hiring and can ensure the availability of a constant
supply of labour (field interviews and observations).

47 The new Enterprise Income Tax Law of the People’s Republic of China, adopted by the National People’s Assembly
on 16 March 2007 and effective from 1 January 2008, stipulated a unified income tax regime for foreign-invested and
domestic enterprises.The new Income Tax Laws marks the end of the preferential tax treatment conceded in the past to
foreign-invested and export-oriented enterprises.The preferential tax treatment typically consisted in the exemption from
the corporate income tax for a period of two years (starting from the first year of profitability) followed by a 50 percent
reduction of the corporate income tax for the following three years.With the new Enterprise Income Tax Law, the unified
tax rate is set at 25 percent for both foreign and domestic enterprises; foreign-invested enterprises set up before the promul-
gation of the new Income Tax Law continue however to enjoy preferential tax treatment for five years (Art. 57).The focus
of the new preferential tax system has shifted away from the location and origin of the investment, and is now aimed at
encouraging investment in strategic sectors.The income tax rate can in fact be reduced or waived only for ‘important
industries and projects whose development is supported and encouraged by the state’ (Art. 25).This definition includes
enterprises involved in agriculture, fishery, forestry, husbandry and environmental protection; the provision is also extended
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Apart from these general constraints, localities trying to attract investment in high-technol-

ogy sectors face specific problems.Chinese high-technology parks cannot simply follow the

model of their Western counterparts.Technopoles located in more advanced economies can in fact

rely on a dense networks of already established institutions which provide the backbone to local

clustering dynamics.For dev eloping countries such as China

‘[...] much more is needed in the form of government support and development of

underlying institutions to support activities in economically privileged spaces.Exam-

ples include enforcement of intellectual property protection laws, an effective and sol-

vent financial system, and amenities to entice expatriate native skilled labor to return’

(Walcott, 2003: 2).

While the factors listed by Walcott are all at play in Nanjing, some issues need to be pointed out.

First, the government (either at the central or local level) is not the only actor involved in the provi-

sion of support activities needed to stimulate investment in technology- and research-intensive sec-

tors. Second,while ‘expatriate native skilled labour’ is actively targeted by some of the develop-

ment zones in Nanjing,48 much greater emphasis is placed on mobilizing the strengths of the local

university system in the service of qualified local growth.

to enterprises involved in infrastructural projects approved by the state and to projects involving technology transfers.More
relevantly to the case of the Nanjing and its high-technology development zones, the income tax rate is lowered to 15 per
cent for ‘important high-tech enterprises’ (Art. 28).The recognition of high-technology status (hence the eligibility for the
reduced tax regime) is tightly regulated by the centrally-issued ‘Administrative Measures for the Recognition of High- and
New-Technology Enterprises’ (Gao xin jishu qiye rending guanli banfa; GuoKeFaHuo [2008] No. 172, 14 April 2008).
One of the key criteria for obtaining high-technology status is that the company must operate in one of the state-encouraged
high- and new-technology areas (Guojia zhongdian zhichide gao xin jishu lingyu) (Art. 10). The encouraged areas are
listed in the Appendix to the Administrative Measures; they include sectors such as IT, biotechnology, new materials, avia-
tion and aerospace.The specifications for eligibility are very detailed and the Appendix lists individual products and pro-
cesses. Therecognition of new- and high-technology status is direct competence of the local branches of the Ministry of
Science and Technology. The Ministry has dedicated offices in New- and High-Technology Development Zones, thus pro-
viding a more streamlined process for companies investing in these areas.In the course of investment negotiations to which
I assisted in Nanjing, the issue of how ‘flexible’ is the recognition of high-tech status (and consequently access to a lower
tax regime) was often brought up by potential investors. Inall cases, development zone authorities very clearly stated that
there was no way to circumvent central regulations concerning the recognition of high-tech status, even when such recogni-
tion was delegated to offices located within the development zone itself (as it was the case for the NNHTDZ).The only
way in which the NNHTDZ could favour its potential investors was by providing technical assistance with the application,
for example by identifying which components or processes were more likely eligible for high-tech status.Eligibility crite-
ria for a lower tax regime also require that at least 30 per cent of the total workforce must have above-college qualifications,
and ten per cent of the total workforce must be engaged in R&D activities (Art. 10).
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Development zones with a focus on high-tech sectors such as the NNHTDZ and the JETDZ

are striving to increase their capacity to attract, train and retain local graduates.They hope in this

was to build a pool of experts, managers and skilled workers living within the boundaries of the

development zone or within commuting reach.This is not only because the availability of skilled

human resources is perceived as a key inv estment factor for innovation-driven companies. Itis at

least in part because, to obtain high-technology status and be entitled to favourable tax treatment,

at least 30 per cent of their workforce must have above-college qualifications (see footnote 32

above).

The streamlining of bureaucratic procedures for the acquisition of land, capital, permits and

production facilities; the creation of a desirable living environment for professional and managers;

the provision of advanced training services targeted to the needs of the enterprises are all part of

the repertoire of strategies used by high-technology development zones.In all these regards, the

ev olving needs of companies and the extent of regional competition have opened a space for pri-

vate service providers whose functions at least in part overlap with those of development zone

administrations. Inthe following pages I discuss these issues in some detail drawing on informa-

tion collected in the course of the first, qualitative phase of the study. Codes in square brackets

refer to the face-to-face interviews listed in Appendix A, Table A.1.Where no source is explicitly

indicated, information has been collected through participant observation.

1.6.3. Investment services: development zones and private service providers

Investing in China, particularly for a foreign company, is not an entirely straightforward process —

ev en when this happens in the facilitated environment of an industrial development zone.In order

to start its operations, a company needs to go through a series of steps including: obtaining an

environmental assessment, a business licence, an investment approval, a tax registration certificate,

48 The NNHTDZ for example established the Jinling Park for Overseas Scholars, which provides incubation services,
venture capital and other facilitations (including a privileged path to an urbanhukou) to returned Chinese students willing
to set up an enterprise within the zone.
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a land grant and related construction approval for production and residential facilities. Apartfrom

this, obtaining access to capital and the concession of facilitations such as the exemption from the

import duty tax for equipment, materials and machinery or the recognition of high-technology sta-

tus involve different processes.

To this should be added that land and labour costs are increasing in the more advanced areas

of Su’nan. As already noted, the central government set tighter regulations for the conversion of

agricultural land to industrial uses and this is driving land prices up.For this reason, less devel-

oped areas such as Subei and Anhui are becoming attractive alternatives for companies operating

in labour-intensive sectors, given also the wide availability of cheap unskilled labour in these local-

ities. Nanjingand other areas of the YRD are increasingly catering to companies looking for fac-

tors such as access to better infrastructure, proximity to developed urban markets, availability of

skilled labour and research institutions, integration with specialized local clusters (particularly in

high-technology sectors or in the automotive sector), access to a wide supply base, availability of

local partners and good producer services.Providing superior services in these areas has become

one of the main objectives of high-tech development zones in Nanjing.

One of the advantages offered by high-tech development zones to potential investors is that

most of the bureaucratic procedures can be handled within the zone through dedicated offices or

‘one-stop services’ to which municipal and provincial authorities delegate powers of approval.

The timings and costs involved in the different steps of the investment process can in this way be

negotiated (to a greater or lesser extent according to the relevance of the project) with a single

interlocutor. For example, in both the JETDZ and NNHTDZ the official price of land at the time

of fieldwork was about 192,000 RMB permu.49 In reality, official rates are often only a starting

point for negotiations. Whilethe official price the company has to pay for the land is fixed, lower

prices can be achieved through different forms of payback offered by the development zones, such

as the provision of free or low-cost housing that the company can then pass on to its employees,

49 The planning, development and allocation of land (for both industrial and residential uses) is controlled by the Con-
struction Department (jianshi chu) of the development zone administration.Land concessions are valid for 50 years and the
company has the right to destroy anything that is on the land and build its own facilities (subject to the approval of the Con-
struction Department).Land and production facilities can also be rented at the price of 15 RMB/sqm per month (for indus-
trial buildings) or 30 RMB/sqm per day (for office space).
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access to preferential credit or the concession of exemptions from local taxes and fees. These

agreements are part of the initial investment negotiations, and having to deal with a single inter-

locutor rather than with a plurality of offices and bureaus makes sure that investment conditions

can be discussed at the very beginning. At the same time, high-tech development zones are trying

to provide a diverse range of investment and business services to their potential investors including

tax and accounting services, access to sources of capital, guidance on Chinese labour regulations,

assistance with the identification of local partners and suppliers, real estate and construction ser-

vices and human resource services such as the training and recruitment of employees.

In doing so, high-tech development zones are increasingly moving away from a hierarchical,

bureaucratic mode of operation.The case of the NNHTDZ well exemplifies these processes.In

order to better respond to the evolving needs of local competition for investment, the administra-

tive structure of the NNHTDZ underwent a far-ranging restructuring process.Part of the former

administrative structure was given independent status in 2006, when it was renamed the Nanjing

New and High-Technology Economic Development Corporation (Nanjing gao xin jishu jingji kaifa

zonggongsi, hereafter Development Corporation).The Development Corporation is a wholly state-

owned corporation (guoyou duzi qiye); while operating under the direct control of the management

committee of the NNHTDZ, the Development Corporation has an independent budget, has residual

claims on the income derived from new inv estments and has a good deal of independence in hiring

and management policies.

Among the approximately 80 staff of the Development Corporation many are people with a

professional or technical background coming from the private sector, often from foreign-invested

enterprises. TheGeneral Manager of the Development Corporation used to be a senior manager in

an important high-tech foreign enterprise.Similar career paths can be found among middle-level

managers. For example, the manager of the Development Corporation’s Human Resources depart-

ment (that provides recruitment and consultancy services to companies registered in the zone)

worked for ten years in high-tech Japanese and Korean companies.Other middle-level managers

in charge of investment attraction policies used to work for foreign institutes of commerce and

trade promotion bureaus. Several of them are dividing their time between the Development
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Corporation and private consultancy and service companies.The Corporation also employs

returned overseas students and is sending some of its staff abroad to receive further education.

Among its other tasks, the Development Corporation provides venture capital to companies

operating within the zone, or otherwise facilitates their access to external sources of capital.It also

helps companies gaining access to advanced technology, research facilities and opportunities for

cooperation with R&D organizations within the zone.The Development Corporation assists enter-

prises with finding suitable industrial and residential facilities within the zone.Companies can

either rent from the Development Corporation buildings (or parts thereof) already available within

the zone; ask the Development Corporation to build dedicated facilities according to their specifi-

cations; or can receive assistance for building their own facilities once they hav eobtained long-

term use rights on land.The Development Corporation is in this assisted by a separate state-owned

real-estate company, again operating under the control of the NNHTDZ administration.Because

of its need to attract experienced managers and professionals with a direct experience of the private

sector, the remuneration and working conditions of employees of the Development Corporation are

similar to those offered by private companies within the NNHTDZ.50

As high-tech development zones are moving towards more differentiated models of service

delivery, private entities are taking on some of the functions of development zones. An example is

the Yangtze Development Corporation [YDC], founded in 2004 by ten businessmen from a neigh-

bouring province.51 Their original intention was to focus on industrial real estate development.

With time, they started offering a wider range of services similar to those provided by development

zones. They obtained land grants in two dev elopment zones in Nanjing, for a total of about 1,000

mu. They built industrial and office facilities on the land, which they later rented out to investors,

usually for large-scale industrial projects.Apart from providing land, industrial and residential

facilities, they assisted their clients in finding capital (they were planning to start their own venture

50 At the same time, my interviews with managers of private companies in Nanjing showed that private companies feel
the need to recruit managers with some experience of the state bureaucratic system.This was not only because employees
coming from the state sector could offer a privileged access to local political networks. They could also contribute a better
knowledge of bureaucratic procedures and of the functioning of the local state machine.

51 Yangtze Development Corporation is a fictitious name.
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capital company), took care of all bureaucratic procedures and negotiated investment conditions

with the zone authorities.Their main service was, in this sense, to help investors obtain a better

deal by taking care on their behalf of the networking with local officials. They also provided a

range of high-quality consultancy services, in this being advantaged by their greater flexibility in

employing foreign managers and consultants.In practice, the YDC was a ‘development zone

within a development zone’; it was not the only case in Nanjing.

1.6.4. Upgradingthe local environment

As a second example of the way in which the evolving needs of global and national capital are

changing the modes of operation of high-tech development zones in Nanjing, I briefly describe the

attempts made by the NNHTDZ to requalify the local urban and business environment. Again in

this case, the NNHTDZ offered an interesting vantage point.The NNHTDZ is located in a newly-

developed area (Pukou district) to the north of the Yangtze river. As already noted, linkages

between the southern and the northern part of the city are not well developed and few people are

willing to commute from the city centre to Pukou on a daily basis.Development zones located

south of the river, being linked to the city metro system, did not face this problem.

Direct observation and interviews with company representatives confirmed that location was

perceived as a major problem in the NNHTDZ.52 Companies were placing strong pressures on the

zone administration, which advertised the availability of highly-skilled labour within the zone as

one of its main selling points.It is certainly true that several universities had set their new cam-

puses within the zone.In reality however, the living environment of the NNHTDZ was not partic-

ularly attractive to professionals and managers (and even less so to expatriates) who preferred to

52 Complaints about location appeared to be genuine, since the attitude of companies towards the NNHTDZ was other-
wise largely positive. Almost the totality of the managers interviewed in the NHTDZ expressed in fact strong satisfaction
for the business environment in the zone; for the support to research and innovation activities, including the clustering of
similar industries in specialized parks; for the preferential policies available and for the assistance they received from the
NHTDZ authorities.In six cases, the policy environment of the NNHTDZ was actually quoted as the main reason that led
the company to inv est in the NHTDZ (interviews [CS5], [CS12], [CS13], [CS15], [CS16], [CS24], [CS27]). Comments
were instead unanimously negative for what concerns location and the linkages to the city centre.
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live closer to the city centre.While the NNHTDZ obtained national-level recognition soon after

its creation, other development zones in Nanjing maintained for longer periods the status of local-

level initiatives or (as in the case of the JETDZ) were originally placed under a separate county

administration. Althoughthe national-level status produced a more stable institutional environ-

ment and acted as a guarantee to potential investors, the NNHTDZ had less leeway than its imme-

diate competitors in converting land to residential uses.53 Jiangning and Qixia offer therefore a

more diversified urban environment, with luxury enclaves including upmarket gated communities

and Western-style villas.It is in these areas, as well as in the city centre, that the majority of the

foreign business community and upwardly mobile managers and professionals reside.

To close this gap, the NNHTDZ was trying to improve the housing stock available within the

zone. Someluxury villas had been built, with the involvement of the already mentioned real-estate

company and in partnership withprivate investors. TheDevelopment Corporation was also trying

to build stronger linkages with training providers and business associations in Nanjing, with the

aim of starting a program of business seminars and workshops that could offer networking oppor-

tunities to the managers and professionals living in the zone.Monthly breakfast seminars for

senior managers provided a platform for exchanging ideas with the zone administration, and the

Development Corporation had entered into negotiations with a number of foreign partners to estab-

lish an international school within the zone.Although these attempts were still in their initial

phases, the concern for improving the local living environment was leading the NNHTDZ adminis-

tration to more closely interact with private enterprises and to mimic their forms of networking and

socialization.

1.6.5. Skilledlabour markets in the NNHTDZ

53 As one of the interviewees said ([CS25], a middle-level manager in a development zone administration), when the
central government sends an inspection to Nanjing ‘[...] if the inspection concerns economic development, they accompany
them to Jiangnin; if the inspection is about respect of the regulations, they show them Pukou’.
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According to my interviews with managers and recruitment service providers in the NNHTDZ,

companies often relied on impersonal market channels for their recruitment needs.The internet,

advertisement in local newspapers and job fairs were the most common recruitment channels men-

tioned by interviewees. Personalchannels such as direct referral, employment after internships /

training schemes and recommendations by partner universities only covered a small part of the

needs of the companies.Targeted recruitment channels (such as the use of head-hunting agencies

or a direct proposal to a potential candidate) were even more rarely used, and generally reserved

for very senior or highly specialized positions.While some of the companies managed the recruit-

ment process internally, others had outsourced it to specialized human resources companies includ-

ing state-owned FESCO.

Internet (websites like www.51job.com), newspapers (such asJinling KuaibaoandXiandai

Kuaibaoand job fairs were quoted as the main recruitment channel by all but two companies, both

of them operating in close cooperation with local universities. Inthe first case (interview [CS15]),

the company had licensed technology from a university located with the zone and was therefore

able to directly recruit graduate and undergraduate students who had been working on projects

related to the technology. In the second case (interview [CS5]), the company had set up a shared

curriculum with a university located within the NNHTDZ, whereby students spent three years in

the university and the last year in the company. Both companies could therefore choose their new

employees among the graduates of the programs.These were however special cases, since such a

close integration with educational institutions was only rarely achieved.

Personal channels (internships, referrals and recommendations from training institutions)

were reserved to those segments of the skilled labour market in which is was hard to find qualified

candidates through impersonal channels, or when it was important to identify promising candidates

for lengthy and costly training.Some cases may help to clarify these points.In the company for

which interviewee [CS1] worked, trainee programs were reserved to technicians with high poten-

tial, identified through the recommendation of professors in major universities both in Nanjing and

in neighbouring provinces. Interviewee [CS13] reported that their company, which only under-

takes R&D but not manufacturing in Nanjing, was trying to build closer linkages with local
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universities in order to more easily have access to qualified post-graduates with direct experience

of their very specialized field.For interviewee [CS22], referrals were used extensively in the start-

up phase.Most of their initial employees were recruited from a former SOE, so as to guarantee

that people had the relevant experience and established business networks that were otherwise not

available on the labour market.

Targeted recruitment and head-hunting agencies were reserved for senior positions and for

very specialized sectors.Interviewee [CS2] reported that their company, which was one of the few

its field in Nanjing, could not rely on a wide enough pool of experienced professionals; in this

case, head-hunting covered about five per cent of their recruitment needs.Interviewee [CS12]

similarly mentioned that the company found it difficult to recruit experienced professionals locally

and asked employees working for other branches in China to relocate to Nanjing.Several intervie-

wees quoted the case of project and process managers who were very much in demand, particu-

larly by start-ups, and whose recruitment required the services of specialized head-hunting agen-

cies.

Recruiting was however only part of the problem; retaining skilled human resources

appeared in fact to be particularly difficult in the presence of competitors both in Nanjing and in

other locations in the YRD.According to most interviewees, turnover rates for unskilled labour

were remarkably low (between three and four per cent per year), but they could be significantly

higher for specific sectors and professional profiles.54 High turnover rates appeared to be a widely

felt problem among the interviewed companies. An extreme case was reported by interviewee

54 These figures are significantly lower than those reported in studies performed in other areas of China.The low
turnover rate for unskilled labour was however confirmed by local government sources and by employment service
providers operating in Nanjing.The difference is due to the sectoral specificities of the Nanjing New- and High-Tech Zone.
Most previous studies of employment conditions in China have in fact focused on labour-intensive sectors traditionally
hosted in export-oriented development zones.As this literature consistently reports, these sectors are marked by poor
enforcement of labour standards coupled with the widespread adoption of just-in-time production systems based on a flexi-
ble, unskilled, unprotected workforce largely composed of young rural migrants (see pp. 2-3 above). Thecase of the Nan-
jing New- and High-Technology Zone is rather different. Becauseof the concentration of high-technology and research-
intensive enterprises, even the less skilled occupations generally require a significant degree of training, often provided by
the zone authorities or by external private service providers. Even for the most unskilled workers, replacement costs are
significantly higher than in labour-intensive enterprises. Thisin turn encourages the use of retention policies aim at reduc-
ing turnover rates. Furthermore,labour regulations are more tightly enforced in the Nanjing New- and High Tech Zone (see
Chapter 3, Section 3.5).This is partly due to the national character of the Zone (which means tighter controls and more
pressure to comply with regulations), partly to the attempt to build an institutional environment capable of attracting
domestic and foreign knowledge-intensive enterprises.
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[CS9], whose company recorded a turnover rate of 200 per cent in four years.Interviewee [CS11]

had seen the entire core management team change in the previous year, while the company for

which interviewee [CS27] worked had to replace about 20 per cent of its skilled employees in

2006.

The few interviewees whose companies did not experience high turnover rates motivated this

with two main reasons: either they were famous multinational enterprises, and therefore their

employees knew that working for them would be an asset in their future careers ( interviews [CS2]

and [CS5]); or they were young start-ups, growing very fast and therefore able to offer good career

development opportunities to their staff (interviews [CS6], [CS15], [CS18] and [CS24]).Start-ups

were perceived as particularly aggressive competitors; some of the interviewees reported that, in

order to build their employee base, young companies attracted employees from their competitors

by offering salaries about 30 per cent higher than the norm (interviews [CS8], [CS1] and [CS27]).

These salary levels were not sustainable for more established companies.

According to most interviewees, the dynamics of turnover were different for different seg-

ments of the labour force.Tw o categories were generally found to more easily leave the compa-

nies: young employees — particularly when recruited through impersonal channels soon after

graduation — who after having acquired some job experience could hope to find better employ-

ment; and middle-level managers and experts. Senior-level managers and highly-qualified experts

with relevant work experience were difficult to recruit but tended to be more loyal to the company.

Turnover had particularly severe consequences for companies operating in very specialized fields,

since proficiency was achieved only after several years of on-the-job training and replacement

costs were very high.

All but four interviewees complained in various degrees about the real access to skilled

human resources granted by the NNHTDZ.Although university graduates were easily available in

the NNHTDZ (thanks to the presence of several university campuses within the zone) as well as in

Nanjing, the HR managers I interviewed unanimously minimized the relevance of formal educa-

tion. Having graduated with good grades from a high-ranking university was of course seen as an
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important achievement. Nonetheless,within a corporate environment characterized by deep trans-

formations in management and organisational practices, far greater importance was placed on the

‘soft skills’ that the Chinese university system is supposedly unable to foster. Teamwork, leader-

ship, motivation, autonomy, the capacity to propose new ideas and the adherence to the corporate

ethos were perceived as the elements without which a formal education was, in itself, of little value

to the company. For this reason, most of the companies were expending significant efforts and

resources in setting up ‘corporate culture’ programs.Furthermore, most of the companies in the

NNHTDZ operated in highly specialized fields that required a relevant amount of on-the-job, tar-

geted training.55

The four interviewees who seemed overall satisfied with the degree of access to valuable

skills in the NHTDZ were employed by companies placed in a relatively privileged situation, since

they could rely on direct linkages with universities within the zone and could therefore be select

and train their potential employees at an early stage.In the case of interviewees [CS5] and

[CS15], their companies had established close cooperation with universities and could thus rely on

graduates that they had already trained for their specific needs.Interviewee [CS24] worked instead

for a company that utilized a technology developed in partnership with a local university. The

company could therefore directly employ graduate students who had participated in the program.

The last case was quoted by employee [CS13], who worked for a small and young foreign-owned

company exclusively focused on R&D.The company could afford enough company cars to drive

all its employees to and from work, thus eliminating the need for them to commute using public

transports or the shuttle-bus services provided by the NNHTDZ.These services used the far more

congested First Changjiang Bridge, while the company cars of [CS13] used the Second

Changjiang Bridge (with a 20 RMB toll per trip).This could greatly shorten travel time during

peak hours, and it helped to attract people with the right skills.

55 In this regard, it is also important to notice that several studies of income determination in post-Mao China provide
empirical evidence that returns to education are significantly lower for professional and managerial employees or for people
in higher-earning groups than for people in lower rungs of the income or occupational structure(Gustafsson & Li,2001;
Knight & Song,2003; Zhao & Zhou,2002).
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Staffing problems were overall one of the most frequent topics of discussion during the

period I spent in the NNHTDZ.Company representatives frequently reminded the NNHTDZ

authorities that more effective initiatives were needed on the part of the zone.The NNHTDZ

administration had devised three main strategies to overcome its disadvantage in attracting and

retaining employees with the required skills.The first, as already mentioned, was the

improvement of the local living environment and the construction of a high-quality housing stock.

The remaining two were the provision of HR and recruitment services and the funding of training

organizations catering to the needs of, and directly cooperating with, enterprises in the zone.The

NNHTDZ hoped in this way to ensure that the presence of universities and research centres within

its area could actually be leveraged in favour of potential and actual investors. Inall these cases,

the attempts made by the NNHTDZ to influence the functioning of labour markets within the zone

faced obstacles that emanated from the competitive pressures of ‘free’ (i.e., non-administratively

restricted) labour markets that clearly conformed to a capitalist logic.

The NNHTDZ had established a Human Resources (HR) Department which, among its

other functions, provided recruitment services to companies located within the zone.Companies

could utilize for free the recruitment branch of the HR Department, or could outsource recruitment

services to external providers at preferential rates negotiated by the HR Department.Several com-

panies utilized the services of the HR Department, and were overall satisfied.Some however com-

plained because the HR Department had not been able to meet their demands in due time.The HR

Department was basically acting as an external Recruitment Services Provider, and was ultimately

relying on the same labour market channels that were available to companies or other specialized

recruitment agencies.

The NNHTDZ also invested in several training projects catering to the needs of the compa-

nies. Theinvolvement of the NNHTDZ could take different forms.In the more traditional model,

a specialized training and research centre was jointly established by the NNHTDZ and one of the

universities within the zone.The most relevant case was the Software Institute of Nanjing Univer-

sity, established in 2000 with the joint support of the NNHTDZ and Nanjing University. The Soft-

ware Institute was expected to contribute to the development of the NNHTDZ in two reg ards: by
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offering companies in the NHTDZ the opportunity to recruit interns among students in their last

years of university; and by attracting further investment in the field of software through the avail-

ability of local expertise. Inthe case of the Software Institute, the NNHTDZ constructed the main

building and the teaching laboratory facilities; it continued to provide financial and logistic support

after its foundation.

In a second, more entrepreneurial model, the NNHTDZ directly invested in a training ser-

vices company through one of its several wholly-owned subsidiaries, generally the Nanjing New

and High-Technology Development Corporation.In this case, the partners of the NNHTDZ could

be private companies, other state-owned and collective enterprises or a combination of both.An

example of the second model is the Jiangsu Microsoft Technology Centre.The Microsoft Tech-

nology Centre was hosted in the Nanjing Software Park, located within the NNHTDZ. The

Microsoft Technology Centre was set up in cooperation with Microsoft and could count on high-

level support from the provincial and municipal government. TheTechnology Centre had among

its several aims the provision of training in software and related technologies both through short-

term courses and through a 3+1 shared program with local universities. Theplatform hosting the

Microsoft Technology Centre was the Jiangsu Sowell Software Technology Co., Ltd, formally a

private company with strong government backing.At the time of the fieldwork, the Nanjing New

and High-Technology Development Corporation held one-third of the shares of Jiangsu Sowell.

The aim of these initiatives was twofold: first, to increase the pool of skilled human

resources available in the zone; second, to promote effective linkages between universities, training

organizations and companies within the zone so that targeted training programs aimed at develop-

ing skills in high demand could be designed and implemented.The success of these initiatives has

been mixed. In several cases, these initiatives led to cooperations with important domestic and

multinational companies both in Nanjing and elsewhere in China.They had however not been able

to favour the localization of skilled human resources within the NNHTDZ.

In the case of the Software Institute for example, among the 170 graduates of the 2006 aca-

demic year only 23 found employment in Nanjing; few of them in the NNHTDZ.Consistently
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with the geography of inter-provincial competition, 74 graduates left Nanjing for other locations in

the YRD. It is interesting to compare the case of the Software Institute to the experience reported

by interviewee [CS5], who worked for a private foreign-invested company that, as mentioned

before, had set up a shared curriculum with one of Nanjing’s leading universities with the aim of

training its future staff. The company had only been able to retain about 30 of the 180 graduates

the program produced in the preceding four years, far below its needs.In both cases, graduates

who had participated in programs outside the traditional university system and had been exposed

to corporate practices appeared to be highly mobile.

It is also important to note that the initiatives taken by the NNHTDZ were aimed at facilitat-

ing the access of companies to skilled human resources, not at restricting the mobility of individu-

als. Even when the state — in this case the NNHTDZ administration — was attempting to inter-

vene in the functioning of skilled labour markets, it had to do so within the constraints of capitalist

competition acting between companies as well as between localities.Skilled labour markets in

Nanjing appeared therefore to strictly conform to a capitalist logic: workers were recruited on open

labour markets; they were not administratively restricted to a specific employer or sector, but could

choose an employer of their liking; they could freely switch to a better employer, if giv en the

opportunity to do so; and they could altogether retire from the labour market if they wished to.

Although obtaining an urbanhukouwas still a requirement for working in Nanjing, according to

the interviewees this was not a particular problem since most of the people they employed had

studied in Nanjing and could permanently transfer their residence to Nanjing with relative ease

(see also Fan et al.,2009). Judgingfrom the interviews, the main driver of job mobility in Nanjing

was the combination of salaries, benefits, career opportunities offered by companies to their

employees. Theirdistribution in relation to class locations is analyzed in Chapter 3.

Finally, the role of trade unions in the NNHTDZ seemed negligible. Accordingto managers

as well as to most employees, unions were more active in org anising outings and other social ini-

tiatives than in mediating the relations between management and labour.
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1.7. Structure of the thesis

This work is structured as a thesis by publication.The body of the thesis is composed of this

Introduction, three empirical papers and Conclusions; the thesis also includes two Appendices.

The papers have been prepared in a format suitable for submission to academic journals.Each

paper is preceded by a brief introduction that ties it to the general argument of the thesis and is fol-

lowed by its bibliography.

Each empirical paper addresses a specific aspect of the relation between class and inequality

in the NNHTDZ. The first paper (Chapter 2) explores the relation between social class and wage

inequality through regression analysis.Results show that class location is a significant determinant

of wage inequality even after accounting for individual-level factors such as education and work

experience.

The second paper (Chapter 3) investigates the distribution of nonwage benefits across class

locations. Thestudy utilizes a Poisson model to estimate the impact of class and non-class factors

on the distribution of three categories of benefits: benefits linked to long-term career prospects,

benefits linked to income and benefits linked to basic labour standards.The paper shows that class

has an important mediating effect on returns to individual-level attributes. Positive returns to edu-

cation and work experience are in fact only accessible (in the case of long-term benefits) to white

collar employees in non-working class locations.

The last paper (Chapter 4) investigates class differences in the use of social networks to

receive and provide help during the job search process.The study utilizes an exploratory tech-

nique of data analysis, Correspondence Analysis (CA).Results indicate significant differences in

the use of social networks across class locations.In particular, white collar employees in working

class locations almost exclusively rely on impersonal market channels and can only provide infor-

mation to other job seekers. Conversely, white collar employees in middle class locations can

often obtain employment through social networks. They are also more likely to provide substan-

tial forms of help to other job seekers (referral, lobbying with the employer, help during the
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selection process and so on).Factors such as career stage and family background do not alter the

class-specific characteristics of network utilization, but only amplify or reduce the effect of class.

The results are reviewed in the Conclusions, which also discuss the limitations of the study and

suggests possible avenues for future research.

Given the structure of the thesis by publication, some degree of repetition is inevitable —

particularly in the sections dealing with Wright’s class theory, the methodology and the research

location. Inorder to reduce repetitions, the details of the data collection process and the opera-

tionalizations of the class-relevant variables are described in Appendix A.

Appendix B is a review of previous studies of the post-reform class structure, focusing on

the dimensions used to identify class locations.While tangential to the main argument of this the-

sis, Appendix B clarifies the difference between the theoretically-driven approach to the identifica-

tion of class locations adopted in this study and the empirical schemes utilized in the previous liter-

ature. Acollated bibliography reporting all the sources quoted in the study is included at the end

of the thesis.
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Introduction to Chapter 2

This paper investigates the effect of class locations and other individual-level attributes on the dis-

tribution of wages and bonuses — the main monetary component of employees’ incomes.

Being the first empirical chapter in the thesis, the previous literature on the determinants of

inequality in China is review in some detail.The analysis of the literature has two aims. First,it

shows how previous studies have primarily focused on individual-level processes. Second,it iden-

tifies the limits of structural critiques of the Market Transition Theory. The chapter also devotes

considerable space to Wright’s class analysis and to his theory of income determination.

In its empirical sections, this papers applies Wright’s neo-Marxist class analysis to a case

study of income determination in a Chinese New- and High-Technology Development Zone.After

controlling for individual endowments with human and social capital, relationally-defined class

locations have a positive and significant effect on wages.

The presence of structural determinants of inequality in post-Mao China is generally

explained as a legacy of the socialist economy. This study suggests instead that structured social

inequality is also linked to the emerging capitalist features of the Chinese economy, and cannot

simply be seen as a transitional feature of ‘partial’ reforms.
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2. Classlocation and wage distribution

China’s abandonment of the planned system and its integration in the global economy are two cru-

cial events in the history of late capitalism.Unlike what had happened in the former Soviet Union,

the phasing out of the planned economy coincided in China with rapid and sustained economic

growth, accompanied however by a striking increase in economic inequalities.The relevance and

magnitude of these transformation has attracted the attention of a wide number of scholars who

have set out to clarify — both empirically and theoretically — the effects of market reforms and

economic growth on social stratification and inequality in post-Mao China.

Since the beginning of the 1990s, the debate on inequality and stratification in China hasde

facto become a debate over the Market Transition Theory [MTT]. In its initial formulation

(Nee, 1989),the MTT postulates that the emergence of markets in and by itself alters the stratifica-

tion system of ‘transitional’ economies in favour of ‘direct producers’ and to the detriment of

‘redistributors’ (the old socialist elite).This hypothesis has proved highly controversial, the more

so because the MTT was proposed as a general theory of stratification in transitional economies.

The ensuing debate has involved not only China specialists but also scholars of East-European

transitional economies as well as students of the sociology and economy of stratification in
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advanced industrial societies.More than twenty years later there is still little agreement about the

validity of Nee’s predictions on the fate of former socialist elites(see for example Cao &

Nee, 2000;Verhoeven et al., 2005). A general consensus has instead been reached on the fact that

social stratification in post-Mao China results from the interaction of processes rooted in the state

socialist economy with new, market-based processes of stratification.

In elucidating state-market interactions, the MTT debate seems however to hav econtributed

more to ourex post comprehension of the stratification system in socialist societies than to our

understanding of inequality under multinational, neoliberal capitalism.This is somehow ironic

since, as I argue below, the most criticized aspect of Nee’s theory is its neoclassical, individualistic

conceptualization of the processes governing the distribution of economic rewards and social posi-

tions in a market economy. Starting from this premise, the debate could have been expected to

propose an alternative, less simplistic specification of market-based stratification processes.This

has however not happened, since the discrepancies between the actual functioning of the Chinese

labour market and the purely individualistic model proposed by the MTT have been unanimously

attributed to the ‘hybrid’ institutional features of the Chinese economic system or (for the more

teleologically-inclined) to the transitional character of Chinese ‘partial’ reforms.The emphasis

has in both cases been placed on path-dependence: much attention has been devoted to structural

determinants of stratification linked to the legacies of the state socialist economy, while little has

been said about the structural inequalities generated by the emerging capitalist features of the Chi-

nese economic system.In particular, the effect of social class (according to Marxist and Weberian

theories a crucial element of stratification in capitalist societies) on income inequality and stratifi-

cation has never been investigated.56

This paper addresses this gap by investigating the effect of social class on the wage determi-

nation process (class mediation, in Wright’s terminology) through an analysis of wage differentials

among white collar employees working for companies located in the Nanjing New and High-Tech-

nology Development Zone [NNHTDZ]. Social classes are defined, following the neo-Marxist

56 Occupational categories have been in some cases included in the analysis of income determinants.Nevertheless, as I
argue in more detail in Section 2.2, the rationale behind their inclusion is linked to their capacity to capture individual skills
and levels of productivity, nev er to their being expression of relationally-defined social classes.
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model elaborated by Erik Olin Wright(1997), by their location in the social relations of produc-

tion.57 The NNHTDZ is a bounded industrial development zone with a uniform institutional envi-

ronment, which hosts private and state-invested companies operating in advanced industrial sectors

such as biotechnology, electronics, nanotechnology, software and IT. Because of these characteris-

tics, the case study controls for the effect of social class on wage determination net of other struc-

tural effects (locational, institutional, sectoral) investigated by the previous literature on income

determination in post-Mao China.Furthermore, the case of the NHTDZ provides the opportunity

to test the relevance of social class for income determination in one of the most advanced, global-

ized and capitalistically-oriented sectors of the Chinese economy; a sector which (as demonstrated

by favourable state policy) is in several regards seen as a desirable model for the future develop-

ment of the Chinese industrial economy.

Wright’s hypotheses on the linkage between social class and inequality are tested through a

series of regression models investigating the effect of social class on the main monetary compo-

nent of employees’ earnings (basic wages plus bonuses).After controlling for the effect of indi-

vidual levels of human and social capital, the results suggest that a significant part of the variation

in monetary earnings can be attributed to relationally-defined class locations.Although education

has a positive and significant effect on wages, its effect attenuates after controlling for the presence

of structural class effects. Theseresults must be taken with some caution given the small sample

size (N= 94) and the contextual specificities of the study location.The results, however, suggest

that the effect of social class should not be overlooked. Theanalysis of state-based determinants

of inequality should be balanced by an increasing attention to capitalist-based, structural processes.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section2.1 discusses previous struc-

tural critiques of the MTT, arguing that they inevitably trace back structural determinants of

inequality to the state socialist system.Section 2.2 discusses the role assigned to social class as a

determinant of inequality in different class-analytical tradition.Section 2.3 reviews previous evi-

dence on the relevance of occupation for income determination in post-Mao China, and points out

57 In Wright’s relational class analysis, employees in similar occupational groups can belong to different class locations
because of their different position in relations of exploitation and domination (see Section 1.2.3 in the Introduction). For
this reason, although all the sampled employees where engaged in white-collar occupations, they can still belong to differ-
ent class locations.
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that previous approaches consider attribute-based selection as the key stratification process in a

market system.Sections 2.4 introduces the main elements of Wright’s class analysis and of his

theory of income determination, which provide the theoretical foundation for the empirical investi-

gations presented in this paper. The remaining sections present the results of the analysis, draw

some tentative conclusions and provide indications for future research.

2.1. Structural critiques of the Market Transition Theory

The MTT shares with human capital theory (Becker, 1964; Mincer, 1958) a view of competitive

labour markets in which economic rewards and placement in the socioeconomic order are directly

linked to individual productivity, and with status attainment models (Blau & Duncan,1967; Sewell

& Hauser, 1975) an overarching concern with individual-level attributes. Theneo-classical

assumptions behind the MTT are clearly evident in Nee’s three theses about the ‘central processes

in the shift from hierarchies to markets’ (Nee,1989: 666-667 ).The ‘market incentive’ thesis pos-

tulates that the development of labour markets and agricultural markets increasingly links rewards

to productivity; therefore returns to education (a key component of human capital) can be expected

to increase as market reforms progress.At the same time, as more transactions take place in the

market, control of state redistributors over economic surplus is bound to decline.Direct producers

can therefore benefit from better terms of exchange for their products or labour power (‘market

power’ thesis). Finally, individuals have more chances to find avenues to economic attainment

outside the boundaries of the state, and entrepreneurship in particular becomes a viable alternative

to bureaucratic advancement (‘market opportunity’ thesis).The binding idea behind the three the-

ses is that markets reward individual productivity, skills and entrepreneurship; they hav etherefore

an inherently equalizing effect in state socialist societies.

The individualistic bias of the theory also underpins the models used in empirical research.

Since the outset of the debate, the three theses of MTT have been formalized in hypotheses con-

cerning the changing rates of return to individual endowments with human and political capital.
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For proponents of the theory, returns to human capital (in terms of both income and social mobil-

ity) are expected to increase with the advancement of market reforms, while returns to political

capital are expected to decrease.Others have argued that the privileges linked to political capital

may have ‘persisted’ after reforms, or that political capital could have been ‘converted’ into new,

market-based sources of advantage (Bian& L ogan, 1996;Róna-Tas, 1994;Zhou, 2000).Theory-

testing has thus focused on assessing whether the income advantage of the socialist elite over other

social groups had widened or reduced in the course of reforms, and whether its preferential path of

access to high-rewarding or prestigious careers had been maintained or eroded.For advocates and

critics of the MTT alike, human capital is measured through standard proxies for education (years

of schooling, higher degree obtained) and skills acquired on the job (work experience, age).Politi-

cal capital has instead generally been equated to membership in the Communist Party, cadre status,

or working for the state sector.

It has, however, been argued that changing returns to human capital and political capital do

not provide a valid test of the MTT. These critiques address a more fundamental flaw in the MTT:

its exclusive focus on individual-level stratification processes.A first strand of literature has

pointed out that post-reform labour markets, far from being the homogeneous neoclassical markets

postulated by the MTT, are segmented along multiple axes. Quiteinterestingly, the ‘market seg-

mentation’ argument has been raised not only by authors contributing to the market transition

debate from a sociological perspective, but also by economists concerned with the dynamics of ris-

ing inequalities in China.Noting that regional rates of growth have widely varied across China,

several studies focused on spatial segmentation, detecting the presence of contextual effects in the

income determination process(Hauser & Xie,2005; Knight & Song,2003; Xie & Hannum,1996).

Segmentation in returns to human and political capital between the state and non-state sector,

between the core and peripheral economic sector and between the rural and urban sector has also

been detected(Bian & Zhang,2002; Fleisher & Wang, 2004;H. Z. Li, 2003; Peng,1992;

Zang, 2002;Zhang et al., 2005; Zhao & Zhou,2002). Segmentation can be also linked to the path

of entry in the private sector — voluntary mobility versus forced layoff f rom state-owned enter-

prises (X.Wu, 2010; X. G. Wu & Xie, 2003).
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Other approaches have emphasized the effects of the hybrid Chinese property-rights regime

on organizational and institutional dynamics.Walder (1992) has for instance developed the linea-

ments of an ‘institutional theory of stratification anchored in a conception of property rights’ to

explain how segmentation according to sector and rank of the work-unit derives from different

mechanisms from those hypothesized for market economies.Under the hybrid Chinese system,

wage and nonwage forms of compensation depend on the resources bureaucratically allocated to

work-units and to their willingness to redistribute them to employees. Ina later paper, Walder

(1996) has identified other institutional factor that can affect the operation of markets, including

the distribution of control over assets, entry barriers, the political process of privatization and local

growth rates. Research has consequently concentrated on forms of segmentation linked to the

location of organizations in the administrative hierarchy and to their degree of autonomy from the

state (Lin& Bian, 1991;X. Wu, 2002; Zhou, 2000).Other studies have confirmed that the level of

compensation can be linked to the level of profits generated by the firm or thedanwei (Coady &

Wang, 2000;Knight & Li, 2005; Xie & Wu, 2008),or to the presence of institutional barriers to

labour mobility — in particular thehukousystem (Fan et al.,2009; Fleisher & Wang, 2004).

Segmentation thus adds a structural dimension to inequality and stratification: even as mar-

ket reforms progress, rates of return to individual levels of human and political capital can be

expected to vary according to sector, ownership, location and levels of retained profits in the work-

unit or in the firm.58

A second strand of critiques of the neoclassical core of the MTT builds upon the concept of

‘embeddedness’ as formulated by Granovetter (Granovetter, 1985). Authorswriting from this per-

spective argue that Chinese labour markets are embedded in networks of social relationships and

do not correspond to the atomized view implicit in Nee’s approach (Bian,1997; Bian,2002; Bian

& A ng, 1997;Cheung & Gui, 2006; Johnston & Alvarez, 2008;Knight & Yueh, 2008;Zang, 2003).

58 These ‘segmentation critiques’ closely echo themes and arguments raised in the 1970s and 1980s by proponents of
structural approaches to stratification in response to the neoclassical foundations of human capital theory and to the func-
tionalist perspective implicit in status attainment models(Colclough & Horan,1983; Horan,1978; Knottnerus,1987). A
clear link also exists to previous application of theories of labour market segmentation and dual economy theories in strati-
fication research(Beck & Tolbert, 1980).The presence of geographical differences, due to local variations in the degree of
marketization, had been already postulated by Nee in his 1989 article.Observations about other forms of segmentation
have been in part incorporated in Nee’s subsequent revisions of the MTT, but attributed to the ‘partial’ nature of Chinese
market reforms(see for example Nee, 1991).
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This growing stream of research has shed light on the relation between social networks and job

market outcomes in China, showing how patterns of influence rooted in the state ensure a contin-

ued relevance for direct or bridged strong network ties — a result at odds with the ‘strength of

weak ties’ thesis advanced by Granovetter. Research on job-search networks ultimately suggests

that individual measures of political capital may miss the presence of mediated linkages to the

redistributive system.

These streams of literature have contributed much to our understanding of the stratification

mechanisms in the socialist system.Nonetheless, these critiques have paradoxically not led to a

rebuttal of Nee’s purely individualistic view of market-based stratification processes.Segmenta-

tion and embeddedness are in fact uniformly ascribed to thehybrid or transitionalcharacter of the

Chinese economy; structural stratification processes are never attributed to the emerging capitalist

features of the Chinese economic system.Structural critiques have replaced the individualistic

bias of the MTT, built on the ‘old’ mainstream (neo-classical) conceptualization of the market with

similarly individualistic concepts derived from neo-institutional economics and new economic

sociology. After controlling for the differences generated by segmentation and embeddedness

rooted in social networks and in the institutional legacy of the socialist system, stratification is still

conceptualized in terms of returns to individual endowments with human and political capital.59 In

this view, the emergence of markets has set in place a sorting mechanism that (in a functionalist or

neutral way) allocates people to earning and occupational groups according to their individuals

attributes, although the extent to which attributes are rewarded depends on contextual characteris-

tics.

59 The same can be said of a third set of critiques moved to Nee’s analysis of the equalizing effect of markets. Some
authors have argued that changes in the Chinese stratification process (in particular, increasing rewards to human capital)
are not only a function of marketization, but also of structural changes brought about by rapid economic growth and
widespread industrialization in a preeminently rural, pre-modern society. Even in this case, however, the theories mobilized
to explain the relations between structural change brought about by economic growth and inequality do not move beyond
the boundaries of mainstream economics.Kuznet’s inv erted-U hypothesis has, for example, found ample currency with
scholars of Chinese stratification(see for example Nee,1991; Walder, 1996).
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2.2. Socialclass as a structural determinant of inequality

Is this all that markets contribute to the stratification process?According to Marxist and Weberian

approaches to stratification, this is certainly not the case since markets produce deeper qualitative

changes in the stratification system.These changes are inherently tied to the concept of social

class.60 For Weberian approaches, the institution of commodity and labour markets sets the condi-

tion for the emergence of social classes, as opposed to status groups and political parties, as deter-

minants of social stratification.Classes are, for Weber, only ‘represented under conditions of the

commodity and labour markets’ and class situation is ‘ultimately market situation’ (Weber, 1968:

181-2). Classis equated to the market capacity of individuals, in turn determined by their control

over economic resources.Market capacity is thus a fundamental determinant of inequality in life-

chances. For Marxist approaches, while classes exist in non-market societies, the emergence of a

‘free’ labour market (i.e., the fact that all individuals have full property rights in their unit of

labour power) is crucial to the development of a specific form of class relations, capitalist class

relations. Asin the Weberian case, social classes are ultimately determined by the differential con-

trol individuals have over the means of production.In the Marxist approach, however, classes are

not only linked to the market capacity of individuals but also to their location within the social

relations of production.Hence, control over resources does not only determine differential control

over income (life-chances), but also the position of individuals in relations of exploitation and

domination.

Although the Weberian and the Marxist traditions hypothesize different causal mechanisms

linking social class and inequality, in both cases the unequal distribution of ownership over eco-

nomic resources is thought to affect inequality through the presence of structural disparities

between social classes.Inequality in incomes and material conditions are seen not simply as the

result of individual-level processes, but as a systemic feature based on the inherent inequality of

the class locations generated by the distribution of rights and powers over productive assets and by

the conditions under which resources can be exchanged. Inthe Weberian tradition, the advantages

accruing to individuals who have preferential access to economic resources (including the private

60 The following discussion of the conceptualization of social class in the Weberian and Marxist tradition of class analy-
sis is based on Wright(2005a; 2009).
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ownership of capital) are assumed to depend upon the exclusion of others from the same

resources.61 In the Marxist tradition, the dominant classes are thought to gain their material advan-

tages through the appropriation of the fruits of the labour of the dominated classes.

It can be easily argued that reforms have created in China the conditions for the emergence

of social classes (in the Weberian sense) or for the development of capitalist class relations (in the

Marxist sense).Tw o aspects of reforms are crucial in this regard. First is the liberalization of pri-

vate economic activity through the reintroduction of private ownership and market forms of

exchange, to which can be added the gradual marketization of the state-owned economic sector.

Second is the dismantling of the state job allocation system, a system associated with widespread

life-long job tenure.Institutional reforms have thus resulted in the redistribution of ownership and

control over valuable assets: physical and financial capital in the first place, but also human capital

in the form of skills, credentials and expertise. Reformshave at the same time reallocated the

rights to returns on the productive deployment of these resources.Whereas prior to reforms mar-

kets for labour and commodities were virtually abolished, individuals now hav eaccess to a much

wider range of options for selling their skills and labour power to an employer of their choice, or

for deploying the assets in their possession in the production of marketable commodities.The

reinstatement of private property has reintroduced the distinction between owners and non-owners

of the means of production.

Whether social class is defined as market capacity or as the location of individuals within the

social relations of production, the conditions for an increased salience of social class in the stratifi-

cation process are certainly present in China.The often argued-for coexistence of capitalist ele-

ments and legacies of the state socialist system in post-Mao China can be conceptualized in terms

of social class.In terms of Weberian class analysis, this implies that social class interacts with

non-class forms of stratification (because of the lack of markets under state socialism, there could

not be social classes).In terms of Marxist class analysis, this would instead imply that capitalist

class relations coexist in China with class relations rooted in the statist mode of production.To use

the terminology proposed by Wright(1994: Chapter 6; 2005b), China would be conceptualized as

61 Neo-Weberian authors have in particular stressed the importance of ‘social closure’(Murphy, 1988; Parkin, 1979).
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a social formation in which the statist and the capitalist mode of production interpenetrate, thus

producing complexity in class relations.

Question of great theoretical and empirical relevance concern therefore the role of class in

the post-reform stratification system.And yet, class never appears among the structural determi-

nant of inequality and stratification postulated by critics of the MTT. As I argue in the following

section, the only way in which social class has been included in analyses of income determination

in China has been through occupational proxies.

2.3. Gradationalclass approaches in previous research on China

Within class analysis, a broad distinction can be drawn between traditions based on agradational

concept of class and traditions based on arelational concept of class (Wright, 2005a;

Wright, 2005b).The distinction between relational and gradational concepts of class was first pro-

posed by Ossowski (1998) and later adopted by Wright (see for example Wright, 1985: 34-35).In

relational approaches, social classes are defined through their social relations to other classes.In

gradational approaches, social classes differ for some directly or indirectly measurable attribute

(such as income, occupation or prestige). The relations between classes is a relative ordering rela-

tion (high versus low social positions), not a relation between classes.62

In the Chinese context, previous research interested in understanding how membership in a

specific social group affects life-chances and economic returns to individual endowments has

almost exclusively relied on gradational approaches, and has implicitly or explicitly adopted an

attribute-based view of the relation between class and individual outcomes.In general, individuals

have been divided according to simple gradational indicators (most typically income or education)

or to synthetic gradational indicators (generally a combination of occupation and education).

62 See Introduction, pp. 18-19 for a more comprehensive discussion of the relational character of Marxist class analysis.
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Nee and Cao (2002) used a World Bank nationally representative survey to estimate income

inequality between occupational categories. Categories were defined in a strictly gradational fash-

ion on the basis of job titles.Their results showed significant income differences between manual

and non-manual workers, although the magnitude of these differences was lower than in the West.

Peng (1992) found that occupation had a significant effect on wages in the rural public sector and

in the private sector, but only a marginal effect in the urban state sector. Zhao and Zhou (2002)

included a four-categories occupational classification among the explanatory variables of their

income determination model.Professional and managerial occupations enjoyed significantly

higher incomes, but returns to education (measured as years of schooling) decreased for these

occupations if compared to workers.

Knight and Li (2005) used a composite gradational indicator (individual incomes and skill

levels) to investigate whether the effect of firm profits on earning capacity was homogeneous

across different groups of workers. Theirresults showed that the effects of firm losses were felt

hardest by unskilled workers. Comparingdata from the Urban Household Income Survey for 1988

and 1995, Gustafsson and Li (2001) examined the effect of education on earnings for different

income groups (a simple gradational indicator).The study found that the effect of education on

earnings is larger among people at the bottom of the earnings curve than for people at the top.

Fleisher and Wang (2004)divided workers in two simple gradational groups (skilled and non-

skilled occupations) and found that the wage gap (i.e. the difference between the marginal product

of labour and the salary) was lower for workers and higher for people in TAS occupations (techni-

cal, administrative and staff workers).

Gustafsson and Sai (2009) studied the effect of state workers’ rank (their level in the admin-

istrative hierarchy of state work units, another instance of simple gradational indicator) on

incomes. Thestudy concluded that a person’s labour market category had a significant effect on

income independently from education and other individual characteristics.Knight and Song

(2003) examined changes in the urban wage structure during the period of labour market reforms

comparing data from two national household surveys held in 1988 and 1995.The authors esti-

mated the determinants of wage inequality using three sets of explanatory variables representing
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three effects: discrimination (gender, ethnic status and Party membership); labour market segmen-

tation (province and sector); and human capital (age, education and skill-based occupational

groupings). Thisstudy also used a simple gradational approach (occupational codes) to identify

workers categories. Theauthors confirmed that the effect of education was not homogeneous

across different sectors of the labour market. Furthermore,the study found a significant increase

in the effect of occupation: all other variables being held constant, the distance between the wages

of common workers and middle-class workers (cadres, technicians and professionals) increased

from five to 17 per cent in the period considered.

Bian and Logan (1996)is one of the few studies to include, although to a limited extent, a

relational class concept in the analysis of income determination.The study was firmly grounded

within the MTT research agenda, since its main concern was to understand whether political-

bureaucratic mechanisms of income distribution had maintained their relevance or lost ground to

market-centred mechanisms between 1978 and 1993.Alongside standard human capital variables

(age and education), political capital variables (Party membership) and organizational segmenta-

tion variables (rank of the work unit), the authors defined two indicators of ‘occupational status’

that aimed to capture ‘how occupation links people to the main mechanism of resource redistribu-

tion: the socialist redistributive system and the market system’ (Bian & Logan, 1996:748). They

used a detailed list of occupational codings to allocate individual jobs to one of three categories:

(1) jobs with high ‘redistributive power’ (i.e. jobs in the state sector whose holders were involved

in the decision-making process of their work-unit); (b) jobs with high ‘market connectedness’ (i.e.

jobs whose owners could benefit from the expansion of markets); (c) jobs that had neither.63 The

study suggested that structural, class-based determinants of income inequality operated indepen-

dently from individual-level attributes. Theincome effect of redistributive power significantly

increased in relevance in fifteen years.At the same time workers with high market connectedness,

who had no significant advantage over common workers in 1978, enjoyed in 1993 the same advan-

tages of workers with high redistributive power.

63 Questions could be raised (as also recognized by the authors) concerning the capacity of a purely occupational (i.e.,
gradational) coding to capture the underlying relational dimensions of the class structure.In particular, the claim made by
the authors (p. 748) that these purely occupational indicators correspond to the ‘owner-worker dichotomy emphasized in
Marxist analyses of market societies’ seems overstated. Still,the occupational categories have a relational character since
they are built according to a theoretical conceptualization of the class-relevant mechanisms in the state and the market sec-
tor.
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These studies suggest that social class, even when defined in a gradational fashion, is an

important determinant of stratification.Class operates independently from individual endowments

with human and political capital, and introduces a structural dimension of stratification that is not

attributable to labour market segmentation. Inview of these results, it seems even more important

to investigate the effect of class on stratification by utilizing an explicitly relational conceptualiza-

tion of social class.This paper contributes a relational class perspective to the literature on post-

Mao China by applying Wright’s neo-Marxist class analysis to study the effect of class on the

income determination process among white collar employees in the Nanjing New- and High-Tech-

nology Development Zone.The main elements of Wright’s class analysis and of his class theory

of income determination are introduced in the following section.

2.4. Wright’s neo-Marxist class analysis

Tw o relational class models have found widespread application in empirical research: Wright’s

neo-Marxist class model(Wright, 1997);and Goldthorpe’s class model, often referred to as neo-

Weberian (Erickson& Goldthorpe, 1992;Goldthorpe, 1987).I believe that Wright’s class model

is to be preferred in the study of post-Mao China, because it provides a coherent theoretical frame-

work for understanding the complexities of the post-reform class structure in which elements of

the statist and of the capitalist modes of production coexists.

Wright’s efforts have primarily concentrated on reformulating the theoretical foundations of

the structural aspects of Marxist class analysis.The building block for Wright’s class analysis is

the concept of ‘social relations of production’.According to Wright, while this concept is crucial

to Marxist class analysis, there is very little agreement among Marxist theorists about the meaning

of the term. Wright (2005b: 9-10) adopts the following definition: social relations of production

are the sum total of the rights and powers people who participate in production have over the

resources used in production, and over the result of their use.
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The concept of social relations of production is directly linked to the Marxist definition of

class relations.Class relations are in fact a specific form of social relations of production, charac-

terized by the unequal distribution of rights and powers over productive resources. Classdivisions,

and the ensuing antagonism between the material interests of different classes, derive from the

linkage between social relations of production and exploitation (i.e., the extraction and appropria-

tion of the efforts of others).64 This linkage in not specific to capitalist societies, but capitalist class

relations differ from class relations in other modes of production because of the way in which

property rights over labour and capital are distributed. Incapitalist class relations, workers are

separated from the means of production (capital) but have full ownership of their labour power and

are ‘free’ to sell their labour power in exchange for a wage (Wright,1997: 9-19).

The basic Marxist map of capitalist class relations generates three class locations: the capi-

talist class (which includes owners of the means of production); the working class (whose incum-

bents only own labour power); and the petty-bourgeoisie (individuals who own the means of pro-

duction but do not hire others)(Wright, 1997:19). Two of these class locations (capitalists and

workers) arefundamentalclass locations: because of the specific form of exploitation under the

capitalist mode of production, the material interests of workers and capitalists are directly antago-

nistic.

Wright argues that, while the basic class map of capitalist class relations is an appropriate

tool to investigate macro-structural dynamics of social change, its usefulness for micro-level analy-

sis is limited since it does not capture relevant distinctions within employee class locations

(Wright, 1989:275; Wright,1997: 19).Although in capitalist societies the majority of the popula-

tion is separated from the means of production, not all the people who sell their labour power and

work for a wage appear to belong to the working class.This is particularly true for the wide range

of technical, managerial and professional occupations that are generally referred to as the middle

class. Wrighthas therefore devoted much of his efforts to addressing the empirical and theoretical

problems that the middle class poses to Marxist class analysis.His reformulation of the Marxist

64 Exploitation describes the process through which the unequal distribution of rights and powers over productive
resources generates inequalities in income.Wright defines exploitation through three conditions linking the material inter-
ests of actors within economic relations; see Wright(1997: 9-13).
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concept of class structure has aimed at giving scientific precision to the term ‘middle class’, by

generating ‘a class concept for concrete analysis which adequately maps these [middle class] loca-

tions while at the same time preserving the general assumptions and framework of Marxist class

analysis’ (Wright,1989).

After early attempts at formulating a Marxist concept of the middle class in terms of ‘contra-

dictory class locations’(Wright, 1979)and ‘multiple exploitation’ (Wright,1985), Wright pro-

duced a map of locations within capitalist class relations based on three dimensions: ownership,

authority and skills/expertise (Wright, 1997).65 The twelve-locations version of Wright’s map of

capitalist class relations is presented in Figure 2.1.66

The rationale for including ownership of the means of production as a dimension of class

relations lies, as discussed above, on the relationship between property relations and exploitation.

In the twelve-locations map, Wright distinguishes three propertied locations on the basis of the

number of employees: thepetty-bourgeoisie includes self-employed people with no employees;

small employershave few employees;capitalistsemploy a large number of people.

Authority is considered a relevant dimension for the identification of class locations for two

reasons. First,authority is linked to the domination dimension of capitalist class relations.67 When

managers and supervisors engage in practices of domination within production, they are exercising

delegated capitalist powers. They are however also capitalistically exploited, since they are

excluded from the ownership of means of production.This duality places managers and supervi-

sors in what Wright callscontradictory locations within class relations: they are simultaneously in

65 Wright has later proposed a further general framework for the conceptualization of class, based on the notions of com-
plexities in class locations and complexity in class relations(Wright, 1989:323-331; Wright,2005b). Theconcept of com-
plexity in class relations (the idea that, in a given social formation, class relations pertaining to different modes of produc-
tion can coexist and affect each other through a mechanism called ‘mediation’) is particularly relevant to the case of post-
Mao China.

66 For a detailed discussion of Wright’s approaches to the identification of the middle class and of the dimensions under-
lying the twelve-locations map, see Sections 1.2.4 and 1.2.5 in the Introduction.

67 Domination is defined by Wright(2005b: 25) as ‘the social relations within which one person’s activities are directed
and controlled by another’.Exploitation and domination and closely connected and, taken together, they define the core
features of the structured pattern of social interactions within capitalist class relations.
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Employees with skills/expertise are, like those with authority, also placed in privileged

appropriation locations within exploitation relations.First, this is because of the difficulties to

monitor employees who retain a significant degree of control over their labour process.Second,

skills and expertise can be scarce in the labour market because several mechanisms restrict their

supply. The (partially artificial) scarcity of skills and expertise generates a ‘skill rent’ component

in the wage of experts and skilled workers. Alongthe skills/expertise dimension, Wright differen-

tiates betweenexperts, who are engaged in occupations that generally require the possession of

advanced academic degrees; andskilled workers, who are employed in occupations that require a

lower level of training.68

The different combinations of authority and skills/expertise identify nine distinct locations

within the employee population, ranging fromnonskilled workers (who possess no skills and exer-

cise no authority) toexpert managers (who exercise actual managerial authority and possess a high

degree of expertise). Wright’s twelve-locations map of the capitalist class structure provides the

foundations for the analyses performed in this study. The employee locations identified in the map

have howev er not been used in this highly-disaggregate form. In order to investigate the effect of

class on incomes, a dichotomous class category was built by combining the employee class loca-

tions in two aggregate class categories termedmiddle classandworking class. The construction of

aggregate class categories for empirical analysis is a theoretically legitimate procedure in Wright’s

class analysis: the locations identified in the map are in fact not ‘classes’, but locations-within-

class-relations which can be combined according to the aims of the investigation.69 In order to

explain how the aggregate class categories were defined, the main elements of Wright’s theory of

income determination need to be discussed.

68 In this thesis, the criteria used to locate of employees on the skills/expertise dimension differ from those suggested by
Wright. Theoperationalization of the skills/authority dimension is explained in Appendix A.

69 On this point, see Section 1.2.6 in the Introduction.
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2.4.1. Classand income determination

The central tenet of Wright’s theory of income determination is that, within a given social struc-

ture, ‘the income determination process differs from one location to another’(Wright, 1979:

62-67). Thisis more obvious when fundamental class locations are contrasted to each other: capi-

talists acquire income through the appropriation of surplus labour (exploitation), while workers

acquire their income from the sale of labour power. Even among wage employees, however, there

are crucial differences: for working class locations, wages tend to be equalized to the value of

labour power. For employees in contradictory class locations, wages are kept above the value of

labour power by a mechanism of social control (i.e., a mechanism whose aim is to induce workers

to perform labour in excess of the cost of their labour power). Althoughother elements contribute

to the determination of income (exchange relations, technical relations, individual characteristics

such as education, gender, class background and so on), the way in which these elements influence

income is therefore ultimatelymediatedby the location of an individual in class relations.Other-

wise said, the effect of, say, gender or education is not homogeneous across class locations.

The part of the wage which is above or below the value of labour power is termed by Wright

theprivilege-discrimination component(Wright, 1979:80-86). Within the working class, it can be

expected that this component will be close to zero or even neg ative. Conversely, the privilege-dis-

crimination component can be expected to be positive for employees located in contradictory class

locations and in privileged appropriation locations (locations characterized by a significant degree

of authority and/or expertise). Asmentioned in the preceding section, the reason is primarily due

to monitoring difficulties: given that, in the case of employees who exercise delegated capitalist

authority or employees who retain control over their labour process, monitoring is costly to imple-

ment and sanctions can be counterproductive, the mechanism of social control is based on the pro-

vision of various forms of incentives — among them, the concession of a positive privilege-dis-

crimination wage component.
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2.4.2. The aggregate class categories used in the study

This study intends to investigate the presence of class mediation on the income determina-

tion process by evaluating the effect of class location on the wages received by middle class

employees in the NNHTDZ, after controlling for the individual-level factors that were found to

significantly affect wages in previous research (education, work experience, gender, class back-

ground, the use of social networks in the job search process).The study will only concentrate on

the overall effect of class location, not on the analysis of how the privilege-discrimination compo-

nent varies across disaggregate class locations.

For this reason, the class map on which this study is based only includes two aggregate class

categories. Thefirst (working class) includes the class locations for which the privilege-discrimi-

nation component is supposed to be equal to zero.The second (middle class) includes all the loca-

tions for which the privilege-discrimination component is supposed to be positive. Since, accord-

ing to Wright, the operationalization of the measures of class locations is inherently affected by

some degree of arbitrariness or ambiguity (see Section 1.2.6 in the Introduction), the working class

category is defined so as to also include those employees locations that are ambiguously separated

from the working class on one and only one of the two theoretically-relevant dimensions (authority

and skills/expertise). Thus,the working class category includes nonskilled workers, skilled work-

ers and nonskilled supervisors (see Figure 2.2).This categorization leads to a relatively conserva-

tive definition of the middle class.An identical scheme has been used by Wright in Chapter 15 of

Class Counts(1997).70

2.5. Background, data and variables

70 This scheme is referred as Scheme A in the Introduction and in Appendix A.
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The empirical part of this study focuses on a micro-level aspect of class analysis: the linkage

between social class and wage inequality. The reform of the wage system has been an important

component of China’s post-Mao labour reforms.Prior to reforms, wages in China were adminis-

tratively determined. A system of standardized wage scales modelled on the Soviet Union was

introduced in 1956.Wages scales were linked to the rank system, and they determined the wage

level for workers, professionals and cadres with minor sectoral or local variations (Korzec &

Whyte, 1981). Progression along wage and rank scales was closely tied to seniority as well as to

political credentials.During the Cultural Revolution, forms of earnings based on productivity or

piece rates were abolished, thus the basic wage became the only component of an employees’

earnings.

Reforms of the wage system started in 1980, with the reintroduction of bonuses and piece

rates. Thetotal wage in state-owned enterprises was then articulated in three major components:

the basic wage, which was still administratively set; a component linked to status and seniority;

and the floating wage, which included bonuses and was determined at the enterprise level. As

companies were given the right to retain their profits and to decide how to distribute them, they had

the possibility to independently set the levels of bonuses and subsidies.Walder (1987) has how-

ev er demonstrated that the distribution of bonuses in state-owned enterprises was linked more to

political reasons than to economic ones.The distribution of bonuses among workers, cadres and

managers in state-owned enterprises was thus fairly egalitarian, rather than related to performance.

By the mid-1990s, reforms of the wage system had further deepened, and a major revision of the

basic wage in the state sector was promulgated in 1994.In 1996 a major wav eof lay-offs started

in the state-owned sector. Consequently, market mechanisms became relevant not only for new

entrants in the labour market but also for laid-off workers. Aslabour markets took off in earnest,

the determination of wages and bonuses was further decentralized.As far as private enterprises

and joint-ventures are concerned, there is no administratively-set component in the total employee

wage — the only restriction being the basic wage set by the 2008 amendment of the Labour Law.

Being the most relevant component of an employee’s total income, and being largely set

through market mechanisms, basic wages and bonuses represent a valid starting point for studying
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the relation between social class and income inequality. Basic wages and bonuses have in fact

been identified as the most important components of the increase in income inequality(Gustafs-

son & Li,2001). For these reasons, this paper will only focus on basic wages and bonuses.

2.5.1. Thestudy location

This study is based on an original dataset collected by the author in the Nanjing New- and High-

Technology Development Zone [NNHTDZ] between 2008 and 2009.Nanjing, situated about

300km inland from Shanghai, is the capital of Jiangsu province and belongs to the affluent Yangtze

River Delta [YRD] region.71 The NNHTDZ is one of several industrial development zones located

in Nanjing. The NNHTDZ was jointly established by Jiangsu province and Nanjing municipality

in 1992. One year later, it became the first development zone in southern Jiangsu (Su’nan) to

obtain national-level recognition. Thanksto its focus on research- and technology-intensive enter-

prises, the NNHTDZ is at the core of Nanjing’s industrial upgrading strategy (Cucco,2008).

Because of its sectoral specificities, demand for skilled labour in the NNHTDZ is high.72

The local labour market is very competitive, with high turnover rates and a prevalence of imper-

sonal channels of recruitment.Competition for skilled labour is strong not only within Nanjing,

but throughout the Yangtze River Delta region since the area (which includes Shanghai and the

most advanced areas of Zhejiang Province) hosts a large number of high-technology industrial

parks. Attemptsmade by the NNHTDZ administration to territorialize skilled labour within the

zone have proved unsuccessful. Furthermorein the NNHTDZ, as in other high-technology zones

throughout China (Fan et al., 2009), restrictions on labour mobility on the basis of residence per-

mits (hukou) hav e in practice been eased.As far as the functioning of the labour market is

71 The Yangtze River Delta region includes southern Jiangsu, northern Zhejiang, and Shanghai’s metropolitan area.

72 The type of skills in high demand in the NNHTDZ went far beyond the possession of a university education.Given
that Nanjing is one of the major university poles in China, and provided that several universities had set up their campuses
within the NNHTDZ, there was no scarcity of university graduates within close reach of the NNHTDZ.The university sys-
tem was however unanimously criticized by the managers I interviewed in the course of the fieldwork for its inability to
prepare students for smooth integration in a corporate environment. Itwas not a university education per se that rendered a
potential employee valuable in the eyes of recruiters, but a combination of formal education and ‘soft’ skills acquired
through previous experience in a corporate environment.
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concerned, statist logics are clearly subordinated to systemic capitalist constraints.Given the high

turnover rate for skilled labour and the generally high level of job-specific competences required in

the high-tech sector, retention of employees was an overarching concern for companies.73

2.5.2. Data,sampling and research design

The study adopted a mixed-methods sequential exploratory design (an Instrument Development

Model) articulated in two sequential phases (Creswell & PlanoClark, 2007). In the first phase of

the fieldwork, qualitative data were collected through direct observation, documentary research

and face-to-face interviews. Theinformation gathered in the first phase of the study was used to

design items to be included in the survey instrument and, more importantly, to dev elop adequate

operationalization of the authority and skill/expertise variables (see Appendix A).

In the second phase of the study, quantitative data were collected from a clustered random

sample of white collar employees working for ten randomly selected companies located within the

NNHTDZ. In each company, questionnaires were distributed to ten-to-fifteen employees. Atotal

of 125 questionnaires were distributed, of which 99 were returned; listwise deletion was used to

discard questionnaires in which key variables were missing, thus leaving 97 complete cases. The

features of the sampling design are accounted for in the following analyses through the use of

probability weights and clustered robust standard errors.74

73 The interviewed HR managers almost unanimously supported this point, the only exception being the managers of
companies operating in very specialized niches for which there was no local competition.The problem of retention of
skilled and experienced employees (particularly middle managers) was a frequent topic of discussions within the Human
Resources Working Group of the EUCCC during my attendance.The NNHTDZ administrations is acutely aware of the sit-
uation, and is trying to respond to pressures emanating from the companies through a series of programs aimed at making
the NNHTDZ a desirable living environment for skilled managers and professionals.The NNHTDZ is also trying to
strengthen linkages between universities located within the zone and companies registered in the NNHTDZ. On both
points, see Cucco(Cucco, 2008).

74 A l ist of interviews and basic data about the sampled companies are provided in Appendix A.Documentary data were
collected from official statistical publications, local newspapers and documents provided by the NNHTDZ administration.
During my stay in Nanjing, I also worked for three months as a freelance consultant for the Human Resources department
of the NNHTDZ Development Corporation (part of the zone administration) and I regularly participated for six months in
the activities of various Working Groups of the European Union Chamber of Commerce in China [EUCCC], Nanjing Chap-
ter.
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2.5.3. Variables

Yearly wage: this is calculated as the yearly sum of basic wages and bonuses (in RMB).Yearly

wage therefore excludes non-monetary forms of compensation (in-kind subsidies, welfare, services

and so on).In regression analysis, the natural logarithm of yearly wages is used as the dependent

variable.

Gender: gender is a dummy variable included for control reasons.Genderis coded as one for

male and zero for female (base category).

Years of Education: data were collected on the highest educational degree obtained by respon-

dents. Years of educationis constructed by calculating the standard number of years of education

required to obtain the degree in the Chinese educational system.

Work experience: work experience is generally included in models of income determination as a

proxy for human capital acquired on the job. Work experienceis calculated as current age minus

years of education.

High-ranking uni versity: university ranking has never been included in previous analyses of

income determination.The interviews with human resource managers showed however that hav-

ing graduated from a high-ranking university was considered an important element when evaluat-

ing job applicants. The possibility that university ranking affects wages can be interpreted in one

of two ways. Graduatingfrom a high-ranking universities could have an effect on wages because

of the better quality of education, which would in turn increase productivity — an interpretation in

line with human capital theory. Previous studies seem however to support the presence of strong

signalling effects in the functioning of educational credentials in China(F. Li et al., 2009). Being

admitted to a prestigious institution could be seen as a sign of higher intellectual capacities or ded-

ication, and graduating from a prestigious institution could be associated to desirable forms of

socialization. Itwould therefore be expected that the variable has a positive and significant effect

on the level of wages. For this study, information was collected about the institution in which
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respondents obtained their highest degree. High-ranking university is a dummy variable coded as

one if the university was ranked among the top twenty institutions in the NetBIG Chinese Univer-

sity Ranking 2008, and zero otherwise.75

Job help: this variable accounts for the relevance of social capital in the job market. Respondents

were asked to indicate whether they had received any assistance in obtaining their current job.

They were then asked to report all the forms of assistance they had received, which was not only

limited to active lobbying but also to referral, information, help with the application process and so

on. Job help is a dummy variable coded as one if the respondent obtained significant forms of help

(including referral, lobbying in his/her favour with the employer or assistance during the selection

process) and zero otherwise (base category).

Parent(s) with college degree: this variable intends to capture the effect of the pooled educational

level of the household of origin.It is a dummy variable coded as one if at least one of the parents

has/had a college degree or above; and zero otherwise (base category).

Class location: this is the key variable for the study. Respondents were first assigned to one of

Wright’s nine employee class locations according to their degree of authority and skills/expertise.

The degree of authority was determined by combining company-level information about the

authority dimension of different occupations with individual-level information about occupation

and job description.The degree of skills/expertise was similarly calculated by combining com-

pany-level information about the skill requirements of different occupations with individual-level

information about occupation and employment department.A description of the operationaliza-

tions used to determine the degree of authority and skills/expertise is provided in Appendix A.

Given that, as explained in Section 2.4.2, the aim of the analysis was to assess the presence of class

mediation on the income discrimination process, the nine original class locations were grouped in

two aggregate class categories:middle classlocations andworking classlocations. Theclass cate-

gories used in this analysis aim at capturing the distinction between class locations that are

75 The NetBIG ranking system was quoted by most interviewees as their main source of reference for assessing the qual-
ity of universities. Thedecision to consider the top twenty universities as high-ranking universities is somewhat arbitrary,
but previous editions of the NetBIG Ranking show that the top-twenty group is rather stable.
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supposed to receive a positive wage-discriminant component (middle class category) and locations

for which the privilege-discrimination component is supposed to be zero (working class category).

Following the criterion used by Wright(1997: Chapter), the working class includes nonskilled

workers, skilled workers and nonskilled supervisors.The remaining class locations (experts, man-

agers and skilled supervisors) were assigned to the middle class (see Figure 2.2 and Appendix A).

2.6. Results

This section presents the results of the analyses.The first part of the section provides some

descriptive remarks about the class structure of the sample.The second part investigates the pres-

ence of statistically significant differences in yearly wages across the two aggregate class loca-

tions. Thelast part presents the results of the multiple regression models used to understand the

determinants of wage variations and to examine the effect of class location on the income determi-

nation process.

2.6.1. Theclass structure of the sample

Figure 2.2 presents the distribution of the sampled white collar employees into different class loca-

tions. It is important to observe that no general conclusions can be drawn about the class structure

of the NNHTDZ or of other development zones in the Nanjing municipality — even less so about

larger units of analysis.First, as already discussed, the sectoral mix in the NNHTDZ is oriented

towards research- and technology-intensive enterprises; labour-intensive enterprises are generally

located in other, less specialized development zones. Second, the study had a limited scope. The

survey only included white collar employees; large segments of the class structure (factory work-

ers, business owners, state employees, self-employed, people not in the active labour force) were

excluded from the study. Finally, the environmental requirements of the NNHTDZ prohibit the

location of polluting or resource-intensive activities within the zone.Therefore some of the
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Bearing this in mind, some observations on the distribution of the sampled workers in differ-

ent class locations can be made.In particular, the size of the ‘pure’ working class location (non-

skilled workers) is small: slightly more than one-fourth of the sample falls in this class location.

Conversely, about one-fifth of the sample was classified asexperts. Using as a reference the results

obtained by Wright for the US and Sweden(Wright, 1997:85), the size of the experts class loca-

tion in the sample is disproportionally large even when compared with Wright’s expansive defini-

tion of the skill criteria.At the same time, the proportion of respondents assigned to thenonskilled

workers location is lower than any result obtained by Wright.76 This could potentially be due to an

excessively expansive definition of skills (e.g., some workers and skilled workers could have been

incorrectly classified as experts), or to a too restrictive definition of authority (e.g., some workers

could have been incorrectly classified as supervisors or managers).It seems however reasonable to

attribute these features of the sample to the sectoral specificity of the NNHTDZ and to the fact that

manufacturing activities are underrepresented in the zone.In any case, the specificities of the class

structure of the NNHTDZ should be a reminder of the limited generalizability of the results.

2.6.2. Wage and gender differences among aggregate class categories

As discussed above, according to Wright incomes should increase as one moves away from the

working class, since middle class locations are characterized by their privileged location within

relations of exploitation. Therewere visible differences between the average yearly wages across

disaggregate class locations, as well as across the two aggregate class locations (Table 2.1). The

av erage yearly wage for white collar employees in middle class locations (M=51782,SD=22399)

was almost double the average wage of white collar employees in working class locations

(M=26976,SD=9434). At-test was used to compare the mean of the log-transformed yearly

wages between the two aggregate class categories (working class and middle class).The t-test

suggested that the difference in means was statistically significant (t=-7.6848,p < .001 for the two-

76 I do not intend to claim that direct comparisons are possible between the results obtained by Wright and my own.
Wright’s study is based on large, nationally representative samples; furthermore, the operationalizations of class-relevant
variable used in his work are different from those adopted here.I just intend to provide the reader with a reference point so
as to better underline the atypical features of the study location.
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tailed test).

TABLE 2.1

Gender composition and basic statistics on yearly wages (RMB)

Mean SD

Class locations F M (wage) (wage)

Nonskilled workers 14 12 24436 4895

Skilled workers 10 2 30417 11805

Experts 7 13 44745 17661

Nonskilled supervisors 4 4 29750 14360

Skilled supervisors 2 5 50286 21952

Expert supervisors 3 5 48750 22480

Nonskilled managers 1 3 36500 9434

Skilled managers 2 2 60250 27693

Expert managers 2 6 77125 19722

Aggregate class locations

Working class 28 18 26975 9434

Middle class 17 34 51782 22399

Total 45 52 40154 21451

Table 2.1 also reports the gender composition of different class categories; a clear gender

unbalance was visible. While women made up 60.8 per cent of the working class, they were

underrepresented in the middle class (33.3 per cent).A chi-square test indicated significant associ-

ation between gender and aggregate class location (X2 = 7.374,df = 1, p < .01).
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2.6.3. Incomedetermination

The analysis of income determination aimed at investigating the effect of social class on yearly

wages (basic wages plus bonuses) net of other income determinants generally included in previous

studies. Theresults of the OLS regression analyses are presented in Table 2.2. All models were

estimated by taking into account the characteristics of the sampling design.77 Since the dependent

variable was the natural logarithm of the yearly wage, regression coefficients can be exponentiated

and interpreted in terms of percent changes in the dependent variable.78

Three nested models were estimated.The baseline model (Model 1) only included standard

human capital variables (work experience and education).Model 2 added variables conceptually

linked to social and cultural capital.The first wasjob help, with the aim of testing for the presence

of effects related to the capacity to mobilize social networks during the job search process.The

second was the pooled educational level of the family of origin.79 Finally, the model also included

the university rank variable. Model3 introduced the dichotomous class category variable, thus

permitting the estimation of the net effect of social class on wages.Genderwas included as a con-

trol variable in all models.

77 Clustered robust estimators (company being the clustering variable) were used to account for the possible correlation
between the wages of employees working for the same company. Giv en the different size of companies, sampling weights
were used to account for the different sampling probabilities generated by the non-proportional sampling design.Listwise
deletion was used to remove observations in which key variables were missing, and the same subsample of 93 observations
was used to estimate the three models.

78 More accurately, the exponentiated values of the coefficients correspond to changes in the ratio of the expected geo-
metric means of the yearly wages in RMB.

79 I originally intended to include other variables aimed at capturing the respondents’ direct and mediated relation to the
party-state. Inthe first case, I planned to use respondents’ membership in the Chinese Communist Party [CCP] and their
having previously been employed in the core state sector (defined as public administration and SOEs) as proxies for direct
political capital. The survey, howev er, showed that none of the respondents was a Party member. This is not surprising,
since previous research has found that the CCP is having difficulties in recruiting from the well-educated middle classes
that are the focus of this study(Sato & Eto,2008). Furthermore,only three respondents were employed in the state sector
in their two previous jobs. Thus, variables capturing the direct linkage of respondents to the state and to the Party were not
included in the analyses presented here.I also ran other regression models that included a proxy for the respondents’ fam-
ily links to the party-state (a dummy variable set at one if at least one of the parents was a cadre, professional or manager in
the public administration or in a State-Owned Enterprise).The variable was conceptually related, in Wright’s terminology,
to the presence of ‘mediated class relations’ to the statist sector. The variable never appeared to have a significant effect on
wages, so it was dropped from the model.Results for the models including the family political capital are available from
the author.
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TABLE 2.2

Model coefficients from the regression of ln(yearly wages)

on individual characteristics and class location

Variable Model1 Model 2 Model 3

Gender 0.074 0.123 0.098

Years of education 0.164** 0.126*** 0.093*

Years of work experience 0.033* 0.019* 0.018*

High-ranking university 0.348** 0.192

Job help -0.222 -0.161

Parent(s) college degree 0.225** 0.151*

Middle class [MC] 0.339***

Intercept 7.555*** 7.833*** 8.395***

N 93 93 93

R2 0.384 0.492 0.584

* p < .05; ** p < .01; *** p < .001

The results of Model 1 suggested that education and work experience had a significant and

positive effect on yearly wages. InModel 2, after controlling for the effect of social and cultural

capital variables, the positive and significant effects of education and work experience on wages

were confirmed although with some reduction in the size of the coefficients. Thereduction was

larger for work experience than for years of education.Model 2 also indicated that having gradu-

ated from a top-twenty university positively affected the level of wages. Allother variables held

constant, a graduate from a top-ranking institution could expect to receive a wage about 41 per

cent higher than a graduate from a lower-ranking institution.No significant effect could instead be

detected for the use of job search networks. Theeducational level of the family of origin had

instead a large and significant effect on the level of wages. Othervariables held constant, having at
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least one parent with a college degree was shown to increase the level of wages by about 25 per

cent. Genderremained insignificant in Model 2, a result also confirmed in Model 3.

Model 3 finally considered the effect of the relationally-defined aggregate class category.

The first thing to notice is that the inclusion of social class further attenuated the effect of educa-

tion, with the coefficient for this variable dropping from .126 to .093.In terms of exponentiated

coefficients, this corresponded to a drop from an expected 13 per cent wage premium for each year

of education (Model 2) to an expected 10 per cent premium (Model 3).The inclusion of the class

variable had a similar effect on the coefficient for the family educational level, which remained

significant but with a smaller coefficient. Norelevant changes were detected in the value of the

regression coefficient for work experience, which remained significant in Model 3.After account-

ing for class location, having graduated from a top-ranking university was found to have no signifi-

cant effect on the level of wages. Turning now to the effect of class location, the results suggested

that being located in the middle class category is a significant determinant of wages. Awhite col-

lar employee in a middle class location could expect to earn about 40 per cent more than a white

collar employee with the same gender, education, work experience, job networks and educational

background but located in a working class location.

2.7. Discussion

The results of the analyses indicated that class location is an important determinant of wage

inequality in the NNHTDZ.The effect of social class on wages were consistent with Wright’s the-

ory. The analysis appears to confirm the presence of a positive discrimination-privilege component

for contradictory class locations and privileged appropriation locations.The inclusion of the rela-

tionally-defined class variable appeared to attenuate the effect of education on wages, while the

effect of work experience remained stable.
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The mobilization of social networks for job search did not seem to significantly affect

wages. Itseems legitimate to conclude that social networks can provide a privileged path of entry

into a job, but cannot guarantee a high income.Interestingly, the effect of university ranking

became insignificant after the inclusion of the class variable. Itmust however be noted that, since

the coefficient for university raking is in the expected (positive) direction, its effect on wages

would be significant in Model 3 using a one-tailed t-test (t=2.09,p= 0.033 for the one-tailed test).

Some descriptive data may help make sense of this result.There seems in fact to be a clear link

between rank of the university and middle class location.Among the 41 respondents who were

classified in the working class, only one had attended a top-twenty institution.For middle class

respondents, 15 out of 51 (about 30 per cent) had instead attended a high-ranking university. Fur-

thermore, respondents who had at least one parent with a college education were far more likely to

have graduated from a high-ranking institution(23 per cent of them did) than respondents whose

parents did not have a college degree (13 per cent).

Similar observations can be made with regard to gender. Gender did not appear to have a

significant effect on wages in any of the models; nonetheless, as already noted the gender distribu-

tion in middle class locations was significantly skewed. About67 per cent of middle class incum-

bents were male; for working class locations, the proportion of males fell to 40 per cent.Both

results seem to suggest the presence of closure mechanisms restricting access to middle class loca-

tions on the basis of gender and on the basis of ascriptive characteristics. Thelink between univer-

sity rank, family education, gender and class location would deserve further investigation.

2.8. Conclusions

This study was a first attempt to apply Wright’s class analysis to the investigation of the determi-

nants of inequality in post-Mao China.Although being of limited generalizability given the speci-

ficity of the study location and the small sample size, the results of the study seem to cast a shadow

on the view of markets as neutral selection mechanisms postulated by the MTT and endorsed by its
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structural critics.With all its limitations, this study suggests that social class is an important deter-

minant of wage inequality in one of the most advanced sectors of the Chinese economy, where

most of the structural restrictions on the functioning of labour markets pointed out by the previous

literature are absent.The patterns of wage inequality observed in the NNHTDZ are consistent

with Wright’s theory of income determination, which postulates a mediating effect of social class

on the income determination process.This is certainly indicative of the need for a research agenda

that shifts away from the individualism and gradational approach of previous studies towards one

that encompasses class relations.
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Introduction to Chapter 3

The previous chapter showed the relevance of class as a determinant of wage inequality. The aim

of this chapter is to extend the analysis to nonwage forms of compensation such as in-kind bene-

fits, welfare provisions, additional sources of income and so on.As first recognized by Konrád and

Szelény in The Intellectuals on the Road to Class Power, nonwage benefits were the main compo-

nent of inequality in state socialist redistributive societies. Consequently, much research has

focused on the analysis of nonwage benefits.

Most studies of income determination in post-Mao China, however, reduce nonwage benefits

to their monetary equivalent and are only concerned with their contribution to total incomes.In

this chapter I suggest that the nature, function and combination of benefits are as important as their

monetary value. Buildingupon Wright’s neo-Marxist class analysis, I argue that benefits should

be conceptualized as mechanisms of social control over labour. Since mechanisms of social con-

trol are not homogeneous across class locations, the processes governing the distribution of differ-

ent forms of benefits can be expected to vary according to the class location of individuals. Aclass

analysis of benefits requires, for these reasons, a disaggregate approach.

In this study, benefits were assigned to one of three categories defined on the basis of

Wright’s theory of income determination.A series of Poisson models was estimated to investigate

how class location (again defined on the basis of Wright’s class scheme) and individual-level

attributes affected the distribution of different categories of benefits.The results of the study were

at least in part consistent with Wright’s predictions. Inparticular, benefits related to long-term

career prospects and to temporal class trajectories were strongly associated with middle class loca-

tions.
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3. A class analysis of benefits distribution

According to the theory of state socialist redistribution, the administrative allocation of non-wage

income in the form of goods, services and in-kind subsidies was the main source of material

inequality in socialist societies(Konrád &  Szelényi, 1979; Szelényi, 1978). The theory of state

socialist redistribution has significantly influenced the quantitatively oriented literature on inequal-

ity and social stratification in post-Mao China.Authors writing on post-Mao China have paid con-

siderable attention to the distribution of non-wage income in the wake of market reforms, but in

most cases they hav eexclusively focused on the quantitative contribution of non-wage forms of

remuneration to total income or total earnings.Bonuses, allowances, fringe benefits and in-kind

subsidies are reduced to their monetary equivalent, summed to wage income or earnings and in this

highly aggregate form included as dependent variables in income determination models.80

I argue in this paper that the aggregate, income-based approach prevalent in the literature

does not provide a comprehensive picture of the contribution of benefits to inequality and social

stratification. Buildingupon Wright’s neo-Marxist class analysis(Wright, 1979; 1985; 1997;

80 For the sake of readability, I will in the remainder of the paper use the words ‘benefits’ to refer to all forms of remu-
neration beyond the basic wage. ‘Benefits’as used here include bonuses, subsidies, perks, welfare entitlements, cash
allowances, subsidized services, in-kind benefits and ‘floating wages’ (for state-sector companies, the portion of wage
beyond the administratively set basic wage).
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2005), I suggest that benefits are a mechanism of social control aimed at inducing workers to per-

form surplus labour. Different forms of benefits have different functions: the allocation of income

beyond the basic wage is certainly one of them, but benefits are also related to the placement of

individuals on predictable career paths, to the legitimation of corporate hierarchies through status

and income differentials and to the moderation of social unrest through the state-mandated provi-

sion of welfare guarantees.Since forms of social control are not homogeneous across employee

class locations, we can expect that different class locations will be associated with different forms

of benefits.

The view of benefits as social control mechanisms requires a disaggregated, qualitative anal-

ysis of non-wage forms of remuneration.This dimension of the problem is regrettably entirely lost

in the aggregate, income-based approach.This paper addresses the gap in the literature by analyz-

ing the class distribution of different categories of benefits among white collar employees working

for companies located in a Chinese New- and High-Technology Development Zone. Unlike the

previous literature, the study focuses on the functions, types and combination of benefits rather

than on their monetary equivalent. Thestudy is based on twelve months of fieldwork carried out

in Nanjing between 2008 and 2009.Qualitative data were collected through direct observation and

30 face-to-face interviews with company managers and local government officials. Quantitative

data were collected through a survey questionnaire distributed to a clustered random sample of 97

employees working for ten companies located in the Nanjing New- and High-Technology Devel-

opment Zone [NNHTDZ].

The neo-Marxist relational class model proposed in Wright (1997) was used to allocate indi-

viduals to nine employee class locations according to their degree of authority in the workplace

and to their level of skills/expertise. For the empirical analysis performed in this paper, the nine

class locations were aggregated in two class categories: middle class and working class.The two

class categories aim at capturing structural class differences within the white collar employee pop-

ulation that are supposed to be theoretically relevant in Wright’s theory of income determination.

A comprehensive list of the various forms of benefits included in employee remuneration packages

was compiled from interviews with HR and division managers; employees were then asked to
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indicate which benefits they received in the previous year. For the analysis presented in this study,

benefits were grouped in three categories named perks, welfare and career. The definition of the

three categories was guided by insights derived from Wright’s class theory of income determina-

tion (Wright,1979). Benefitswere assigned to a category according to qualitative data collected

through direct observation and face-to-face interviews.

A series of Poisson models was then estimated to assess how class location and individual

characteristics affect the distribution of benefits belonging to different categories. Theresults of

the analysis suggest that the distribution of benefits quite closely follows the class dynamics postu-

lated by Wright. In particular, benefits linked to long-term career prospects are clearly associated

with middle class locations — locations that should more accurately be defined, in Wright’s termi-

nology, ‘contradictory locations within capitalist class relations’.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 3.1 introduces the concept of

state socialist redistribution and the associated theory of inequality under socialism.Section 3.2

discusses the previous literature on benefits distribution in post-Mao China.Section 3.3 contrast

the aggregate, income-based analysis of benefits prevalent in the literature on post-Mao China with

the view of benefits as mechanisms of social control derived from Wright’s class theory. The fol-

lowing four sections present the results of the empirical analysis: Section 3.4 describes the dataset

and the research design; Section 3.5 provides a descriptive analysis of the distribution of different

types of benefits across class locations; Section 3.6 and 3.7 present the analysis of the determinants

of access to different categories of benefits; Section 3.8 summarizes the main findings.The final

section draws some tentative conclusions. Detailson the operationalization of class variables are

provided in Appendix A.

3.1. Benefitsand inequality in state socialist redistributi ve economies
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The theory of state socialist redistribution (Szele´nyi, 1978; 1983; Konrád & Szelényi, 1979) has

heavily influenced the research agenda on inequality and stratification in post-Mao China, and it

has in several ways shaped the approach to the analysis of benefits in the post-reform period.I

will briefly summarize the main elements of the theory in order to guide the following discussion

of the China literature and better identify its limitations.

The state socialist redistributive economy is defined as a system in which surplus is first cen-

trally appropriated by the state, then re-allocated by planners (‘redistributors’) through budgetary

means.81 According to Szele´nyi, state socialist redistribution generates inequality because redis-

tributors ‘[...] ‘‘f avour their own kind’’ (or more sociologically speaking: the class which is

organized around the monopoly of redistributive power), when they allocate scarce resources’

(1978: 77). A first corollary of the theory is that non-wage income is the main source of material

inequality in socialist societies: while wage levels were administratively set according to an egali-

tarian logic, the allocation of housing, subsidies, welfare entitlements and in-kind benefits advan-

taged the politically powerful and the better educated over the rural and urban working class. A

second tenet of the theory is that markets have an equalizing effect in state socialist redistributive

economies, since they advantage low-income groups.Given that inequalities are generated by the

unequal distribution of benefits through bureaucratic mechanisms, the expansion of markets

decreases the amount of surplus that redistributors can reallocate to their associates through non-

wage forms of compensation.In this way, markets reduce the inequality between redistributors

and direct producers.82

A third important point is that class relations are defined only according to the capacity to

exert control over the appropriation and the redistribution of surplus.83 In the first formulation of

81 The concept of state socialist redistribution builds upon Polanyi’s historical analysis of modes of economic integra-
tion. Statesocialist redistribution is defined as a ‘rational’ variant of redistribution.

82 This early analysis of the effect of markets in a state socialist redistributive economy has been later expanded in what
the authors call a ‘neo-Polanyian’ framework (Szelényi & K ostello, 1996;2001). Inthis later elaboration, inequality is not
linked to a specific mode of economic integration but to its dominantor compensatoryfunction within a given society.
Markets do not have a universal equalizing effect, but markets reduce inequality in state socialist redistributive societies
because they are the compensatory mode of integration.

83 The capacity to control the appropriation and redistribution of surplus is linked to the concept of legitimacy. Drawing
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the theory, Konrád and Szele´nyi (1979) suggested that ‘teleological knowledge’ constituted the

basis of class power in post-stalinist socialism.The dominant New Class of state socialism (state

redistributors as well as their technocratic and intellectual allies) legitimated its control over the

appropriation and distribution of surplus by claiming the capacity to identify and pursue the most

desirable collective social goals.84 The class relations postulated by the theory of state socialist

redistribution generate a polarized class structure:

Rational-redistributive society [...] can best be described as adichotomousclass struc-

ture in which the classical antagonism of capitalist and proletarian is replaced by a

new one between an intellectual class being formed around the position of the redis-

tributors, and a working class deprived of any right to participate in redistribution

(Konrád & Szelényi, 1979:222; italics in the original).

Finally, the distribution of benefits is seen as a rather marginal consequence of the class rela-

tions of state redistributive societies. Onthis point, it may be worth quoting Szele´nyi at some

length:

The crucial point is that the type of inequalities I described above are rooted in rela-

tions of production which are specific to State socialist redistributive economics.

They are expression of the basic conflict of State socialist societies, the conflict

between the ‘immediate producer’ and the ‘redistributor’. In a way the inequalities in

the access to scarce material goods are only side products.If we can say that there is a

new dominating class under State socialism then its main purpose is the maximization

on Weber, King and Szele´nyi (2004: 76) argue that a mechanism of surplus appropriation imposed by coercion is not sus-
tainable in the long run.To be sustainable, the dominant order has to become legitimate. Legitimacy is achieved when
‘most of the people subjected to domination will internalize the principle used by power holders’ so that they ‘will not be
able to imagine an alternative way of organizing society’. The history of socialism is ultimately ‘the history of shifting
legitimacy claims’ (King & Szelényi, 2004:76), and the historical evolution of the class structure of socialist societies can
be explained by changes in the sources of legitimacy in different stages of socialism.

84 The optimistic assessment of the potentiality for success of the knowledge-based New Class project provided inThe
Intellectualshas also been reconsidered by Szele´nyi in later writings (See, for example, King & Szele´nyi, 2004;Szelényi &
Kostello, 2001:Chapter 5).With the opening-up of the so-called ‘second economy’ in the late 1960s, economic capital
emerged as a potential class basis for a new petty bourgeoisie of ‘socialist entrepreneurs’ Szele´nyi, 1988. In the late 1980s,
the privatization of public assets completed the shift to a market-exchange mode of economic integration in which surplus
appropriation was legitimized by the private ownership of the means of production(Szelényi & K ostello, 1996).
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of redistributive power and better access to material goods is just a kind of ‘fringe-

benefit’ to their members(Szelényi, 1978: 77-78).

3.2. Previous studies of benefits distribution in China

The theory of state socialist redistribution has had a lasting influence on the study of inequality and

stratification in post-socialist societies.Ke y elements of the theory (the equalizing effect of mar-

kets, the importance of benefits for total inequality, the dichotomous picture of the class structure

and the notion that benefits are simply a form of surplus redistribution) resonate throughout

research on post-Mao China.

The idea that markets have an equalizing effect in socialist societies has found a strong sup-

porter in Victor Nee, who placed the dichotomy between ‘state redistributors’ and ‘direct produc-

ers’ at the core of his controversial Market Transition Theory(Nee, 1989;1991). Researchin the

Market Transition stream has focused on assessing whether income inequality between redistribu-

tors and direct producers has diminished with the development of markets. Recognizingthe rele-

vant contribution of benefits to total inequality, most empirical models within the Market Transi-

tion school utilize total earnings or total income as a dependent variable. Thecontribution of ben-

efits to inequality is equated to their monetary equivalent, which is included in the calculation of

total income or total earnings.This approach implies that only scant information (often none at

all) is provided about the kinds of benefits received by survey respondents (seefor example Bian

& L ogan, 1996;Cao, 2001;Peng, 1992).The same holds true for structural critics of the Market

Transition Theory.85 Even in this case, benefits are simply treated as a part of total income(Wu &

Xie, 2003; Zang, 2002;Zhang et al.,2005; Zhou,2000; Zhou & Moen,2001).

The idea that state redistribution and benefits allocation are crucial to understanding inequal-

ity in socialist and post-socialist societies also has a prominent role in the neo-institutionalist

85 See Chapter 2 for a discussion of structural critiques to the Market Transition Theory.
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theorization of Andrew Walder (1992;1994; 1995).Walder notes that, while basic wages were

administratively set in China, the mechanisms governing the distribution of benefits were heavily

decentralized both during and after the Maoist period.During the Maoist period, the work unit

(danwei) was the main provider of welfare, benefits and in-kind subsidies for its employees. After

reforms, enterprises and work-units were allowed to independently set the level of bonuses dis-

tributed to workers and managers, and could decide how much to invest in goods and services for

their employees (canteens, childcare, healthcare funds, company housing and so on).Given the

decentralized nature of the Chinese system, Walder argues, the distribution of benefits is not only a

function of individual-level processes but also of structural processes linked to the location of

organizations within the fiscal and budgetary systems of the socialist and post-socialist state.

Because of the lack of clearly-defined residual property rights, different organizations can retain a

higher or lower share of the profits generated through their productive activities. Furthermore,

depending on their bargaining power vis-a-vis their controlling administrative units, organizations

can receive a higher or lower share of the surplus redistributed through bureaucratic means.Dif-

ferent organizations can therefore be more or less able (and more or less willing) to provide bene-

fits to their workers.

Walder has consequently proposed an ‘institutional theory of stratification’ which links seg-

mentation in the distribution of benefits to organizational factors (Walder, 1992). Hehas further

argued that other structural elements such as the rate of economic growth, the political process

guiding decollectivization and the institutional environment in which reforms take place influence

the allocation of wage and non-wage incomes(Walder, 1994; 1995; 1996; 2002).Walder’s theo-

rization has inspired a substantial amount of research on the organizational, political and institu-

tional determinants of incomes and benefits.The first study in this stream of literature

(Walder, 1992) is one of the few to focus on the type and variety of benefits available to workers in

different work units. The approach is however only limited to the state sector and has unfortu-

nately been abandoned in subsequent studies, in which benefits are again reduced to their quantita-

tive contribution to total incomes(Walder, 2002).
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Finally, the conflation of wage and non-wage incomes in a single aggregate measure is com-

mon in studies of a more economic nature, concerned more with the measurement of inequality

and its evolution than with its social implications.In this literature, benefits are included in total

earnings or grouped in highly-aggregate categories (Gustafsson& L i, 2001;Han & Zhang,2010;

Hauser & Xie,2005; Knight & Li,2005).

There are very few exceptions to the aggregate view of benefits. Somestudies have specifi-

cally focused on the distribution of bonuses, which are the main monetary component of non-wage

remuneration (Cao,2004; Coady & Wang, 2000).A qualitatively-oriented, descriptive approach

to the study of benefits has sometimes been proposed in the business literature on post-Mao China.

The main concern of the business literature is however the linkage between compensation and

managerial productivity, while the social aspects of inequality are entirely overlooked. Theanaly-

sis is therefore restricted to managers and nothing is said about the distribution of benefits among

other occupational categories (seefor example Ding et al.,2006).

3.3. Aclass approach to the analysis of benefits

I argued in the previous section that the literature on post-Mao China reduces benefits to their

monetary equivalent. Thisapproach finds a theoretical justification in the theory of state socialist

redistribution, according to which the relation between class and benefits is quite straightforward:

benefits are the means through which the dominant class appropriates for personal use part of the

surplus extracted from direct producers.In the polarized view of the class structure proposed by

theorist of socialist redistribution, this means that redistributors and their class allies have access to

more benefits while direct producers have access to fewer benefits.At the theoretical level, there is

little need for an elaboration of the possible qualitative variations in the forms of benefits received

by each class; at the empirical level, such an analysis has never been performed.
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It is worth recalling how, in one of the passages quoted above, the knowledge-based polar-

ization between workers and redistributors is introduced through an analogy with the ownership-

based Marxist dichotomy between workers and capitalists.The neo-Marxist class analysis devel-

oped by Wright tries instead to move beyond the simple polarized view of the class structure pro-

posed by classical Marxism, and in so doing provides the foundations for a more complex articula-

tion of the relation between benefits and class location.86 Wright’s class analysis(Wright, 1979;

1985; 1997; 2005) aims at developing a Marxist concept of class able to capture in a theoretically

consistent fashion the presence of intermediate (i.e., non-capitalist, non-proletarian) class locations

in the capitalist class structure.87 One variant of Wright’s analysis of the capitalist class structure

— the twelve-locations map proposed in Wright (1997) — has been used to allocate white collar

employees to one of nine employee class locations; the model is discussed in the following Sec-

tion. Consistentlywith Wright’s indications (see Section 1.2.6), for the empirical analyses per-

formed in this study the nine employee class locations have been grouped into two aggregate class

categories (middle class and working class).The two aggregate class categories capture the dis-

tinction between white collar employees who are relationally located incontradictory class loca-

tionsand/orprivileged appropriation relations, and white collar employees who are not.

This distinction is of theoretical relevance for the analysis of benefits distribution proposed

in this study, which is based on Wright’s class theory of income determination (Wright,1979:

Chapters 3 and 4) and on his elaboration of the notion of ‘temporal complexity’ in class locations

86 Benefits and working conditions are intimately related to class also according to the class theory of Goldthorpe
(Erickson & Goldthorpe,1992; Goldthorpe,1987). For Goldthorpe, the distinction between a ‘service’ and ‘employment’
relationship is crucial to the definition of employee class locations. An employment relationship involves the exchange of a
wage for the performance of a specific task.A service relationship is far more complex, since it includes important per-
spective elements such as career paths, mechanisms of promotion and job stability. Both Wright and Goldthorpe underline
the importance of temporal elements in the study of class and both provide a more elaborate starting point for the analysis
of the relation between benefits and class.I believe howev er that Wright’s class theory provides a more appropriate starting
point for the study of post-Mao China, particularly because it allows conception of class in non-capitalist societies and
because it offers an explicit model of interaction between class relations generated in different modes of production.

87 Wright at first tried to derive a non-polarized map of the capitalist class structure from a single analytical principle.
First he relied on the notion of ‘contradictory locations between class relations’, according to which class locations could
be simultaneously placed in more than one class(Wright, 1979). The second formulation of the theory was built on the
concept of ‘multiple exploitation’, i.e. the idea that class locations could combine more than one mechanism of exploitation
(Wright, 1985). Wright has later abandoned the idea of a finding a unifying principle, and has elaborated a more flexible
approach pivoting around the ideas of complexity in class relations and complexity in class locations(Wright, 1989;
Wright, 1997;Wright, 2005). He has recently argued that class, closure and attribute-based selection interact in defining the
structure of inequality, and that the aim of class analysis should be to elucidate the interactions between these different
mechanisms (Wright,2009).
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(Wright, 1989; Wright, 2005).I will discuss these two concepts in some detail.

Wright (1979) argues that class has mediating and limiting effects on the income determina-

tion process.In other words, class affects the way in which individual attributes such as education

and work experience operate on the distribution of income in a given social formation. First, the

income determination process is not homogeneous across class locations because individuals dif-

ferently located in the social relations of production acquire their income through various means.

Capitalists, for example, obtain their income through the exploitation of workers, while workers

obtain their income by selling part of their labour power for a wage. Second,and more relevantly

to this chapter, the income determination process is not homogeneous among workers themselves.

Class mechanisms influence income determination in several ways, particularly through the effect

of class location on the privilege/discrimination component of the wage.

The privilege/discrimination component of the wage is the portion of the wage above or

below the standard wage for any giv en type of labour power.88 In normal conditions, the privi-

lege/discrimination component for the working class should be close to zero or negative (as in the

case of women or minority ethnic groups who are discriminated against and receive lower wages

than their male/white equivalents). Theprivilege/discrimination component can however become

positive either because of temporary or artificially generated shortages in specific categories of

labour power (skilled labour power in particular), or because of an increase in remuneration as part

of strategies of social control put in place by employers.

The necessity to utilize strategies of social control stems from the fact that, in the capitalist

mode of production, capitalists purchase the labour power of workers (i.e., their capacity to per-

form labour for a given period of time), not actual labour. The extraction of surplus requires that

the value of the labour performed by workers must exceed the cost of their labour power. Capital-

ists therefore not only need a way to appropriate the surplus produced by workers but they also

88 More specifically, Wright (1979: 80-83) suggests that the wage (i.e., the value of labour power) is composed of three
components. Thefirst represents the social standard for average labour (i.e., the basic cost of reproducing labour power).
The second component represents additional costs linked to the reproduction of specific types of labour power, for example
skilled labour. This second component is somehow akin to the skill premium postulated by human capital theory. The
third component is the part of the wage that is above or below the value of labour power, and captures the wage privi-
lege/discrimination element.
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need to make sure that workers put adequate efforts into production so as to generate surplus

value.89 Strategies of social control are then the means through which employers secure the pro-

duction of surplus value from the workers they employ. Such strategies include sanctions (i.e., dis-

missal) as well as inducements in the form of higher income and promotions.90

In implementing forms of social control, the choice between inducements and sanctions

depends, among other things, on the class location of individuals. Wrightpostulates that induce-

ments will be particularly important for ‘contradictory class locations’, i.e. employee class loca-

tions characterized by the possession of skills/expertise or by the exercise of authority in the work-

place (Wright,1979: 86-91; 1997).Jobs requiring a high level of skills/expertise involve a rele-

vant degree of autonomy and creativity. They are therefore more difficult to monitor, and the

excessive use of sanctions can curb innovation. Thesame is true for managerial positions, with

further complication deriving from the fact that managers exercise delegated capitalist domination

over their subordinates.Managers should not only be induced to perform complex tasks in the

best possible way, but must also be endowed with the legitimacy and authority required to impart

orders to their subordinates.Levels in the managerial hierarchies are for this reason often charac-

terized by wide income differentials and by the allocation of status-bearing goods.Alongside

income and status, the capitalist ideology poses merit as a legitimating device; consequently, pro-

motion among managerial ranks is often associated with educational credentials.

For these reasons, the implementation of social control mechanisms for skilled and manage-

rial ‘contradictory class locations’ can be expected to rely more heavily on inducements that on

sanctions. Theseclass locations often receive a sizeable positive privilege/discrimination wage

89 Several things should be noted in this regard. Thefirst is that, notwithstanding the insistence of the literature on the
hybrid nature of the post-reform Chinese economy, there is little doubt that the mechanism of surplus generation in China
depends on the performance of surplus labour by workers recruited on capitalist labour markets. Thesecond is that the
necessity to force the dominated classes to produce surplus for the dominant classes is not specific to capitalism.Burawoy
(1979) has argued that in every mode of production the dominant classes need mechanisms to secure and obscure the
appropriation of surplus.It can be said that the theory of state socialist redistributors poses an exclusive emphasis on the
ways in which redistributors obscure surplus appropriation (legitimacy), but overlooks the ways in which they secure the
production of surplus.For this reason, the theory of state socialist redistribution is not concerned with forms of coercion or
enticement within the labour process.Non-wage forms of remuneration are only seen as an additional source of income,
not as part of the repertoire used to dominate workers.

90 Ideology can be considered a third mechanism of social control.
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component and are more likely than workers to be placed on predictable career paths.In Wright’s

terminology, they occupy ‘privileged appropriation locations within exploitative class relations’

and enjoy a degree of ‘partial ownership’ in their jobs(Wright, 1997).

Benefits are therefore to be understood as part of a repertoire of strategies of social control.

While income is part of these strategies, there are other elements such as the conferral of status,

job stability and career prospects.Different forms of benefits will have, in this view, different

functions: perks, in-kind subsidies and other fringe benefits provide additional income as well as

access to desirable and status-bearing goods.Benefits can also signal a long-term commitment of

the company tow ard an employee and suggest that an employee is placed on a career path with

foreseeable promotions.91 Different forms of benefits can be expected to be more or less related to

specific location within the class structure.The analysis of how different benefits can embody dif-

ferent strategies of social control, and the analysis of how these benefits are distributed across

employee class locations requires that benefits be analyzed in a disaggregated and qualitative fash-

ion.

The aggregate class categories used in this study (working class and middle class) aim at dif-

ferentiating between white collar employees located in working class locations and those white

collar employees who, because of their structural position within relations of domination and

exploitation, belong to contradictory class locations or to privileged appropriation locations.As

explained above, according to Wright’s theory these two groups should be associated with differ-

ent strategies of social control and, consequently, with different forms of benefits.

3.3.1. Benefitsin the wake of Chinese labour and welfare reforms

91 The notion of a career ladder is also linked to the concept of ‘temporal complexity’ in class relations(Wright, 1989;
2005). Classrelations are temporally complex because some jobs are part of well-defined trajectories that can in time cross
class boundaries or grant a stable position in a privileged class location.Being placed on a career ladder signals that an
employee has achieved a ‘partial ownership’ in the job, with formally or informally defined claims to stability, career
advancements, pay rises and so on.
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In his analysis of benefits, Wright refers to capitalist societies.Can his framework be applied to

post-Mao China, a system in which capitalist elements coexist with strong legacies of the planned

system? Abrief discussion of labour and welfare reforms in post-Mao China provides the neces-

sary background to the analysis of benefits as mechanisms of social control over labour.

The prevalent interpretations of Chinese welfare and labour reforms are framed in neoliberal

jargon: flexibility , competitiveness, incentives to productivity and fiscal crisis of the state are seen,

in various combinations, as the main drivers of reforms. Ching Kwan Lee has proposed a more

radical reading, arguing that labour and welfare reforms are the founding acts of China’s embrace

of capitalism. In Lee’s view, labour and welfare reforms were ultimately functional to China’s

export-oriented growth model and aimed at creating a docile and exploitable workforce that could

provide a competitive advantage in international markets.

Security of employment was inherent to the Maoist system: individuals did not have to seek

work, but were administratively allocated to a work unit (danwei), often with lifelong tenure.92

Urban workers, particularly those in the core state sector, also enjoyed a generous welfare package

whose administration was delegated to the work unit itself. Labour and welfare reforms have all

but eradicated the guarantees provided to workers under the Maoist system and have ultimately

resulted in the commodification and casualization of labour(Friedman & Lee,2010; see also Har-

vey, 2005).

On the one hand, labour power has become a commodity exchanged on the market, subject

to a ‘rule of law’ centered on the idea of voluntaristic individual contracts (Friedman &

Lee, 2010).Chinese labour legislations formally provides guarantees comparable to international

standards for what concerns working hours, fair termination, minimum wage, paid leave and equal

pay for equal work (Ho,2009; Kwong & Qui,2003). Inreality, compliance with official labour

standards is very weak, particularly in the non-state sector. Noncompliance has been imputed to a

weak enforcement system coupled with the absence of real workers’ collective representation;

92 Since the study concerns an urban industrial development zone, the following discussion of labour and welfare
reforms only focuses on the urban sector. The pre- and post-reform rural welfare and labour systems are in several regards
different from their urban counterparts.These differences are of little relevance to the present discussion.
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furthermore, legislative requirements are often circumvented through the recourse to informal,

part-time and ‘dispatched’ work (Cooney, 2007; Friedman & Lee,2010; Ho,2009; Ngok, 2008).

Although often heralded as a breakthrough in workers’ protection, the 2007 Labour Contract Law

has further strengthened the legalized, individualistic approach to labour rights in China and con-

ceded very little to workers’ collective representation and negotiation (Friedman & Lee,2010).

At the same time, the phasing out of the pre-reform welfare system has further contributed to

the neoliberal reconfiguration of Chinese work relations. Reforms of the pension, healthcare and

unemployment system have followed a common blueprint.Three elements have been at the core

of these reforms: first, a move away from thedanweias the main provider of welfare; second, an

increased reliance on individual- and enterprise-level contributions; third, a greater role for govern-

ment (particularly local governments) in welfare provision (Gao, 2006). Welfare insurance

schemes are co-financed by employers and employees through mandatory contributions to differ-

ent funds (pooled funds and individual funds), often administered by local governments. Beyond

the basic mandatory schemes, enterprises and individuals can voluntarily purchase additional med-

ical, unemployment and pension insurance funds by participating in privately-run schemes

(Kwong & Qui,2003).

The implementation of the new welfare systems has proved problematic. Thereal coverage

of the basic pensions, health, unemployment and work injury insurance schemes has fallen dramat-

ically short of the universal welfare provision envisaged in official regulations (Duckett, 2001;

Duckett, 2004; Liu, 2007;Nyland et al.,2006; Solinger, 2002; Zhao & Xu,2002). Employers have

found several ways not to contribute to the welfare insurance schemes, or to contribute less than

expected. Non-participationhas been particularly widespread among private enterprises and state-

owned enterprises under direct control of the central government. Apartfrom individual firms not

complying with the law, the government itself seems to have adopted a quite flexible approach to

the enforcement of workers’ guarantees.In response to the Global Financial Crisis of 2008 for

example, local governments in export-oriented provinces were allowed to reduce employers’ con-

tributions to social insurance funds(Friedman & Lee,2010). Embezzlement,diversion and specu-

lative utilization of welfare insurance funds by local officials have also been reported(Liu, 2007;
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Salditt et al.,2008). Finally, workers who change jobs across administrative units (county or

province) are often not entitled to transfer their individual accounts to the new pension fund, and

risk losing their contributions (Saldittet al.,2008; Solinger, 2002). Similarlyuneven has been the

application of regulations concerning labour contracts.Although the 2007 Labour Contract Law

stipulates that, after signing two fixed-contracts, an employee is automatically entitled to a perma-

nent contract, permanent contracts are still used sparingly. Labour and welfare reforms have thus

created the conditions for the selective utilization of benefits as mechanisms of social control over

labour in a fashion consistent with Wright’s conceptualization.

3.4. Data,context and research design

This study is based on an original dataset collected by the author in the Nanjing New- and High-

Technology Development Zone [NNHTDZ] between 2008 and 2009.Nanjing, situated about

300km inland from Shanghai, is the capital of Jiangsu province and belongs to the affluent Yangtze

River Delta [YRD] region.93 The NNHTDZ is one of several industrial development zones located

in Nanjing. The NNHTDZ was jointly established by Jiangsu province and Nanjing municipality

in 1992. One year later, it became the first development zone in southern Jiangsu (Su’nan) to

obtain national-level recognition. Thanksto its focus on research- and technology-intensive enter-

prises, the NNHTDZ is at the core of Nanjing’s industrial upgrading strategy (Cucco,2008).

Because of its sectoral specificities, demand for skilled labour in the NNHTDZ is high.The

local labour market is very competitive, with high turnover rates and a prevalence of impersonal

channels of recruitment.Competition for skilled labour is strong not only within Nanjing, but

throughout the Yangtze River Delta region since the area (which includes Shanghai and the most

advanced areas of Zhejiang Province) hosts a large number of high-technology industrial parks.

Attempts made by the NNHTDZ administration to territorialize skilled labour within the zone have

proved unsuccessful. Furthermorein the NNHTDZ, as in other high-technology zones throughout

93 The Yangtze River Delta region includes southern Jiangsu, northern Zhejiang, and Shanghai’s metropolitan area.
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China (Fan et al., 2009), restrictions on labour mobility on the basis of residence permits (hukou)

have in practice been eased.As far as the functioning of the labour market is concerned, statist

logics are clearly subordinated to systemic capitalist constraints.

The labour market situation within the NNHTDZ has relevant implications for the analysis

of benefits distribution. Given the high turnover rate and the generally high level of skills required

in the high-tech sector, retention of employees is an overarching concern for companies.94 The

selective allocation of benefit packages aimes at stabilizing the most valuable elements of the

workforce by providing incentives to tenure to desirable employees.

3.4.1. Data,sampling and research design

The main aim of the study was to investigate whether the patterns of selective benefits allocations

used by companies in the NNHTDZ conformed to the class mechanisms postulated by Wright.

The study adopted a mixed-methods sequential exploratory design (an Instrument Development

Model) articulated in two sequential phases (Creswell & PlanoClark, 2007). In the first phase of

the fieldwork, qualitative data were collected through direct observation, documentary research

and face-to-face interviews. Theinformation gathered in the qualitative phase of the study was

used to design the survey items that collected data about the forms of benefits received by respon-

dents. Moreimportantly, the information gathered in the first phase of the study was used to

develop adequate operationalization of the authority and skill/expertise variables (see Appendix

A).

In the second phase of the study, quantitative data were collected from a clustered random

sample of white collar employees working for ten randomly selected companies located within the

94 The interviewed HR managers almost unanimously supported this point, the only exception being the managers of
companies operating in very specialized niches for which there was no local competition.The problem of retention of
skilled employees with relevant work experience was a frequent topic of discussions within the Human Resources Working
Group of the EUCCC during my attendance.The NNHTDZ administrations is acutely aware of the situation, and it is try-
ing to respond to pressures emanating from the companies through a series of programs aimed at making the NNHTDZ a
desirable living environment for skilled managers and professionals.The NNHTDZ is also trying to strengthen linkages
between universities located within the zone and companies registered in the NNHTDZ. On both points, see Cucco (2008).
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NNHTDZ. In each company, questionnaires were distributed to ten-to-fifteen employees. Atotal

of 125 questionnaires were distributed, of which 99 were returned; listwise deletion was used to

discard questionnaires in which key variables were missing, thus leaving 97 complete cases. The

features of the sampling design are accounted for in the following analyses through the use of

probability weights and clustered robust standard errors.95

3.4.2. Theconstruction of class variables

Before proceeding with the analysis, I briefly explain how respondents were assigned to a class

location. Thetwo-class scheme used in this paper is based on the twelve-locations map of capital-

ist class relations proposed by Wright(1997), presented in Figure 3.1.Since the sample only

included white collar employees, in this study I only used the nine employee class locations on the

right-hand side of Figure 3.1.

95 A l ist of interviews and basic data about the sampled companies are provided in Appendix A.Documentary data were
collected from official statistical publications, local newspapers and documents provided by the NNHTDZ administration.
During my stay in Nanjing, I also worked for three months as a freelance consultant for the Human Resources department
of the NNHTDZ Development Corporation (part of the zone administration) and I regularly participated for six months in
the activities of various Working Groups of the European Union Chamber of Commerce in China [EUCCC], Nanjing Chap-
ter.
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managers, all experts and skilled supervisors).Details on the operationalization of the skill/exper-

tise and authority indicators, on the class structure of the sample and on the construction of aggre-

gate class locations are provided in Appendix A.

As explained above, this categorization is appropriate to the aims of the study since it differ-

entiates between white collar employees in privileged appropriation locations and contradictory

locations (middle class) and white collar employees who are not (working class).For the former

group, strategies of social control are supposed to be based on incentives more than on sanctions.

The study will not investigate variations in access to benefits among classes characterized by dif-

ferent levels of skill or authority, but will only focus on the main effect of class location.

3.5. Forms of benefits and their class distribution: a descriptive analysis

This section presents an overview of the benefits utilized by companies in the NNHTDZ and

describes their distribution across the two aggregate class locations.A l ist of benefits utilized by

companies in the NNHTDZ as part of their remuneration packages was compiled on the basis of

information collected from HR managers (Table 3.1). The list was then included in the survey

questionnaire; respondents were asked to indicate all the benefits they received during the last year

of employment.96

As can be seen from Table 3.1, the range of benefits utilized by companies in the NNHTDZ

was quite extensive. Benefits ranged from basic guarantees (paid leave, sick leave and parental

leave), to various forms of welfare provision for adversities or old age (pension, healthcare, unem-

ployment and work-related injury funds), to benefits in cash and kind (meals, childcare, training,

transportation, communications, housing funds and company trips). Otherforms of benefits were

96 Building a comprehensive list of the forms of benefits distributed by the companies in the NNHTDZ was one of the
reasons for selecting a mixed-methods sequential exploratory design.The interviews with HR managers generated an
exhaustive list of benefits; only in one case an employee responded ‘Other’ when asked to indicate which benefits he or she
received as part of the remuneration package.
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directly aimed at supplementing wage income (holiday presents, performance bonus).Table 3.1

also includes permanent (wu guding) contracts. Whilenot strictly speaking a benefit, permanent

contracts provide stricter conditions for termination than other forms of contract (fixed-term con-

tracts, temporary contracts and so on).As noted above, sev eral of these benefits — particularly

those more directly related to workers’ rights and welfare provision — would hypothetically be

mandatory under the current Chinese labour legislation.
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TABLE 3.1

Forms of benefits received by employees in the NNHTDZ

Benefit Description

Childcare Childcarefacilities or childcare subsidy

Communications Allowance for communication costs; company provides mobile, PDA or other device

Company trips Freecompany trips (e.g., to holiday destinations)

Health insurance Participation in the state-run health insurance scheme

Holiday presents Presents (in cash or in kind) for holidays, birthdays and other celebrations

Housing fund Contributions to housing fund or participation in company housing buyback scheme

Meals Mealallowance; free restaurant/canteen

Paid leave Paid annual leave

Parental leave Paid leave for parental duties

Pension fund Participation in pension scheme

Performance bonus Bunuses related to performance and productivity

Permanent contract Permanent (wu guding) contract with stricter conditions for termination

Sick leave Paid sick leave

Sponsored training The employer pays for or provides professional/academic training

Transport / car Company car or transport allowance

Unemployment insurance Participation in the state-run unemployment insurance scheme

Work injury insurance Participation in the state-run work injury insurance scheme

NOTE: ‘state-run scheme’ should be read as a shorthand for insurance schemes mandated by labour and welfare regula-

tions. Thesefunds are often, but not necessarily, run by local government agencies.

Table 3.2 reports the distribution of each benefit across the two aggregate class locations,

together with the overall distribution of benefits in the sample.Benefits are arranged in descending

order, according to their diffusion in the sample.Generally speaking, employees working in the

NNHTDZ are relatively privileged if compared to the majority of Chinese workers.
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TABLE 3.2

Percentage of respondents who received each benefit, by class location

Working Middle Sample

Benefits class class total

Health insurance 91.3 92.2 91.8

Unemployment insurance 84.8 84.3 84.5

Meals 63.0 78.4 71.1

Work injury insurance 69.6 64.7 67.0

Paid leave 58.7 64.7 61.9

Holiday presents 54.3 68.6 61.9

Parental leave 58.7 45.1 51.6

Performance bonus 43.5 58.9 51.6

Communications 30.4 64.7 48.5

Transport / car 37.0 56.9 47.4

Company trips 34.8 39.2 37.1

Pension fund 26.1 39.2 33.0

Housing fund 26.1 25.5 25.8

Sponsored training 15.2 27.5 21.7

Permanent contract 0.0 11.8 6.2

Sick leave 2.2 9.8 6.2

Childcare 2.2 5.9 4.1

NOTE: the table reports the percentage of incumbents of each class receiving a benefit.N = 97, of which 46 in working

class locations and 51 in middle class locations.

First, national-level regulations bar the NNHTDZ from hosting the kind of labour-intensive

sweatshops in which labour violations have been more often reported.Second, workers in the

NNHTDZ tend to have higher-than-average education and are employed by research- and
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technology-intensive companies. Nonetheless,the application of official labour standards and wel-

fare guarantees in the NNHTDZ was far from universal and an assessment of the degree of security

enjoyed by workers remains ambivalent.

On the one hand, rates of participation in most of the state-run welfare insurance funds were

higher than those reported in previous studies(Duckett, 2001;Duckett, 2004;Solinger, 2002): 91.8

per cent of the sampled employees participated in the state-run health insurance scheme; 84.5 per

cent of were covered by unemployment insurance and 67.0 per cent by workplace injury insurance.

On the other hand, only 33 per cent of the sample participated in the state-run pension system and

an ever lower percentage (25.8 per cent) received contributions to a housing fund.The situation

was even more ambiguous with regard to basic workers’ rights. While 61.9 per cent of the sample

had paid leave, parental leave was available only to the 51.6 of the respondents (32 females and 18

males). Sick leave was even less diffuse, covering a dismal 6.2 per cent of the sample.The distri-

bution of perks and other benefits not covered by labour regulations was quite uneven. If meal

allowances and benefits were quite widespread (71.1 of the sample), the vast majority of employ-

ees had no access to childcare facilities or benefits.

Differences between the two aggregate class categories were not homogeneous for different

forms of benefits.Rates of participation in state-run welfare schemes were rather egalitarian

among classes.Only minor class variations were recorded for health insurance (91.3 for white col-

lar employees located in the working class; 92.2 for white collar employees located in the middle

class); unemployment insurance (84.8 per cent for the working class, 84.3 for the middle class);

work injury insurance (69.6 versus 64.7); and housing funds (26.1 per cent versus 25.5 per cent).

The only notable exception was represented by pension funds, which were accessible to 39.2 of

middle class incumbents against 26.1 per cent of working class employees. Differences were

instead conspicuous for what concerns communications, transports, meals allowances, childcare

and sick leave; in all these cases, middle class employees were clearly advantaged. Employees in

middle class locations were more likely to receive other forms of benefits as well, although with

smaller gaps in the rates of coverage for the two aggregate class locations.Access to parental

leave was a significant exception, since it was more diffused among working class locations than
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middle class locations.This is clearly a consequence of the skewed gender composition of the two

aggregate classes, since women made up 60.9 per cent of the working class and only 33.3 per cent

of the middle class.Finally, Table 3.2 confirms that the use of permanent contracts was extremely

limited and exclusively reserved to incumbents of middle class locations.

TABLE 3.3

The three benefits categories used in Poisson analyses

Category Benefits

Career benefits Health insurance, housing fund, pension fund,

permanent contract, sponsored training,

unemployment insurance, work injury insurance

Perks Communications,company trips, holiday presents,

meals, performance bonus, transport/car

Basic rights Paid leave, parental leave, sick leave

3.6. Benefitsand class location: Poisson estimations

The aim of this section is to investigate the effect of class location on the distribution of benefits

among white collar employees, after controlling for the effect of individual-level attributes. In

order to reduce the complexity of the analysis, benefits have been grouped into three categories:

career benefits,perksandbasic rights(Table 3.3).The categorization is guided by Wright’s theo-

retical insights and was performed on the basis of information gained in the course of face-to-face

interviews with company managers and representatives of the NNHTDZ.
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3.6.1. Thedefinition of the three benefits categories

The first category (‘career’ benefits) includes pension fund, housing fund, health fund, sponsored

training, permanent contract, unemployment insurance and workplace injury insurance.The ratio-

nale for grouping these forms of benefits is that they are related to the concept of ‘partial owner-

ship in a job’ and to the temporal aspect of class relations.

In terms of job stability, interviews conducted with HR managers suggested that the selec-

tive use of sponsored training, housing and pension funds aimed at stabilizing the most valuable

employees in a situation characterized by high labour turnover. Sponsored training in particular

was seen as one of the key elements for retaining valuable human resources.The company man-

agers I interviewed were unanimously critical of the Chinese university system, which is allegedly

unable to promote creative thinking and disregards the development of the ‘soft skills’ (such lead-

ership, teamwork and innovation) required by the company environment. Thesame theme

emerged in the course of several business workshops and meetings I attended in Nanjing.97 Within

this context, sponsored training signalled the willingness of the company to provide an employee

with opportunities for professional development and advancement within the corporate hierarchy.

Training, housing and pension funds are structured so as to provide incentives for continued

employment with the company. In the case of housing for example, some enterprises were given

the opportunity to purchase housing within the NNHTDZ at heavily discounted prices.98 Compa-

nies in turn allocated this housing to their employees on a free or low-rent basis.After a certain

number of years of continued employment with the company, the apartment would become prop-

erty of the employee. Inother cases, housing funds involved the establishment of a fund to which

the companies made regular contributions, whose redemption was also linked to continuity of

employment. Pensionfunds, as noted above, can be difficult to transfer to a new employer; funds

97 The declarations about the limits of the Chinese university system must of course not be taken at face value. Larson
(1980) has for example convincingly argued that the devaluation of general education and the emphasis on competences tar-
geted at the aims of the employer is a powerful form of employers’ domination over workers.

98 The difference in prices between commercial and subsidized housing was relevant. At the time of fieldwork, standard
housing within the NNHTDZ sold for about 2,500 RMB per square metre.Outside the NNHTDZ, basically across the
road, apartments of the same quality sold for about 4,000 RMB per square metre.
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accumulated in a pension account were a further incentive to remaining with the company. In the

case of training, in most cases employees were required to refund the cost of the training if they

left the company before a specified amount of time.

Career benefits are also linked to the temporal aspect of class relations.Homeownership

and a pension plans provide long-term economic stability and can help consolidate an individuals’

privileged class situation.Home ownership in contemporary China also carries clear status impli-

cations and has been identified as a one of the major signals of entry into the middle-income class

(Tomba, 2004).Sponsored training and opportunities for professional development within the cor-

porate environment increase the bargaining power of an employee on the labour market and can

help maintain a predictable career trajectory. Permanent contracts, unemployment insurance and

workplace injury insurance are further sources of stability. In a situation characterized by rapidly

rising health costs, health insurance can help achieving long-term income security.

The second benefits category (perks) includes forms of benefits that can either represent a

direct increase in monetary income, or provide access to status-bearing goods and services.In

Wright’s terms, they signal participation in the redistribution of surplus and can also be linked to

the use of income and status differential as legitimating devices. Thiscategory includes: perfor-

mance bonus; company car or transportation allowances; free meals or meal allowances; communi-

cation allowances or devices (a free mobile phone or Blackberry, for example); company trips; hol-

iday presents and childcare facilities/allowances.

The last category (basic rightsbenefits) includes benefits linked to the enforcement of basic

labour rights.It includes paid leave, sick leave and parental leave.

3.6.2. Hypotheses

In order to assess the effect of class and various individual-level attributes on the distribution of

benefits belonging to different categories, a series of Poisson models was estimated.The
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hypotheses driving the analysis are discussed in this section.As noted above, according to Wright

strategies of social control based on incentives rather than on sanctions are more likely to be used

for employees performing jobs requiring a higher degree of skills or for managers exercising dele-

gated capitalist authority over their subordinates.Being part of strategies of social control, benefits

can be selectively allocated according to the same underlying logic.It can be expected that bene-

fits signaling a partial ownership in the job and benefits signaling participation in the redistribution

of surplus (benefits providing a positive discrimination/advantage wage component) are more

likely to be associated with contradictory class locations.Translating Wright’s insights into the

terminology used in this paper, it can be expected that incumbents of middle class locations will

receive proportionally more benefits in the career and perks categories than employees located in

working class locations, net of other individual-level characteristics. Itherefore tested the follow-

ing hypotheses:

Hypothesis 1: middle class location has a positive effect on the distribution of career benefits

Hypothesis 2: middle class location has a positive effect on the distribution of perks

Within the corporate environment of the NNHTDZ, the meritocratic ideology of the high-

technology sector is often contrasted to the importance of social connections (guanxi) in the state-

owned sector.99 Education appears to have a strong legitimizing effect. At the same time however,

the Chinese university system is heavily criticized for its incapacity to produce ‘corporate citi-

zens’. Inorder to analyze the effects of education on the distribution of benefits, I tested the fol-

lowing hypotheses:

Hypothesis 3a: years of education have a positive effect on the distribution of career benefits

Hypothesis 3b: years of education have a positive effect on the distribution of perks

99 Author’s interviews. Seealso Cucco (2008).
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The fourth set of hypotheses concerned the role of social networks. Bian (2002)suggested that

the use of social networks during the job search process in China creates trust between employer

and employee in the absence of formal trust-carrying institutions.For employees, network-medi-

ated trust acts as an informal guarantee against exploitative practices; for employers, network-

mediated trust helps choosing which employees to place in positions characterized by authority

and autonomy. Bian’s interpretation of the role of networks suggests that the use of social net-

works should be positively related to basic rights (employees who found jobs through social net-

works should be more protected against exploitative labour practices) and to career benefits (they

should be preferred when deciding whom to place on a clear career path).I believe Bian’s inter-

pretation of the role of networks overlook the relations between the role of networks in social rela-

tions of exchange and the role of networks in social relations of production (see Chapter 4); I do

not expect his hypotheses about the trust-carrying role of networks to hold in the case of the

NNHTDZ. For this reason, I tested the following hypotheses:

Hypothesis 4a: white collar employees who found a job through social networks do not

receive more basic rights than white collar employees who did not

Hypothesis 4b: having found a job through social networks does not have an effect on career

benefits

Finally, in a situation in which great emphasis is placed on forms of training and profes-

sional development taking place within the corporate system itself, work experience should be pos-

itively related to both career benefits and perks.For this reason, I test the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 5a: work experience has a positive effect on the distribution of career benefits

Hypothesis 5b: work experience has a positive effect on the distribution of perks
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3.6.3. Variables

Dependent variables: for each benefits category, I created a count variable equal to the number of

benefits in that category that a respondent received in the previous year. Since the same count can

be achieved through the combination of different individual benefits, the number of benefits can be

interpreted as the degree of achieved job security and stability of the class trajectory (for the career

benefits count); the degree to which benefits positively contribute to the privilege/discrimination

wage component and contribute to the achievement of income and status differentials (for the

perks count); and the extent to which basic labour conditions conform to the legal standard (for the

basic rights count).

Male: a dummy variable included to control for gender effects.

Education: education is a continuous variable built by calculating the years of education normally

required to obtain the highest academic degree possessed by a respondent.

Work experience: work experience is calculated as current age minus years of education.It is

important to notice that work experience isnot seniority or length of tenure in the current job, but

the total number of years spent in the workforce (even if working for different employers). The

labour force in the NNHTDZ was quite young and mobile; only 18 of the sampled employees had

worked for their current employers for more than ten years.

Job networks: this variable accounts for possible effects linked to the capacity to effectively mobi-

lize social networks in the job search process.Respondent were asked to report all forms of assis-

tance they received in obtaining their current job, including active lobbying, referral, the provision

of relevant information on the firm or the job, help with the application process and so on.The

variable is a dummy coded as 1 if the respondent obtained significant forms of help (referral, lob-

bying in his/her favour with the employer or significant help with the selection process); and zero

otherwise (base category).
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Middle class: ‘Middle class’ is a dummy variable coded as one if the respondents’ class location is

located in themiddle classcategory according to Scheme A (see Appendix A, Table A.1).

Interaction terms: I included two interaction terms: middle class X years of education and middle

class X years of work experience.

3.7. Results

This section presents the results of the Poisson estimations for each benefits category. The reader

should be reminded that, since the Poisson model is nonlinear, the effect on the dependent variable

of a change in an independent variable is not constant but depends on the values of all other vari-

ables. Therefore,the coefficients presented in the tables cannot be directly interpreted as slopes —

as would be possible for a linear regression model.In order to assess the strength of effects,

marginal or discrete changes should be computed for different levels of the independent variables

so as to assess the strength of the effects that can be imputed to class and non-class factors. The

results of the estimations are presented in Table 3.4. I first discuss the result separately for each

benefits category, then draw some comparisons.

3.7.1. Career benefits

Four variables resulted to have a significant effect on the number of career benefits: work experi-

ence, middle class location and the two interaction terms (middle class X education and middle

class X work experience). Thecoefficient for the interaction terms was positive. Education did

not appear to have a significant base effect on the number of career benefits.The coefficients for

work experience and middle class, although significant, had a negative sign.
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TABLE 3.4

Results of Poisson estimations for the three benefits categories

Career Perks Basic

Male -0.008 -0.033 -0.117

(-0.11) (-0.28) (-1.30)

Education -0.017 0.264* 0.134

(-0.77) (2.12) (1.62)

Work experience -0.009** 0.010 0.002

(-2.58) (0.51) (0.08)

Job networks -0.262 -0.175 -0.308

(-1.85) (-0.98) (-1.10)

Middle class [MC] -2.321** 1.220 -0.808

(-2.63) (0.86) (-0.31)

MC * education 0.136* -0.080 0.060

(2.51) (-1.00) (0.38)

MC * work experience 0.023* 0.020 -0.010

(1.99) (1.52) (-0.40)

Constant 1.624*** -3.147 -1.881

(4.49) (-1.50) (-1.33)

N 97 97 97

AIC 235968 264118 156431

BIC 235988 264139 156452

NOTE: * p<0.05; ** p<0.01; *** p<0.001;z-scores in parentheses.
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Graphs of predicted probabilities may help making sense of these apparently counterintu-

itive results. Thethree panels in Figure 3.2 show the predicted probabilities of receiving five or

more career benefits for incumbents of middle and working class locations at the varying of years

of education and work experience.100 The vertical axis represents the expected probability of hav-

ing received five or more career benefits in the previous year. Years of education are represented

on the horizontal axis; they range from 12 years (equivalent to a high school diploma) to 21 years

of education (equivalent to a PhD).The probabilities in the top panel are calculated for early

career stages (one year of work experience); in the central panel, for employees with average work

experience (11 years); in the bottom panel, for employees in later stages of their careers (30 years

of work experience). Allother variables were held at the sample mean.The dashed lines repre-

sent middle class employees; the solid lines represent working class employees.

The graphs show that, for white collar employees in middle class locations at any stage of

their careers, the probability of receiving five or more career benefits rapidly increases with educa-

tion. Theupward-sloping dashed lines in the three panels of Figure 3.2 capture the positive and

significant effect of the interaction term middle class X education.For white collar employees in

working class locations at any career stages, an increase in education does not correspond to an

increase in career benefits.101

The effect of work experience also significantly varies across class locations.For white col-

lar employees in middle class locations, the predicted probability lines shift upwards and to the left

as one proceeds from the top to the bottom panel in Figure 3.2.This means that work experience

has a positive effect on the number of career benefits for incumbents of middle class locations, as

also shown by the positive and significant coefficient for the interaction term middle class X work

experience. Onthe contrary, the lines shift downward for white collar employees in working class

locations; this shift captures the negative and significant base effect of work experience.

100 Five career benefits is an arbitrary cutpoint chosen for illustrative purposes; it correspond to being in the top 20 per
cent of the career benefits distribution. Thetrends illustrated in Figure 3.2 remain consistent when calculated at lower cut-
points.

101 The predicted probability line appears to slightly slope downwards; however, this effect is not statistically significant
as shown by the estimated coefficient for the base effect of education.
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Finally, the graph shows that white collar employees in working class locations appear to

have an initial advantage in terms of career benefits over white collar employees in middle class

locations with a low lev el of education (top panel). The point at which the two lines intersect cor-

responds to a college degree (16 years of education).This apparent advantage rapidly reduces as

working experience increases.This pattern explains the seemingly paradoxical negative and sig-

nificant coefficient of the base effect of middle class.What seems to happen is that white collar

employees in middle class locations and little education are penalized at the beginning of their

careers. Nonetheless,they appear to be placed on a career path in which work experience compen-

sates to some extent for low education. Nosimilar compensatory effect is available to white collar

employees in working class locations; on the contrary, work experience further amplifies their dis-

tance from the middle class.

3.7.2. Perks and basic benefits

In the case of perks, the situation seemed less complex. As show in Table 3.4, the only significant

coefficient is the coefficient for years of education, with a positive sign. Genderand the use of job

search networks did not have a significant effect, as in all other models.Class location and the

interaction terms were similarly non significant.This suggests that access to the number of perks

only increased with the level of education, regardless of class location.Finally, none of the vari-

ables considered in the model appeared to have a significant effect on the distribution of basic

workplace rights.

3.8. Discussion

The results presented above must be taken with caution given the small sample size.Keeping this

in mind, results nonetheless suggest that the relations between class location, human capital and

forms of benefits are more complex than is generally assumed.
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Results seems to confirm hypothesis 1 (a middle class location has a positive effect on the

distribution of career benefits), but with some important specifications.As shown in Figure 3.2,

white collar employees in middle class locations with low lev els of education are disadvantaged in

the initial career stages; this disadvantage disappears as work experience increases.The positive

effect of a middle class location is more clearly visible when education and work experience rise.

Hypothesis 2 (middle class location has a positive effect on the distribution of perks) was instead

rejected. So,while the relation between class location and career benefits was largely in accord

with Wright’s predictions, the same was not true for the relation between class location and the

distribution of benefits providing access to income and status-bearing goods.

Similar results were obtained for hypotheses concerning the role of education.Hypothesis

3a (educations has a positive effect on career benefits) was only confirmed for white collar

employees in middle class locations.For white collar employees in working class locations, an

increase in years of education did not have any impact on the level of career benefits.Hypothesis

3b (educations has a positive effect on perks benefits) was instead fully confirmed.In the case of

perks, linked according to Wright to the legitimation of income and status differentials, the role of

education could be explained by its legitimating function in a corporate environment that promotes

a supposedly meritocratic ideology. The assumption made by standard human capital models that

education has homogeneous effects across all segments of the labour market seems problematic to

sustain in the light of these results.Furthermore, the effect of education varied for different bene-

fits categories.

The mobilization of social networks for job search did not appear provide any significant

advantage in terms of benefits.All hypotheses derived from Bian’s interpretation of social net-

works as an informal substitute for trust-carrying institutions were rejected.If social networks are

important, their relevance appears to be limited to obtaining access to a job and not to negotiating

better conditions or being otherwise advantaged in terms of career opportunities and additional

sources of income.
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The role of work experience is similarly complex. In the case of career benefits, work expe-

rience was rewarded for middle class incumbents and penalized for white collar employees in

working class locations.For this class, work experience appears to be interpreted more as a sign

of obsolescence than experience. Morethan anything, this result suggests the lack of a clear career

path for white collar employees in working class locations.If their middle class peers can expect

to see their degree of security and stability rise with the progression of their careers, the same is

not true when a white collar employee is structurally located in a working class location.This

seems to suggest that a clear division is taking place in the workforce, even within the narrow band

of occupations investigated by this study: on the one hand, core employees are placed on pre-

dictable career trajectories; on the other, less valuable employees have to face a condition of per-

manent instability. This situation is certainly not specific to China and reflects a global reconfigu-

ration of working relations.102 It cannot be excluded that the relation between work experience and

benefits distribution may be due to cohort effects and depend, for example, on the moment in

which job seekers entered the labour market. Itmust be noted, however, that most respondents had

changed jobs several times in the course of their careers and the large majority of them had entered

their current occupation (hence, had negotiated the initial terms of their contracts) in the last ten

years.

The level of the basic rights considered in this paper did not depend upon individual-level

characteristics and class location.This may be due to a homogeneous level of enforcement of

basic labour regulations in the NNHTDZ, or to the willingness of individual companies to comply

with the law. More research would be needed to answer this question.Finally, gender did not

appear to have a significant effect on the level of benefits — as also found in the case of wages

(Chapter 2).Women appear to face more a structural barrier to accessing structural locations that

provide stability and higher income (women only make up 33 per cent of the middle class as

defined in this study), than gender-based discrimination in the levels of security and compensation.

102 I thank Anita Chan for this observation.
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3.9. Conclusions

Even if limited in many reg ards, the tentative results of this study reinforce the findings presented

in Chapter 2.Class not only has a significant effect on incomes, but also affects the distribution of

nonwage benefits even among the narrow occupational group investigated in this study. The disag-

gregated analysis of benefits shows that the mechanisms governing the distribution of different cat-

egories of benefits respond to different logics.The study appears to confirm the interpretation of

benefits as forms of social control over labour. As predicted by Wright, class has a significant

effect on the forms of benefits that provide security and stability. These benefits are selectively

allocated to individuals who exercise delegated capitalist powers or perform functions requiring a

higher degree of autonomy.

Perhaps the most important result is that the homogeneity assumption about the effect of

education and work experience postulated by human capital theory and endorsed by studies of

inequality in post-Mao China is confuted on two lev els. First,because of the way in which class

location mediates the effects of these individual-level variables. Second,because their effect is not

homogeneous across different categories of benefits.By ignoring the mediating effect of class and

by adopting an aggregate, income-based view of benefits, the literature on post-Mao China glosses

over these crucial differences.
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Introduction to Chapter 4

In the previous two chapters, I showed how class location affects the distribution of material

rewards. Thispaper shifts to a different topic: the utilization of social networks for job search.

A growing body of literature, inspired by the work of Yanjie Bian, has explored the varia-

tions in the use of social networks during the job search process in the course of reforms.Even in

this case, however, the use of social networks is mainly seen as a response to informational and

market imperfections.Studies of recruitment networks in the labour-intensive industry have how-

ev er showed that networks perform important function also in production, that they contribute to

establishing domination in the workplace and that networks can, in some conditions, provide the

basis for effective mobilization.

For this reason, the paper focuses on the variations in the use of job search networks across

class locations. Given that no clear theory has been formulated on this point, the study adopts and

exploratory technique of data analysis, correspondence analysis (CA).Although a variant of CA

has been applied to class analysis by Pierre Bourdieu inDistinction, the technique is less common

than the statistical techniques used in the previous chapters.I included in the chapter a brief, non-

technical introduction to the main concepts of CA and to the interpretation of CA biplots.

The study analyzes the recruitment channels used by white collar employees in different

class locations, the forms of help they received through their social networks and the forms of help

that they were able to give to other job seekers. Thestudy confirms the presence of class varia-

tions in patterns of networks utilization.
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4. Job search networks and social class

Prior to reforms, jobs in China were bureaucratically assigned.Under the state job allocation sys-

tem, workers trying to secure a position for themselves in a desirable work unit (danwei) would

mobilize their social networks to exert influence on job-assigning authorities(Bian, 1997). In the

course of the 1990s, the state job allocation system was gradually phased out and labour markets

began to emerge. Thevast majority of people can now independently search for a job, choose an

employer of their liking or remain out of the labour market altogether. In this changed institutional

context, do social networks still matter for job search?

A growing body of academic literature has addressed this question(Bian, 1997;Bian, 2002;

Hanser, 2002; Huang,2008; Johnston & Alvarez, 2008;Zang, 2003). This literature has con-

tributed a relational perspective to the study of stratification in China through its emphasis on the

‘socially embedded’ (in the Granovetterian sense) character of the labour market, moving in this

way beyond the human capital paradigm underlying much research in the Market Transition

school. Nonetheless,the literature has focused almost exclusively on the market processes govern-

ing the exchange of labour: if the relational aspects of the labour market get centre stage in

research on Chinese job search networks, the relational aspects of the labour process itself are

largely neglected. Whathappens to job seekersafter they obtain a job — the fact that they enter
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into a specific form of social relation, a social relation of production; and the fact that they can be

differently located within the social relations of production — seems theoretically irrelevant for

understanding the logic of social network mobilization during the job search process.The litera-

ture on social networks has in this way entirely overlooked the possibility that class relations

(defined in Marxist terms as a specific form of social relations of production) may affect the func-

tioning of job search networks.

This paper fills the gap in the literature by applying for the first time Wright’s neo-Marxist

class analysis (Wright 1997, 2005) to study class variations in the use of job search networks

among white collar employees working for companies located in a Chinese New- and High-Tech-

nology Development Zone.Following the class scheme proposed by Wright (1997), individuals

were assigned to one of nine employee class locations according to their degree of authority and

expertise. Thenine employee class locations were then combined into three aggregate class cate-

gories (working class, ambiguous locations and middle class).103 Correspondence analysis was

then used to study how white collar employees located in different aggregate class categories

mobilized social networks to receive and provide help during the job search process.The interac-

tions between class and non-class factor such as gender, education and career stages were also

investigated. Thestudy was conducted in the Nanjing New- and High-Technology Development

Zone [NNHTDZ], and utilized a mixed methods research design.

The study found evidence of clear class patterns in job search networks utilization. Class set

the fundamental coordinates for the use of social networks; other factors appeared to amplify or

moderate the main effect of class.White collar employees in working class locations used net-

works mostly to exchange information about job vacancies, while white collar employees in non-

working class locations more often mobilized networks to receive influence or other active forms

of help. Working class employees104 were more severely penalized by the lack of access to job

search networks. Among those who did not utilize networks for job search, middle class

103 The use of a limited number of class categories in empirical research is endorsed by Wright, as long as the aggre-
gation respond to the aims of the analysis (see Section 1.2.6 of the Introduction).

104 In order not to burden the text, in the remainder of the paper the expressionworking class employeeswill be used as
a shorthand for ‘white collar employees in working class locations’;employees in ambiguous locationswill be used to refer
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employees could at any stage of their career rely upon various channels of access to employment

opportunities; conversely, working class employee could only rely on impersonal market channels.

An important finding of the study in that the boundaries of the job search networks mobilized by

white collar employees in the NNHTDZ fall within the corporate sector itself — often within the

same company. In almost no cases was help given to or received from people not employed in the

corporate sector; in particular, the role of state cadres seemed entirely negligible.

4.1. Job search networks in China

The literature on job search networks in China has to date addressed two distinct but com-

plementary sets of questions.On the one hand, the literature has pursued a comparative agenda

aimed at uncovering the differences between the use of job search networks in China and in West-

ern capitalist societies.Bian (1997; 2002) set the coordinates of the debate, first of all by question-

ing the validity of Granovetter’s (1973; 1974) ‘strength of weak ties’ hypothesis in the Chinese

institutional context. Bian initiated a research agenda aimed at understanding whether strong or

weak network ties were more likely to be mobilized for job search in China and at comparing the

resources (influence, information, trust) exchanged on Chinese and Western job search networks.

Bian also postulated an intimate linkage between strong network ties andguanxi,105 a conceptual-

ization largely endorsed (although at times with a critical edge) by other authors(Hanser, 2002;

Huang, 2008;Zang, 2003).

On the other hand, the literature has focused on variations in the functioning of job search

networks within China itself.Internal variations have been explored across two dimensions: the

to ‘white collar employees in ambiguous class locations’; andmiddle class employeeswill be used to refer to ‘white collar
employees in middle class locations’.The reader should keep in mind that all the employees who participated in the study
were employed in white collar occupations.

105 Guanxican be defined, following Bian (1997), as ‘social relations marked by a strong degree of reciprocity’. The
literature onguanxiin China is vast and its purview extends well beyond the mobilization of social contacts for job search.
Scholars working on job search networks in China refer mostly to the work of Yang (1994) and Kipnis(1997).
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temporal dimension (the effect of reforms on pre-reform patterns of networks use) and the sectoral

dimension (the presence of differences across labour market segments). Althoughthis paper is

mostly concerned with the sectoral dimension, the concepts mobilized to investigate temporal vari-

ations need to be discussed first since they provide the foundations for the analyses of sectoral

variations proposed in the literature — foundations that, as I argue below, rest on a limited under-

standing of the role of social networks.

The starting point for most analyses of temporal variations is Bian’s observation that, under

the state job allocation system, social networks were mobilized primarily to gain influence on job-

assigning authorities; information on job openings was instead of little use to job seekers

(Bian, 1997). The advantages deriving, according to Granovetter, from the use of weak ties (in

particular, access to non-redundant information about job vacancies) were consequently modest in

China. Furthermore,Bian found that few job seekers were directly linked to their helpers.Most

people were in fact able to reach influential helpers only through the intermediation of individuals

acting as network bridges.Since providing support to job seekers was illegal, bridges were more

often strong ties than weak ties due to the higher degree of trust and reciprocity associated with the

relationship.

As labour reforms unfolded, the question of how job search networks evolved in response to

the new institutional conditions became a major point of interest for the literature.In a later study,

Bian (2002) unexpectedly found that the mobilization ofguanxi for job search persisted in the

1990s. Heexplained the persistence ofguanxias a transitional, informal response to the presence

of institutional holes in the emerging labour market. Bianargued that different mechanisms were

used for job search in the 1990s: hierarchical allocation, market methods and the mobilization of

strong or weak network ties. Since the hierarchical job assignment system was evaporating and

market mechanisms were still weak, networks offered the best available mechanism to exchange

information, bridge trust and enforce obligations between employers and job seekers.

Bian’s explanation for the persisting role ofguanxi is firmly rooted in neo-institutional eco-

nomics — as much as his conceptualization of networks borrows from new economic sociology
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and social capital theories.106 The use ofguanxi, and more generally of networks, is seen as a

rational response to imperfect information, institutional uncertainty and contract enforcement

problems (seein particular Bian,2002: 128-133).Although other authors have contested the

results obtained by Bian or specified limits to their validity, their analyses remain bound to the

same theoretical horizon.

Hanser (2002) for example found that the use ofguanxi had declined in the aftermath of

labour reforms, particularly among young urbanites and first-time job seekers with highly mar-

ketable skills. According to Hanser, guanxi were becoming less important for accessing highly

skilled occupations for two main reasons.First, qualified employees possessed highly marketable

skills; for this occupational group, access to job-specific information was more important than

influence. Second,skilled job seekers were interested in information that could not be easily

accessed through their proximateguanxinetworks. Differently from unskilled workers, who were

primarily concerned with wages and working conditions, professionals and other skilled job seek-

ers based their employment choices on elements such as career prospects and the company envi-

ronment. Thisjob-specific information was only available through professional networks that

could be built at later stages of the career. Hanser finally found that information exchange was

based on lighter forms of relations, relations that did not necessarily imply the elements of reci-

procity and mutual obligation associated withguanxi.

Huang (2008) similarly found that the use ofguanxidepended on the ownership, desirability

and skill requirements of a job. The use ofguanxiwas more widespread for highly desirable jobs.

Guanxiwere also important for jobs requiring the possession of ‘soft’ skills — jobs in which per-

formance was hard to measure, quantify and monitor. Similar results were obtained by Zang

(2003), who found a negative relation between educational level and guanxiuse among first-time

job seekers. Peoplewith a college degree were less likely to use social networks in job search;

conversely, guanxi were more frequently used by people whose fathers were cadres and profes-

sionals (a proxy for network connectedness).

106 Granovetter’s notion of embeddedness, Coleman’s social exchange theory and Nan Lin’s social resources theory are
crucial to Bian’s theorization of social networks.
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Huang, Henser and Zang argue that the use ofguanxiand, more generally, of job search net-

works ultimately depends on the nature of the occupation.Nonetheless, the mechanisms postu-

lated to explain occupational variations are essentially the same mobilized by Bian to explain tem-

poral variations: job search networks are in both cases conceptualized as a rational, embedded and

informal response to institutional imperfections.Thus, Hanser explains the declining use of

guanxiand the concurrent preference for weak ties among young professionals as a response to the

limited amount of job-specific information available through strong network ties. Huang interprets

the use of networks for ‘soft’ skill jobs as a response to monitoring difficulties: networks carry

trust, thus reducing transaction costs and informational asymmetries.For Zang, strong ties are

more useful in spreading information about job vacancies because the helper is better able to

match the skills of the job seeker with the requirements of the job. All these accounts are related

to what Fernandez et al (2000).call the ‘better match’ hypothesis: social networks are primarily

the means through which employers and employees obtain reliable information about each other

prior to employment, thus increasing the possibility of achieving a mutually satisfactory match.

At the same time, the notions mobilized to explain occupational variations (market condi-

tions and market capacity) pertain to the social relations of exchange, not to the social relations of

production (as would, for example, the notions of exploitation and domination). The quoted

authors focus in fact on the subjective ‘desirability’ or ‘hotness’ of a job or on the different market

capacity of job seekers (the marketability of their skills or their educational level). Although in

none of the works discussed above the authors use the word ‘class’ or adopt an explicitly relational

class paradigm as the basis for theorizations and predictions about the functioning of job search

networks, their accounts are closer to the Weberian conceptualization of social class as market

capacity than to the (neo-) Marxist concept of class as the location of individuals in the social rela-

tions of production.

A growing body of literature suggests instead that the study of job search networks cannot

be conceptually separated from the analysis of the relations of domination and exploitation estab-

lished in the place of production.In her research on illegal construction workers in China, Swider

(2008) found that different recruitment networks were associated to different employment
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conditions; the relational forms mobilized for job search influenced the degree of protection or

exploitation of workers inside the construction site.Ching Kwan Lee (1998; 2007) and Pun Ngai

(Pun, 2005)have argued that, under the despotic factory regime prevalent in labour-intensive sec-

tors, recruitment networks contribute to the domination of workers, although they can in some

cases become the basis for collective action. Recruitmentnetworks reproduce village patriarchal

relations on the shop-floor and in the dormitory, thus contributing to the creation of a docile and

easily dominated labour force.Recent research by Prota and Beresford (2012) suggests that

recruitment networks operate as mechanisms of control over the labour force also outside the spe-

cific conditions of the dormitory regime. Theirstudy of rural commuters employed in Cambodia’s

textile factories found that recruitment networks reproduced and extended the factory’s hierarchy

in the sending communities.Erickson (2001)has further argued that employers are able to appro-

priate not only the labour power of workers, but also the power of their social connections.

Employers not only hirethrough networks, but also for networks: particularly for high-ranking

jobs, the employer can benefit from the social connections of their employees.107

This research suggests that the mobilization of social networks during the recruitment pro-

cess is not exclusively determined by the logic of exchange. Recruitmentnetworks can in fact

become one of the means through which the social relations of exploitation and domination are

reproduced and reinforced both within and outside the shopfloor. If recruitment networks are

related to the mechanisms of exploitation and domination operating in the place of production, a

relational analysis of the labour market should be accompanied by a relational understanding of

the labour process.Due to its exclusive focus on the informational asymmetries and the institu-

tional imperfections of the labour market, the literature on job search networks in China misses

this important link.

107 This was certainly the case in the NNHTDZ.Several of the HR managers I interviewed said that they were actively
looking for employees with relevant experience in the state sector. The company could in fact benefit from their better
understanding of the functioning of the local state machine, as well as from their social connections in the government sec-
tor. According to the same logic, government departments acting as an interface with the business sector (including the
NNHTDZ administration itself) were trying to hire employees with relevant experience in the private sector. In both cases
social networks were certainly valued in themselves, since both companies and government agencies expected to benefit
from their employee’s social connections.
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4.2. Aclass approach to the analysis of job search networks

The literature on job search networks in China suggests that there are contrasting patterns of

network use among different occupational groups and in different segments of the labour market.

Nonetheless, the relation between class location and job search networks has never been directly

investigated. Differently from previous approaches, this study adopted an explicitly relational

class paradigm (Wright’s class analysis) as the basis for investigation of variations in the use of job

search networks across different segments of the white collar employees population.

The neo-Marxist class analysis developed by Erik Olin Wright (Wright, 1979;1985; 1997;

2005) aims at developing a concept of class able to capture the presence of intermediate (i.e., non-

capitalist, non-proletarian) class locations in the capitalist class structure while being consistent

with the theoretical foundations of Marxist class analysis.Wright’s class analysis is based on a

relational concept of class: class locations are defined through their relation to other classes, not as

gradational positions on a relative ordering scale based on some measurable indicator such as

income, occupation or education(Crompton, 2008;Ossowski, 1998;Wright, 2005). In Wright’s

class analysis, class relations are a specific form of social relations of production — social rela-

tions of production characterized by the unequal distribution of rights and powers over the

resources used in production.Within this framework, class locations are ultimately defined by the

position of individuals in the relations of exploitation and domination generated by the unequal

distribution of rights and powers over productive resources. Inthis sense, Wright’s analysis is dis-

tinctively Marxist and differs conceptually from Goldthorpe’s class analysis(R. Erickson &

Goldthorpe, 1992; Goldthorpe, 1987)that, although relational, defines class on the basis of market

conditions and employment situation.By using Wright’s class analysis as the basis for this study, I

aimed at capturing the effect of mechanisms operating at the level of the social relations of produc-

tion on the functioning of job search networks.108

108 Particularly when studying the class location of employees, at the empirical level there is little difference between
Goldthorpe’s class scheme and Wright’s class scheme(on this point see for example Wright,1997). Ithink however that
Wright’s class analysis is to be preferred in the case of China, particularly because it provides a coherent theoretical frame-
work for analyzing class in non-capitalist societies and in societies characterized by the coexistence of different modes of
production. Suchwould be the case of China, in which capitalist elements coexist with the legacies of the planned econ-
omy. In Goldthorpe’s analysis, social classes can only be conceived of in market societies.
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dimension combined individual-level data on occupation with company-level data on the degree of

specialization of different occupations.The authority indicator was based on individual-level data

on occupation and managerial functions, again validated through company-level data. Detailson

the operationalization of the skill/expertise and authority indicators are provided in Appendix A.

Given the exploratory nature of the analyses performed in this study and given the lack of

clear theories about the linkage between class locations and job search networks, the aggregate

class categories were built with the aim of obtaining a relatively pure definition of the working

class and of the middle class.In this way, it would be easier to identify patterns of divergence

between white collar employees in working class locations, and white collar employees unequiv-

ocally located in privileged appropriation locations or contradictory class locations.For this rea-

son, the aggregate class scheme (Scheme B in Appendix A, Figure A.2) differs from the scheme

used in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, which only included two class categories. In this case, the

reduced class scheme includes three class categories calledworking class,ambiguous locations

andmiddle class.

The working class as defined in this study only included nonskilled workers, while the mid-

dle class included those locations unambiguously separated from the working class on at least one

of the skill/expertise and authority dimensions (all managerial and expert class locations).The

remaining class locations (skilled supervisors, skilled workers and nonskilled supervisors) were

assigned to the ambiguous locations, since these locations were not unambiguously separated from

the working class on any of the two class-relevant dimensions.A description of the class structure

of the sample and details on the definition of the aggregate class locations are provided in

Appendix A.

No clear theories have been formulated on the relation between class location and job search

networks, nor can I at this stage propose any well-developed hypothesis. For this reason, I concen-

trated on the description and interpretation of the association between class location and job search

networks rather than on statistical modeling and formal hypothesis testing.Given the exploratory

character of the study and the categorical nature of most variables, correspondence analysis (CA)
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appeared as the ideal tool for these aims.CA is a versatile technique to visualize patterns of asso-

ciation between two or more categorical variables in a variety of plots (maps).The mathematical

theory behind CA and its computational aspects are rather complex matters; suffice here to say that

CA, as many other multivariate methods, is mainly based on the singular value decomposition of a

data matrix.109 The interested reader is referred to classic texts such as Greenacre (1984; 2007) and

Lebart et al. (1984). Abrief non-technical introduction to the terminology and interpretation of

CA is provided in the next section.

109 CA is therefore similar to other multivariate methods such as principal component analysis and canonical correlation
analysis.
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4.3. Correspondence analysis and biplots: a brief introduction

The starting point for CA is generally a cross-tabulation of two or more categorical variables.110

As a way of illustration, Table 4.1 presents a cross-tabulation of real data taken from my Nanjing

survey; the rows represent class locations and the columns represent the highest academic degree

obtained by respondents (coded as an ordinal variable with three levels). Thefirst step in CA is to

generateprofiles from the raw frequencies provided in Table 4.1.Profiles are sets of relative fre-

quencies obtained by dividing cell frequencies by the corresponding row or column total. Table

4.2 presents therow profiles for the data in Table 4.1; for example, the row profile for themiddle

class([0.05 0.77 0.18]) has been obtained by dividing the original frequencies ([2 34 8]) by the

row total (44). The numbers in the row profile can also be expressed as percentages: among the

incumbents of middle class locations, five per cent has a below-college degree, 77 per cent has a

college degree and 18 per cent has a post-graduate degree. Theaverage row profile is the profile of

the last row of Table 4.1; the average profile is calculated over the entire sample by dividing the

total frequency for each column ([12 74 11]) by the total number of observations (97, in this case).

Column profilesare calculated in a similar fashion.

TABLE 4.1

Crosstabulation of class location and academic degree

Below College Post Row

Class location college degree graduate totals

Working class 9 16 1 26

Ambiguous locations 1 24 2 27

Middle class 2 34 8 44

Column totals 12 74 11 97

110 The terminology used in this section is based on Greenacre (M. Greenacre,2007)
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TABLE 4.2

Row profiles obtained from the data in Table 1

Below College Post- Row

Class location college degree graduate total

Working class 0.35 0.61 0.04 1.00

Ambiguous locations 0.04 0.89 0.07 1.00

Middle class 0.05 0.77 0.18 1.00

Average row profile 0.12 0.76 0.11 1.00

NOTE: the row totals showed in the table do not necessarily sum to 1.00 due to rounding.

Vertex pointsor verticesrepresent hypothetical profiles located at the extreme corners of the

profile space.Vertices are often included in CA plots since they provide a point of reference for

interpreting the positions of profiles in the profile space.In the case of Table 4.2, focusing again

on the row analysis, we would be interested in the threecolumn vertex points. The first column

vertex would have (row) profile values [1.00 0.00 0.00]; it would correspond to a hypothetical

class location whose incumbents only have below-college degrees. Thesecond vertex would have

values [0.00 1.00 0.00], and would represent a hypothetical class composed only by individuals

with a college degree. Similarly, the third vertex ([0.00 0.00 1.00]) would correspond to a class of

postgraduates.

Continuing to focus on the analysis of rows, each row profile is associated with a quantity

calledmass. Amass is a weight built by dividing the row frequency by the total number of obser-

vations. Inpractice, categories with a higher row sum will have a proportionally higher mass.The

same reasoning applies to columns, andcolumn massesare calculated in a similar fashion.

Inertia is a statistic used in CA to estimate how much the row (or column) profiles deviate

from the average row (or column) profile.For the data reported in Table 4.2 for example, it is clear
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that the relative frequency of working class employees with a below-college degree (0.35) is higher

that the average relative frequency (0.12); at the same time, the relative frequency of working class

employees with a postgraduate degree (0.03) is lower than the average (0.11). The deviation

between the expected frequencies (i.e., the frequencies calculated under a hypothesis of homo-

geneity of the row and column profiles) and the actually observed frequencies is measured by the

chi-square statistics (χ2). The total inertia of a contingency table is defined as theχ2 statistics

divided by the total number of observations. Inertiais one of the key concepts of CA.Total inertia

measures how much variation there is in the data; it is therefore of great help in interpreting

results. Indata tables with high total inertia, profiles (or at least some of them) substantially devi-

ate from the average; conversely, in tables with low total inertia deviations from the average are

less pronounced.Total inertia can be decomposed along different dimensions (such as cells, rows,

columns, principal axes and so on) to identify which elements contribute the most to variation.

After having introduced the key numerical indicators used in CA, it is time to turn to the

interpretation of CA plots.In practice, CA is often used to visualize a reasonably approximated

representation of the profiles in a two-dimensional plot.The main aim of CA is to reduce the

dimensionality of a table with minimal loss of information by projecting the profiles points on a

best-fitting line calledprincipal axis. Sev eral principal axes are identified by CA; they are referred

to asfirst principal axis,second principal axisand so on.The quality of a low-dimensional dis-

play (i.e., its capacity to capture the degree of variation in the data) can be assessed through the

decomposition of inertia along its principal axes. Eachof the principal axes represented in a CA

plot captures part of the total inertia; these partial inertias can be summed and expressed as a pro-

portion of the total inertia (generally in permills).The closer the sum of partial inertias is to 1000,

the better the quality of the display; otherwise said, the error of the display can be expressed as the

proportion of inertia that cannot be captured by the chosen principal axes. Inertiacan be further

decomposed across rows and columns; it is in this way possible to estimate which categories con-

tribute more heavily to variations along each of the principal axes used in the display.

Several types of plots are used to present the results of the CA, each with its own advantages

and limitations. A discussion of the characteristics and interpretation of different CA plots is
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beyond the scope of this article; I will here only focus on the interpretation of the so-calledstan-

dard CA biplot, which is used in the rest of the paper. The standard CA biplot represents on a sin-

gle plot the row profiles and the column vertices (the hypothetical extreme categories).111 The

interpretation of the standard CA biplot is based on the projection of the row points on lines point-

ing from the plot origin in the direction of the column vertex points. So,what counts in the analy-

sis of a CA biplot is not the distance between row and column points, but the scalar products of the

row and column vectors — in turn linked to the length of the vectors and to the angles between

them.

As an example, Figure 4.2 presents the standard CA biplot of the data in Table 4.1.Follow-

ing common practice, the row profiles are represented as points and the column vertices are repre-

sented as arrows; this convention facilitates the interpretation of the plot in terms of scalar prod-

ucts. Thedashed lines represent the projections of the row profiles (aggregate class locations) on

two of the directions identified by the column vertices (academic degrees). Thecolumn vectors

have been prolonged beyond the origin with dotted lines; the positive direction is indicated by the

arrow. As can be seen from Figure 4.2, the relative alignment of the row points projections on the

BC (below college) direction shows that working class employees (projection pointa) hav e the

highest profile element (they hav ea higher than average number of below-college degrees), while

employees in ambiguous and middle class locations have rather similar values (pointsc and b

respectively), both located on the negative side of the BC direction.Along the PG (postgraduate)

direction, middle class employees have the highest profile (projection pointz), followed by

employees in ambiguous locations (pointy) and finally by working class employees (pointx), who

both have lower than average relative frequencies of postgraduates.

111 More specifically, the standard CA biplots used in this paper have been produced according to the method proposed
by Greenacre(2007: Chapter 13).In CA terminology, rows are represented inprincipal coordinates(i.e., row points repre-
sent the projection of the row profiles on the principal axes of the plot), and columns are represented instandard coordi-
nates(i.e., column points represent the coordinates of the column vertices with respect to the principal axes) multiplied by
the square root of the column masses.
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The dimensions identified by the two principal axes can be also interpreted in a fashion simi-

lar to factor analysis.The first principal axis (the horizontal dimension) distinguishes between

individuals with below-college education (on the left) and individuals with above-college qualifica-

tions (on the right).Between the latter group, the second principal axis (the vertical dimension)

distinguishes between people with graduate degrees and people with postgraduate degrees.

Having presented the rudiments of CA, it is now possible to proceed with the analysis of the

data on job search networks in the NNHTDZ. The next section briefly introduces the NNHTDZ

and the dataset.The following three sections present the analyses of recruitment channels, help

given and help received through networks by employees in different class locations.Differently

from the previous literature (such as Bian, 2002), in which networks are considered a recruitment

channel in their own right alongside markets and hierarchical mechanisms, I analyzed recruitment

channels and social networks mobilization separately. It was in this way possible to assess which

forms of help were received by people recruited through different channels.All calculations and

plots were produced using the statistical software R (R Development Core Team, 2010)and the R

packageca (M. J. Greenacre & Nenadic´, 2010; see also Nenadic´ & Greenacre, 2007).

4.4. Dataand study location

The relation between class location and job search networks was investigated through a study of

white collar employees working for companies located in the Nanjing New- and High-Technology

Development Zone [NNHTDZ]. The NNHTDZ is located in Nanjing, the capital of Jiangsu

province. TheNNHTDZ is one of the 53 (as at the time of writing) state level New- and High-

Technology Development Zones (hereafter high-tech zones).High-tech zones are bounded indus-

trial areas with a high concentration of research- and technology-intensive enterprises, often oper-

ating in partnership with local universities and research institutions.After the promulgation of the

new Tax Enterprise Law of the People’s Republic of China in 2007, high-technology enterprises

are among the main recipients of tax facilitations in China. Given their sectoral specialization,
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high-tech zones appear well placed to reap the benefits of the new tax regime and to attract further

investment (foreign and domestic) in their core sectors.

Data for the study were collected during twelve months of fieldwork undertaken between

2008 and 2009.The case study was articulated in two components. Thestudy adopted a mixed-

methods sequential exploratory design (an Instrument Development Model) articulated in two

sequential phases (Creswell & PlanoClark, 2007). In the first phase of the fieldwork, qualitative

data were collected through direct observation, documentary research and face-to-face interviews.

The information gathered in the first phase of the study was used to design items to be included in

the survey instrument and, more importantly, to dev elop adequate operationalization of the author-

ity and skill/expertise variables (see Appendix A).In the second phase of the study, quantitative

data were collected from a clustered random sample of white collar employees working for ten

randomly selected companies located within the NNHTDZ.In each company, questionnaires were

distributed to ten-to-fifteen employees. Atotal of 125 questionnaires were distributed, of which 99

were returned; listwise deletion was used to discard questionnaires in which key variables were

missing, thus leaving 97 complete cases.

The sections of the questionnaire concerning the use of job search networks collected infor-

mation on the channels of entry into the current occupation; on the various forms of help received

for accessing the current job (such as referral, information about the vacancy, help with the appli-

cation process and so on) and on the relation of respondents to their helpers; on the sources of

information about the current job (ranging from salary to corporate culture to opportunities for

professional development); on the help given by employees to other job seekers and on their rela-

tions to the people they helped.

This study is based on a randomly selected representative sample of the NNHTDZ employee

population. Ittherefore differs from most previous analyses of occupational variations in the use

job search networks, which were based on non-random samples built through a combination of

convenience sampling, purposive selection and snowball sampling in different locations

(Bian, 2002;Hanser, 2002; Huang,2008). A list of the qualitative interviews and details of the
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sampling scheme are provided in Appendix A.

4.5. Labour markets, recruitment channels and job search networks

White collar employees working in the NNHTDZ represent a relatively privileged section of the

Chinese labour force with a higher than average level of education. Onthe one hand, the rather

tight enforcement of national-level regulations bars the NNHTDZ from hosting the sweatshops in

which labour rights violations have been more often reported.On the other hand, the labour mar-

ket is very competitive. The vast majority of the managers I interviewed complained about high

turnover rates among skilled employees with relevant work experience; these were particularly

high among professionals and managers.This is due to competitive pressures emanating from

other development zones in Nanjing with a similar sectoral specialization, as well as from the pres-

ence of well-established high-tech clusters in the Yangtze River Delta Region such as Suzhou,

Kunshan and Shanghai itself.

A variety of recruitment channels were available to enterprises in the NNHTDZ.Most com-

panies relied extensively on newspaper advertisement and specialized websites for their recruit-

ment needs.Several employment and staffing companies operated in Nanjing at the time of the

fieldwork — some of them private or foreign-invested, other state-owned (such as FESCO). The

NNHTDZ also provided recruitment, training and HR services to the companies located within the

zone through its HR department, and was working on further strengthening its offer through con-

ventions with external service providers. Mostcompanies were actively promoting the use of

referrals. Generally, referrals were encouraged through some form of monetary compensation; the

most widely diffused scheme was to compensate the referrer with the equivalent of one month’s

salary if the referral was hired and remained in the company for more than one year.

A l ist of all the recruitment channels used in the NNHTDZ was generated from the face-to-

face interviews with HR managers performed in the first phase of the study. Survey respondents
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were then asked to indicate through which channel they were recruited into their current job;

responses are tabulated in Table 4.3.112

TABLE 4.3

Recruitment channels used by the sampled employees

Recruitment channel Freq Percent Category

Referral 26 27.37 Referral

Career website 23 24.21 Market

Company website 11 11.58 Market

Job fair 11 11.58 Market

After an internship in the company 5 5.26 Internal

After stage / project with company partner 4 4.21 Internal

Introduced myself to the employer 4 4.21 Direct

After merger / acquisition 3 3.16 Internal

Employment agency 3 3.16 Market

Contacted by the employer 3 3.16 Direct

On campus fair 2 2.11 Market

Total 95 100.00

For the CA analyses in the remainder of the paper, I aggregated the recruitment channels in

four categories (reported in the last column of Table 4.3). The first category (referral) only

included employment through referral.The second category (market) included recruitment

through impersonal market channels: job fairs, on campus fairs, employment agencies, career web-

sites and responding to an advertisement posted on the company website. Thethird category

(internal) aggregated forms of recruitment based on a pre-existing formal relation with the com-

pany. These were: recruitment after an internship; recruitment after a stage or project with a part-

ner institution (in the NNHTDZ, this often meant being employed after participating as an under-

graduate or postgraduate student in a project co-financed by the company and a partner university);

112 Information on recruitment channels was missing for two observations. Unlessotherwise indicated, the analyses pre-
sented in the rest of the paper are based on 95 complete cases.
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and recruitment of employees working for a company that merged with or was acquired by the cur-

rent company (for example, a joint venture between a foreign company and a Chinese company

that retained part of the original workforce of the partner companies).Finally, the fourth category

(direct) included recruitment through direct contact between employer and employee in the

absence of a publicly advertised job opening.Examples of these channels were people who

actively proposed themselves to an employer or received a direct job offer from an employer.

Descriptive data on the use of different recruitment categories are reported in Table 4.4.

TABLE 4.4

Recruitment channels used by the sampled employees (aggregate categories)

Recruitment channel Freq Percent

Market 50 52.63

Referral 26 27.37

Internal 12 12.63

Direct 7 7.37

Total 95 100.00

About 27 per cent of the respondents were hired through referral, which was the single most

used recruitment method (Table 4.3). Nonetheless, impersonal market channels were used by

more than half of the employees in the sample (Table 4.4).The use of methods other than referrals

and impersonal market channels was relevant, covering about 20 per cent of the cases.Although

not based on referrals nor on strictly impersonal market channels, direct and internal recruitment

methods should not be confused with Bian’s hierarchy.113 Rather, they represent cases character-

ized by two simultaneous conditions: (1) the job vacancy was not publicly advertised; (2) a direct

113 Bian refers with this term to employment through ‘hierarchical allocation/reallocation by state or work-unit authori-
ties that give little personal freedom to search for jobs’(2002: 120). Bian’s description could theoretically apply to the
three employees in my sample who were recruited after a merger or acquisition.According to my interviews with the man-
agers of joint ventures between foreign partners and Chinese state-owned enterprises however, the employees of the Chi-
nese company were always given a chance to seek employment elsewhere if they wanted to.The problem seemed to be the
opposite, with the JV feeling burdened by overstaffing. In three cases, the JV was allowed to ‘restructure’ its work force
after a certain number of years; this invariably resulted in massive lay-offs.
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contact existed between the employer and the employee. Inthe case ofinternal recruitment chan-

nels, the contact was established through a prior formal involvement of the employee with the

company’s working environment (be it within the company itself as in the case of an internship, or

through activities in which the company was directly involved as in the case of a research project

co-shared with a university). In the case ofdirect methods, the contact had a more personal char-

acter and required some degree of familiarity between the employer and the employee. Inthe case

of an employer directly approaching someone with a job offer, this certainly meant that the

employer or one of its representatives personally knew the potential employee. Inthe case of a

candidate approaching the company with a job offer, familiarity could either mean a personal con-

nection or familiarity with the company’s operation and employment requirements.114

Regardless from the recruitment channel, employees could mobilize their social networks to

receive help in the recruitment process.To inv estigate how social networks use was associated

with different recruitment channels, respondents were asked to indicate whether someone had

given them substantial help with accessing the current job. The questionnaire explicitly mentioned

some forms of assistance that helpers could give to applicants, such as acting as a referrer, lobby-

ing the employer or providing substantial help during the selection process (for example, by giving

the applicant insider information about selection procedures or the characteristics valued by the

employer). Providing information about the job opening was not included among the substantial

forms of help received through networks.115

114 In three of the four cases in which an employee approached the company, it was to apply for high-level managerial
positions. We are thus not talking about, say, workers enquiring whether there was some casual work available in a con-
struction site.

115 A separate section of the questionnaire collected detailed information about the paths of access to different forms of
information about the job, including information about job vacancy. Data about information networks are not analyzed in
this paper. It is important to note that, for employees in the NNHTDZ, information and active help appeared to travel
together in most of the cases.Only in three cases (out of 35) employees used their networks to receive information on
vacancies but no other substantial forms of help.
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TABLE 4.5

Help received through social networks, by recruitment channels

Recruitment channel No help Help Total

Market 46 4 50

(92.00) (8.00) (100.00)

Internal 9 3 12

(75.00) (25.00) (100.00)

Referral 0 26 26

(0.00) (100.00) (100.00)

Direct 6 1 7

(85.71) (14.29) (100.00)

Total 61 34 95

(64.21) (35.79) (100.00)

NOTE: row percentages in parentheses

A cross-tabulation of help received through networks and recruitment channels is provided in Ta-

ble 4.5. Overall, 34 employees (36 per cent of the sample) had received substantial help through

their social networks. In26 of the 34 cases, social networks mobilization coincided with the use of

referrals. Theuse of social networks was instead rarely associated with impersonal market chan-

nels (only eight per cent of employees recruited through markets received substantial help through

their social networks). Conversely, substantial forms of help were received through social net-

works by 25 per cent of employees recruited through internal channels.If we assume that all

employees recruited through direct channels also relied on the effective mobilization of their social

networks (although five of them did not report receiving help from anyone, they could have still

been advantaged by the presence of a personal connection or familiarity between them and the

employer), a total of 40 employees mobilized their social networks during job search (equal to 42

per cent of the sample).116 As can be seen from Table 4.6, in 59 per cent of the cases the external
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helpers were linked to the employing company. In the vast majority of the cases, this was through

a direct link (the helpers were either current or former employees of the company). In three cases,

they were friends or relatives of a current company employee.

TABLE 4.6

Relation between the helper and the employing company

Relation Freq Percent

Current / former employee 17 50.00

Bridge to a current employee 3 8.82

Other / none 14 41.18

Of which state cadres 1

Total 34 100.00

In only 41 per cent of the cases help was obtained from people who were not directly linked

to the company or to company employees. Itis however important to note that only in one case the

helper was a state cadre.Thus, the social networks mobilized for job search were mostly tied to

the corporate environment.117 Relations between referrers and referrals tended to be very close (Ta-

ble 4.7), and in half of the cases the helpers were intimately related to the applicant (being either

their relatives or intimate friends). In about 20 per cent of the cases, the relationship involved

interaction at school or in the workplace. Onlyin thirty per cent of the cases the helper was

defined as an acquaintance.It would therefore seem that both the relation between the helper and

116 Although direct comparisons are of limited validity given the different operationalization of job search channels, this
figure is lower than those reported by Bian2002: 121 for the non-state sector and comparable to the results obtained by
Zang (2002) for first-time job seekers (45.5 per cent).The figure found in the NNHTDZ is higher than that reported by
Huang (2008) for employees in the non-state sector (18 per cent), but again lower than the percentage of employees with
‘soft-skills’ jobs who had found a job through social networks (72 per cent).If only employees explicitly admitting to have
received help from some network contact are considered as having found a job through networks, then the figures for the
NNHTDZ are considerably lower than those previously reported — with the exception of Huang’s study of non-state
employees.

117 If jobs accessed through direct recruitment methods are considered to have been obtained through some personal
relation to a current company manager or employee, then 65 per cent of the network contacts mobilized for job search (26
out of 40) were related to the employing company’s environment.
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the helped and the relation between the helper and the employer were in most of the cases very

proximate. Furthermore,the job search networks mobilized by white collar employees within the

NNHTDZ seemed to operate independently from the state sector.

4.5.1. Classpatterns in the use of recruitment channels

Were the different recruitment methods equally used by white collar employees in different class

locations? Thestandard CA biplot in Figure 4.3 shows that this was not the case: each class loca-

tion was associated with its specific recruitment channels.The total inertia in the data (0.106) is

entirely captured by the two principal axes shown in the plot.The first principal axis (horizontal)

differentiates between market channels (on the right) and other channels (on the left); it accounts

for 783 permills of the total inertia.Employees in the working class and ambiguous locations con-

tributed almost the entire variation across the first principal axis (546 permills and 451 permills

respectively).

TABLE 4.7

Relation between the employee and the referrer

Relation to the referrer Freq Percent

Relative 5 19.23

Intimate friend 8 30.77

Colleague 2 7.69

Schoolmate 3 11.54

Acquaintance 8 30.77

Total 26 100.00

NOTE: reported only for employees recruited through referral.
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Working class employees had the highest profile score on the market direction; this means

that they utilized markets more frequently than employees in other class locations.In fact, 73 per

cent of working class employees found a job through pure market channels. On the opposite side

of the first principal axis, employees in ambiguous locations relied more extensively on referrals

and internal channels, which respectively covered 34 per cent and 23 per cent of recruitments for

this class location.As can be inferred by the plot, employees in ambiguous locations had the low-

est score on the market direction (the profile point projects farther in the negative direction of the

market line than the middle class).In fact, only 38 per cent of these employees were recruited

through market channels, about half as frequently as working class employees. Finally, the middle

class profile point projects very close to the origin along the market, internal and referral direc-

tions; this means that the utilization of these recruitment channels among middle class employees

was close to the sample average. Middleclass employees were recruited through market channels

in 49 per cent of the cases (compared to 53 per cent for the entire sample), through referral in 28

per cent of the cases (sample frequency: 27 per cent) and through internal mechanisms in 12 per

cent of the cases (sample frequency: 12 per cent).

The second principal axis (vertical) distinguishes between direct recruitment channels (on

the top half of the plot) and recruitment through other methods.This axis captures 217 permills of

the total inertia, more than half of which derives from the profile of middle class employees (545

permills of the second principal axis inertia).Middle class employees had in fact a much higher

rate of utilization of direct recruitment channels (12 per cent) than other class locations (both

below four per cent).

This first analysis of recruitment channels suggests the presence of a significant degree of

class polarization in the job search process.On the one hand, employees in working class and

ambiguous locations depended on specific recruitment channels.Working class employees were

clearly reliant on impersonal market channels, while employees in ambiguous locations were dis-

proportionately hired through referrals or through internal mechanisms.Employees in ambiguous

locations thus depended to a relevant degree on recruitment methods requiring a direct or mediated

relation with the employing company. Middle class employees were instead less reliant on any
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single method and could choose among different entry avenues into the job, including direct

recruitment methods that were largely inaccessible to the incumbents of other class locations.

To further investigate the association between class location and recruitment channels, I dif-

ferentiated within each class location between employees who received help from someone during

the job search process and employees who did not.A number of different options are available in

CA to examine multi-way tables (i.e., tables involving the cross-tabulation of more than two vari-

ables). Inthis case, given the small number of categories involved in the analysis it was possible

to useinteractive coding(Greenacre, 2007: Chapter 16) to create a new categorical variable con-

taining all possible combinations of class location and help.The resulting table could then be ana-

lyzed using simple CA.The standard CA biplot for this analysis is presented in Figure 4.4.In this

case, the total inertia is significantly higher than when only using class location as the row variable

(0.766 against 0.106, a sevenfold increase), indicating the presence of much wider deviations

between the profiles presented in the plot.118 The quality of the plot is also very high, with the two

principal axes capturing 97 per cent of the total inertia.

The horizontal axis differentiates between referrals and other recruitment channels.Not sur-

prisingly, employees in all class locations who received help from someone are more clearly asso-

ciated with referrals; as already shown above, in most cases the help received was related to this

recruitment mechanism.The interesting part of the analysis concerns however the differences

between employees who did not receive help during the job search process.In the case of working

class employees, not having access to a helper meant relying almost entirely on impersonal market

channels (which covered 90 per cent of recruitments among this group).

118 On the comparison of inertia across CA tables of equal and different dimensionality, see Greenacre(2006). Dimen-
sionality in CA is defined as min{I-1, J-1}, whereI is the number of rows andJ is the number of columns in the data table.
Given that all the data tables reported in this paper have the same dimensionality (three, equal to one minus the number of
columns), total inertias can be compared without transformations.
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Dependence on markets was significantly lower for white collar employees in middle class

and ambiguous locations, who found a job through market mechanisms only in 66 per cent of the

cases. For these groups, internal recruitment mechanisms and direct connections to employers

were still valid options to access a job. Being a job seeker without access to helpers appeared

therefore to further strengthen the association between class location and recruitment channels.

4.5.2. Theinfluence of other factors

This section investigates whether class patterns of recruitment were affected by other factors such

as gender, career stages and education.The literature on job search networks has often considered

education as a proxy for an individual’s market capacity; according to most of the authors, more

educated job seekers would rely less on network forms of recruitment. In the case of the

NNHTDZ, education seemed not to have a clear effect on the use of recruitment channels.The

av erage number of years of formal education reported by respondents recruited through different

methods were identical, all very close to the sample average (15.5 years).A one-way ANOVA was

used to test for differences in years of education (a continuous variable) among employees

recruited through different channels.Results confirmed that there were no significant differences

between the group means,F(3, 91) = .13,p =.944.119

As noted above, sev eral authors suggest thatguanxior more generally social networks could

be less useful for job search for individuals at their first job. Was the effect of career stage the

same across all class locations?Figure 4.5 presents a standard CA biplot in which rows corre-

spond to the possible combinations of career stage (first / later job) and class location; as usual,

columns represent recruitment channels.The plot is somehow less accurate than the previous

ones, with the two principal axes capturing 94.6 per cent of the total inertia; it still provides a high-

quality representation of variation in the data.Total inertia in this case was 0.182; this represents a

roughly 70 per cent increase over the total inertia of the data disaggregated by class location alone.

119 A nonparametric Kruskal-Wallis test found similar results,χ2(3, N=95) = 0.256,p=.962.
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The effect of career stage appeared to vary across class locations.First-time job seekers

employed in working class locations (fjWRK in the plot) were recruited through market channels

ev en more frequently than working class employees applying for their second or later job

(latWRK). Similarly, first-time job seekers in ambiguous locations were further pulled out in the

direction of internal recruitment channels and referrals.Only 11 per cent of first-time job seekers

employed in ambiguous class locations were recruited through impersonal market channels — by

far the lowest percentage across all categories.

The effect of career stage on recruitment channels was less pronounced for middle class

employees (the sum of inertias for both middle class categories is only 117 permills of the total

inertia in the table).In this case, being first-time job seekers slightly decreased the use of direct

channels and increased to a certain extent the reliance on referrals and internal channels (the chan-

nels used by employees in ambiguous locations).As already noted in the case of help received

through networks, being a first-time job seeker ultimately amplified the effect of class location on

the use of recruitment channels.

Turning now to the effect of class background, Figure 4.6 presents the standard CA biplot

obtained from the interactive coding of class location with a dummy variable indicating whether at

least one of the respondent’s parents wasnot a member of the working class (i.e., the mother or the

father of the respondent was a cadre, manager, professional or entrepreneur).120

120 The allocation of parents to working and non-working class locations was based on a simpler operationalization than
that used for determining the class location of respondents.Parents’ class location was based on data on occupation,
employment sector and bureaucratic rank complemented by filter questions on managerial functions (for employees) and
number of employees (for employers). Different version of the analysis of class background were performed.For example,
class location was interactively coded with a dummy variable indicating whether at least one of the parents was a cadre,
manager or professional in the core state sector (government and SOEs).This indicator has often been used in the literature
as a proxy for family-mediated network connections to influent helpers in the state sector. Results of this analysis were
substantially similar to the ones presented here, thus suggesting that the effects of family background were not linked to the
presence of mediated connections to the state sector. These results appear to further confirm the negligible role of connec-
tions to the state sector in the NNHTDZ that was noted in the analysis of job helpers.The effect a non-working class fam-
ily background on the use of recruitment channels could thous be due to other factors such as higher incomes, higher edu-
cational level or cultural capital (in the sense given to the term by Bourdieu).The results of CA based on different opera-
tionalizations of family background variables are available from the author upon request.
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The total inertia in this table is 0.216, about double the inertia of the basic table with only

class locations.The first and second principal axes represented in Figure 4.6 capture 89.7 per cent

of the total inertia.Again in this case, the effect of family background interacted with the class

location of employees. Inthe case of workers, having a non-working class background led to a

significant increase in the use of referrals.While only 14 per cent of workers with working class

parents found a job through referral, this proportion increased to 50 per cent if at least one of the

parents was a professional, manager, cadre or entrepreneur. At the same time, having non-working

class parents meant a lower reliance on markets (50 per cent, opposed to 77 per cent for workers

with both working class parents).

In the case of employees in ambiguous and middle class locations, a non-working class

background had the opposite effect on the use of referrals.In the presence of a non-working class

family background, the reliance on referrals decreased from 47 to 11 per cent for employees in

ambiguous locations and from 38 to 16 per cent for middle class locations.With the ‘right’ class

background, employees in these class locations could more often rely on recruitment channels

implying a direct formal or informal link to the employing company (as opposed to the mediated

links represented by referrals).The combined use of internal and direct recruitment channels

increased from 18 to 44 per cent for ambiguous locations and from 16 to 32 per cent for middle

class locations.In both cases, the effect of class background was less pronounced for employees

in middle class locations.A structural barrier seemed to separate internal and direct channels from

other recruitment channels: even when coming from a non-working class background, working

class employees could never cross the boundary of the top-left quadrant in Figure 4.6.

I finally considered the interaction between gender and class location.Notwithstanding sev-

eral studies pointing to the relevance of gender, the role of gender has been largely ignored by the

quantitative literature on job search networks in China.The results presented in Figure 4.7 suggest

instead that gender had a significant role.The total inertia of the data table in this case was 0.214,

double of that obtained by only using class location.Almost the totality of inertia was captured by

the first and second principal axes represented in Figure 4.7 (99.7 per cent).
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Even in this case, working class employees of either gender were more reliant on markets

than incumbents of other class locations.Gender had a consistent effect on the use of markets

across all class locations: female employees of all class locations were less likely to be recruited

through market channels than their male counterparts (the projections of the female employees’

profiles are farther towards the negative side of the market direction than the projections of the cor-

responding male profiles).The effect was far more pronounced for employees in ambiguous and

working class locations than for middle class employees. Sincein this plot the market and referral

directions point in almost exactly opposite directions, the reverse is true for the use of referrals:

female employees more frequently had to rely on referrals than male incumbents of the same class

location.

Figure 4.7 shows instead the presence of class-gender interactions in the use of direct and

internal channels.For working class employees, profile points for both genders project very close

to the origin in both directions; so no gender had a distinctive advantage in accessing these forms

of recruitment.Employees in ambiguous and middle class locations were instead clearly differen-

tiated along gender lines.Female employees in these class locations were far more likely to rely

on internal channels while male employees were more frequently recruited through direct mecha-

nisms. Threeprofiles alone generated more than 850 permills of the total inertia.The first was

male working class employees, with an unusually high relative frequency of market recruitment

(83 per cent).The second was female employees in ambiguous locations, who were highly reliant

on referrals (38 per cent) and internal recruitment channels (31 per cent); for this group, market

forms of recruitment were used only in 31 per cent of the cases.Finally, male middle class

employees were recruited in 17 per cent of the cases through direct channels and in 28 per cent of

the cases through referral.If we consider that both these channels implied the mobilization of

direct or mediated network ties, then 45 per cent of male middle class employees were recruited

through networks — by far the highest proportion in the sample.
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4.6. Helpgiven

According to Walder (1994), the capacity to control career and labour market outcomes was

one of the pillars of the communist power order. Much literature has consequently concentrated

on understanding whether state official have retained or lost their power after the phasing out of the

state job allocation system.Quite surprisingly, the question of who may be sharing in their former

prerogatives has been entirely ignored.In order to address this question, this section of the paper

focuses on the class location of job helpers.Differently from previous studies, in which job appli-

cants were asked to name their helpers, the survey on which this study is based included several

questions on the help provided by respondents to other job seekers while they were employed in

their current job. In this way, it was possible to investigate the extent to which that incumbents of

different class locations can influence the recruitment process within their own and other compa-

nies. Theforms of help that the questionnaire asked about included referral, giving substantial

help during the selection process, informing someone about a job opening and lobbying or other-

wise influencing the employer in favour of the applicant.The questionnaire then asked respon-

dents to provide more detailed information about a maximum of two cases in which they had given

help to other job seekers.

Overall 39 employees, roughly 40 per cent of the sample, reported having helped other job

seekers (Table 4.8).Of these, 12 had only helped one person while 27 had helped two job seekers

(or possibly more).Employees in ambiguous location were the most active helpers: 63 per cent of

them reported to have helped someone obtain a job; in most of the cases they had been able to help

more than one person.Surprisingly, the profiles of working and middle class employees were

strikingly similar when it came to their role as help providers.

A series of CA was performed to investigate which forms of help incumbents of different

class locations were able to provide. For these analyses, the units of observation are the cases in

which job help has been given. Respondentswho reported to have helped two people correspond

to two cases of help given. Thefollowing analysis are based on a total of 66 observations (help

ev ents).
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TABLE 4.8

Number of cases in which respondents helped someone find a job

Class location Never One case Tw o cases Total

Working class 18 2 6 26

(69.2) (7.69) (23.1) (100.0)

Ambiguous locations 10 7 10 27

(37.0) (25.9) (37.1) (100.0)

Middle class 30 3 11 43

(69.8) (6.98) (25.6) (100.0)

Total 58 12 27 97

(59.8) (12.4) (27.8) (100.0)

NOTE: row percentages in parentheses.

Figure 4.8 reports the association between class location and forms of help given to other job

seekers. Total inertia (0.142) is entirely captured by the two principal axes represented in the

graph. Even in this case, clear class patterns emerge. Working class employees were mostly able

to provide information on job vacancies (25 per cent of the cases).Employees in middle class

locations, when providing help to others, were in 48 per cent of the cases acting as referrers —

almost twice as often as employees in ambiguous and working class locations who acted as refer-

rers in only about 25 per cent of the cases.Finally, helpers in ambiguous class locations reported

the highest rates of help through lobbying (used in 15 per cent of the cases, twice as much as mid-

dle class employees). Nonetheless,they appeared to rely less on any specific form of help than

other class locations.They in fact acted as referrers in 26 per cent of the cases, gav einformation

about job openings in 37 per cent of the cases and provided help with the selection process in 22

per cent of the cases.
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I will briefly discuss the standard CA biplots presented in Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10 below.

The plots were obtained by interactively coding class location with a dummy variable indicating,

respectively, whether the helper was in the first or later job and whether the helper had in turn

received help in obtaining her or his own job. In Figure 4.10, also respondents who obtained a job

through a direct recruitment channel are considered to have obtained the job through networks. In

both cases, total inertia is about three times bigger than when considering class location alone;

both plots capture more than 90 per cent of the total inertia in the data tables.

Figure 4.9 shows that, for all class locations, helpers who were in their first job were pre-

dominantly able to provide information about job openings.For working class helpers, this

remained true also when they were in later jobs.Helpers in ambiguous and middle class locations

in later stages of their careers were instead able to provide more substantial forms of help.

The situation depicted by Figure 4.10 is in several regards similar. In this case, the plot

shows that helpers of all class locations who had not found their own jobs through networks were

more likely to provide information about vacancies than other, more substantial forms of help.

Working class helpers were however mostly confined to providing information even when they had

received help. Conversely, helpers in ambiguous and middle class locations who had been able to

mobilize social networks for their own job search were also able to provide more significant help

to others. Even in this case, each of the two classes remained associated with its characteristic

mechanisms: referrals for middle class helpers, lobbying and help with the selection process for

helpers in ambiguous class locations.
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4.7. Conclusions

This study is based on a relatively small sample of white collar employees and on a single study

location. Resultsshould therefore be taken with some caution. When taken together however,

results indicate that social class (defined here as the location of individuals in the social relations

of production) has a relevant effect on the mobilization of job search networks in the NNHTDZ,

ev en among the rather homogeneous occupational group investigated in the study. The patterns of

association between class location and utilization of job search networks are not fundamentally

altered by other factors.

Several factors identified by the previous literature as determinants of social networks mobi-

lization were investigated in this study: education, career stages and class background.Even

accounting for variations in these individual-level factors, the use of job search networks is marked

by persistent structural barriers.Working class employees — even when endowed with a non-

working class background and at later stages of their careers — never cross the boundary that sep-

arates their patterns of networks use from that of employees in ambiguous and working class loca-

tions. They remain predominantly confined to market channels of recruitment, and are very

unlikely the use direct or internal recruitment channels.This holds true also in regard to their

capacity to provide help to other job seekers. Even at later stages of their careers and even when

they had obtained a job through network channels, working class employees still had very limited

chances to provide the forms of help available to incumbents of other class locations.This seems

to suggest that the barrier to the use of direct and internal channels is structural, rather than related

to individual characteristics.

The results of this study also suggest that the monocausal explanations proposed in the liter-

ature may be missing the presence of interactions with other, more structural factors. Ifnetwork

utilization is only a response to informational asymmetries and contract enforcement problems, we

would expect factors such as education, family background (as a proxy for cultural capital) and

previous experience in the corporate sector to have a linear and monotonic effect across all seg-

ments of the labour force.These factors seem however to amplify or reduce class patterns of
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networks utilization, rather than to fundamentally alter them.The extent to which these factors

influence class patterns is not linear; variations are greatly amplified for employees in working

class and ambiguous locations, while they are less relevant for employees in middle class loca-

tions. Middleclass locations would however be the ones in which the most significant effects

would be expected according to the ‘better match’ hypothesis, since these locations are character-

ized by higher degrees of autonomy and by the exercise of delegated authority over other employ-

ees. Thus,employers would be more interested in making sure that these employees have the right

combination of ‘soft skills’ (such as loyalty, teamwork, leadership, creativity and initiative)

required to perform their crucial functions in the best interest of the employer. And yet, although

these locations are more than others associated with direct recruitment methods, they remain

always open to a wider variety of recruitment channels.In the absence of desirable individual

characteristics, the dependence of working class employees on market channels was almost abso-

lute while employees in ambiguous locations had to rely to an even greater extent on some form of

previous engagement with the company. Furthermore, the fact that market use decreases among

employees in ambiguous locations to then increase again for employees in middle class locations

seems hardly consistent with the view of networks as a response to institutional imperfections in

labour markets.

An third important finding of the study is that the social networks mobilized by white collar

employees in the NNHTDZ are predominantly tied to the corporate sector itself.Little evidence

was found of influence originating in the state sector. In the majority of cases, help received

through networks in the NNHTDZ coincided with the use of referrals.Referrals are an open,

encouraged and institutionalized channel of recruitment regularly used not only in China but in

Western societies as well(see for example Fernandez et al.,2000 and the literature reviewed

therein). Seenin this light, network mobilization for job search among a relatively privileged

occupational group in one of the most advanced sectors of the Chinese economy appears to follow

the patterns found in other capitalist societies, rather than being linked to the cultural or institu-

tional legacies of the Chinese past.
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5. Conclusions

The main aim of this thesis was to underline the significance of relational class analysis for the

study of the determinants of inequality in post-Mao China.Prevailing approaches to the quantita-

tive analysis of inequality view reforms as an institutional transition form plan to market. The

research agendas inspired by authors such as Yanjie Bian, Victor Nee and Andrew Walder are pri-

marily concerned with assessing the variation in returns to forms of ‘social capital’ linked to the

legacies of the redistributive system (in particular, political capital and socially-mediated connec-

tions to the party-state) and to forms of ‘human capital’ related to individual productivity (in gen-

eral, measured by education and work experience).

The concept of ‘capital’, as mobilized by this literature, is embedded within a theoretical

framework that essentially adheres to the canons of methodological individualism and embraces

the notion of (boundedly) rational, profit-maximizing agents borrowed from neoclassical eco-

nomics, neo-institutionalist economics and new economic sociology. Reflecting a general trend

towards the ‘colonization of the social sciences’ by economics(Fine, 1999;2004), the various

forms of capital (human, social and political) conceptualized in the literature ultimately pertain to

a set of endowments possessed by individuals rather than to a relation between classes.The pres-

ence of structural determinants of inequality is certainly acknowledged. Nonetheless,structural
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inequality is often explained as a legacy of the socialist economy, as a response to imperfections in

markets and information, as the consequence of local variations or as the result of organizational

and labour-market segmentation (see Section 2.1).Variations in rates of returns to different forms

of capital across segments of the working population have been studied only through occupational

schemes — simple gradational schemes that capture the location of individuals in thetechnical

relations of production (see Sections 2.3).

This thesis adopted instead a relational class paradigm (Wright’s neo-Marxist class analysis)

according to which class locations are defined as the location of individuals in thesocial relations

of production. For wage labourers, this means that class location is specified on the basis of the

degree of autonomy in the workplace and the degree of authority over other employees. Thedeci-

sion to apply a relational form of class analysis to the quantitative study of inequality was inspired

by the vast literature on the post-reform working class, which has produced compelling evidence

about the presence of capitalist exploitation and domination in Chinese workplaces. Itseemed

important, in the light of this evidence, to acknowledge that reforms have led to the re-emergence

of capitalist class relations in China.Markets cannot in this case be simply conceived as a neutral

sorting mechanism or as a place of opportunity, but should also be understood as mechanisms of

compulsion (Wood, 2002).

In order to provide further evidence about the relevance of capitalist stratification processes

in post-Mao China, this thesis shifted the focus of the analysis to a far more privileged segment of

the post-reform class structure: highly educated white collar employees working in the high-tech-

nology sector. Wright’s class analysis was applied to study of variations in wages, benefits distri-

bution and job-search networks mobilization among white collar employees working for compa-

nies located in the Nanjing New- and High-Technology Development Zone [NNHTDZ].These

three areas of research have been widely investigated in previous studies of inequality. Chapter 2

focused on the determinants of variations in the main components of monetary incomes (wages

and bonuses).Regression analysis was used to understand whether class location had a significant

effect on wage incomes net of other individual-level attributes. Resultsconfirmed that class loca-

tion, alongside education, work experience and parental education, had a significant and positive
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effect on yearly wages. Allother variables held constant, a white collar employee in a middle

class location could expect to earn 40 per cent more than a white collar employee in a working

class location (see Sections 2.6 and 2.7).

Chapter 3 analyzed variations in access to various categories of nonwage benefits. Unlike

the previous literature, where nonwage benefits are converted to their monetary equivalent and

added to yearly wages, this study adopted a disaggregate view. Individual benefits were assigned

to one of three categories derived from Wright’s theory of income determination.A first group of

benefits (which I termedcareerbenefits) were linked to long-term career prospects and to the tem-

poral stability of the class trajectory. Asecond group of benefits (perks) was related to short-term

increases in income and to access to status-bearing goods.The third group (basic benefits)

included basic labour guarantees.A series of Poisson regressions showed that the determinants of

access to higher levels of benefits were not homogeneous across benefits categories. Thelevel of

perks was only affected by years of education, while none of the variables considered in the mod-

els had a significant effect on the distribution of basic rights.The situation was far more complex

in the case of career benefits.Education and work experience had a significant effect only for

incumbents of non-working class locations.White collar employees in working class locations

were instead less likely to receive a significant number of career benefits regardless of their levels

of education and work experience. Thissuggests that class location has a significant mediating

effect on the returns to human capital for career benefits.Furthermore, long-term stability and pre-

dictable career paths largely remain a prerogative of the ‘middle class’.

Finally, Chapter 4 analyzed class variations in the mobilization of social networks during the

job search process.In this case, an exploratory technique (Correspondence Analysis) was used to

investigate the association between class location and the capacity to obtain and provide help

through social networks. Theanalysis suggests that white collar employees in different class loca-

tions found their jobs through different paths.White collar employees in working class locations

disproportionately relied on impersonal market channels, while network forms of recruitment

(referrals, internal labour markets and direct calls) were mainly associated with employees in non-

working class locations.Other factors such as education, career stage and family background only
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amplified or reduced the effect of class but did not significantly alter the fundamental class pattern.

Gender was the only factor to show a consistent effect across all class locations.Female employ-

ees were more dependent on network forms of recruitment than their male counterparts, which

were instead more often recruited through impersonal market channels.White collar employees in

different class locations also had a different capacity to provide help to other job seekers. White

collar employees in working class locations, even at later stages of their careers and when recruited

through networks, could in most cases only provide information about job vacancies. Conversely,

white collar employees in non-working class locations could provide more substantial forms of

assistance. Thiscapacity appeared to increase for people who were not in their first job and for

employees recruited through networks.

These results must be taken with caution for several reasons (see Section 1.5).The study

was limited to a single location and was based on a small sample size.Should the study be

repeated, a larger sample size would certainly provide more support to the conclusions validity of

the results.With a larger sample size, it would have for example been possible to utilize statistical

techniques that control for endogeneity and sample selection bias, such as a Heckman-type

approach or an instrumental variables approach.Any confirmation of the external validity of the

results presented in the thesis would require the replication of the study in different contexts and in

different industrial sectors.Furthermore, more solid evidence about the relevance of class as a

generator of inequality could come from the extension of the study to larger segments of the class

structure such as entrepreneurs, business owners, state employees, blue-collar employees, migrant

workers, people employed in the informal urban services sector and — ideally — the unemployed

and people not in the active labour force.

Notwithstanding these limitations, the results suggest that class is a significant determinant

of inequality. It is certainly true that in China, as in any other advanced industrial society, different

mechanisms of stratification — attribute-based selection, social closure and class mechanisms —

coexist and interact in complex ways (Wright,2009). Classcannot in itself explain the patterns of

inequality emerged from reforms.As Wright has recently suggested (2009), the aim of class anal-

ysis should be to elucidate the interactions among different factors of stratification and explore
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their variations across different countries in an ‘integrated analytical approach’.By overlooking

the role of social class and by exclusively focusing on individual factors, the extant literature on

inequality is providing a partial picture of the roots of social stratification in post-Mao China.

The thesis also intended to contribute new evidence to the literature on the regimes of pro-

duction emerged in the post-reform era.Although Wright’s class analysis, structural in character,

has a limited capacity to address the questions of class formation, class consciousness and class

struggle that are at the core of this literature (see Section 1.5.1), the results of this study suggest

some preliminary reflections about the nature of the regime of production in the NNHTDZ.

Previous studies have concentrated on the most vulnerable fractions of the post-reform

working class and have focused on specific sectors of the Chinese economy — in particular labour-

intensive sectors and the restructuring state sector. This study instead focused on a relatively privi-

leged group of wage labourers (highly educated white collar employees working in one of the most

advanced sectors of the Chinese economy).If the NNHTDZ is in any degree representative of a

larger process, this can be identified with the attempt of the Chinese leadership to promote the

development of capital- and technology-intensive sectors (Cucco,2008).121 Companies in the

NNHTDZ appear to face a different set of constraints and pressures from companies operating in

labour-intensive sectors. Mostof them had decided to invest in Nanjing not because of the avail-

ability of cheap, unskilled labour but because of the presence of highly-qualified graduates and of

a wide network of universities and research institutions.Companies were also attracted by the

potentialities of Nanjing as a market for high-end products, given the growth of affluent income

groups. Several companies were engaged in research and development projects with a medium- to

long-term view. Skilled labour markets in the NNHTDZ had therefore a very competitive charac-

ter; the main problems faced by companies were to attract and retain skilled employees with rele-

vant work experience who could perform non-routine functions, and to ensure their performance in

jobs involving a high degree of autonomy.

121 With the due differences, a parallel can be found between China’s increasing emphasis on the high-tech sector and
Singapore’s ‘second industrial revolution’, whose intent was to stimulate the transition to a more sophisticated technologi-
cal base(Rodan, 1989).Of course China’s attempts to upgrade its position in the global division of labour face different
challenges and are based on different strategies. Mostnotably, Singapore’s decision to unilaterally increase labour costs
finds no counterpart in China — where the emphasis has instead been placed on the development of a national system of
innovation and on the shift in preferential tax regimes. Furthermore,it seems likely that attempts to promote the growth of
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As far as white collar employees are concerned, it would appear that the regimes of produc-

tion adopted by companies in the NNHTDZ tend to stress consent over despotism. Even in this

case however, companies remained the fundamental sites of reproduction of the labour force.

Incomes, stability of employment and levels of social security were largely tied to decisions taken

by the employers. Thestate appeared to act primarily as a regulator of the conditions for local

accumulation; the provision of universal guarantees associated by Burawoy (1985) with the shift

from despotic to hegemonic regimes of production had not yet taken place in the NNHTDZ.

It is true that, judging from the rates of diffusion of welfare benefits in my sample, white

collar employees in the NNHTDZ were relatively privileged (see Chapter 3 and Table 3.2).

Almost universal coverage had been achieved for health insurance (91.8 of the sample); unemploy-

ment insurance and workplace injury insurance were also relatively widespread (84.5 per cent and

67 per cent respectively). Thesewere certainly significant achievements. Onthe other hand, the

analysis of the determinants of benefits distribution in Chapter 4 suggest that the cumulation of

long-term benefits heavily depended on the class location of individuals. Whatappears to be

emerging in the NNHTDZ is a diversification between core employees who enjoy a significant

level of guarantees and a more vulnerable segment of the working class who only receives minimal

forms of support.This is certainly not unique to Nanjing or to China, since the phenomenon char-

acterizes late capitalism as a whole.122

In Nanjing as elsewhere in China, in moments of difficulty and economic downturn local

accumulation still appeared to take precedence over the implementation of labour and welfare reg-

istration. In response to the global economic crisis for example, in 2009 the Nanjing Labour

a high-tech sector will not be (as it was the case in Singapore) at the expense of labour-intensive sectors. Itis however
important to note that the establishment of the China-Singapore Suzhou Industrial Park [CSSIP] in 1994 was a landmark
moment in Jiangsu’s dev elopment strategy . The CSSIP was the result of a high-level agreement between the governments
of China and Singapore, and its aim was to ‘install the Singapore operating system’ in China.While the CSSIP was in sev-
eral regards a success, the Singapore government eventually withdrew from the project in 2001(Pereira, 2007).The
CSSIP remained this notwithstanding an important influence for the rest of the province. Together with the similarly suc-
cessful Kunshan Economic and Technological Development Zone [KETDZ], it was the main source of inspiration for other
development zones in Su’nan (including the NNHTDZ), which adopted very similar development models through a process
of ‘local policy isomorphism’ (Cartier, 1995; Chien,2008).

122 I thank Anita Chan for this observation, made in the course of the Chinese Studies of Australia Association 2011
Conference, Canberra, 13-15 July 2011.
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Bureau took several initiatives to ease the ‘welfare burden’ of local enterprises.Payments to social

security funds were deferred for six months for enterprises in financial difficulties; contributions to

unemployment insurance funds were halved (from two to one per cent of the total wage bill); con-

tributions to medical insurance and work-related injury funds were also curtailed, although to a

lesser extent.123 Part of the accumulated unemployment insurance funds were converted to training

subsidies that the enterprises could use to provide on-the-job training to employees. Furthermore,

subject to consultations with trade unions, enterprises were allowed to pay overtime and severance

payments in installments and not in a lump sum.The partial picture that emerges from this study

appears however to further confirm the ‘disorganized’ nature of the post-reform regimes of produc-

tion conceptualized by Lee (2002).

In the course of the fieldwork business associations and private training institutions appeared

to play a significant role in the private and professional lives of middle class employees. Part of

the local business associations in Nanjing were surely corporatist(Unger, 1996). Furthermore,the

various foreign chambers of commerce also acted as places for interest articulation.Chinese mid-

dle- and senior-managers of joint ventures and Wholly-Owned Foreign Corporations were regu-

larly attending the activities organized by these organizations. Frequentmeetings and exchanges

were held with local authorities in charge of economic policy, such as the Nanjing Bureau of For-

eign Trade and Economic Cooperation (BOFTEC), the Nanjing Labor and Social Security Bureau,

the Nanjing State Taxation Bureau and the Foreign Economic Cooperation Division of Nanjing

Development and Reform Commission.

Business associations and, even more strongly, private training providers and consultancy

firms had however an important role in the production and diffusion of corporate ideology. Semi-

nars, meetings and courses trying to respond to the necessities of companies operating in knowl-

edge-intensive sectors in which employees enjoyed a great degree of autonomy had proliferated.

Corporate culture, strategic human resource management, corporate social responsibility and ‘soft

skills’ were a constant topic of conversation in Nanjing’s foreign and domestic business commu-

nity. Often, these were heralded by managers as possible solutions to the problems that, allegedly,

123 Field observations and author’s interviews.
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companies had to face when employing young graduates.The Chinese university system was con-

stantly criticized for its inability to promote critical thinking and team spirit.Young graduates did

not have the ‘courage to make errors’ (that is, to put their creativity to the service of the company).

Similarly criticized was a family environment that allegedly produced spoiled kids who, when

faced with a problem, for some unfathomable reason preferred to phone to their parents rather than

talk to their managers.

The vast majority of the companies I interviewed had established corporate culture pro-

grams, cultural activities for its employees (painting competitions, sections of employees’ poetry

on the corporate magazine and so on) and social responsibility programs.The latter were not only

seen as a tool to win the sympathy of the local community and (more importantly) of the local

government. They were also seen as initiatives that, by favouring the active inv olvement of

employees, helped turning them into better ‘corporate citizens’.

Finally, sev eral managers told me that they had implemented programs which, although dif-

ferently named, involved some degree of ‘change’ in the attitudes of their employees. Thesepro-

grams were generally described as successful, apart from a minority of employees that, having

failed to adapt to change, had had to leave the company. Regretfully, I did not have the chance to

collect specific details about the actual implementation of these programs.For sure in some cases

they must have not been entirely innocuous, since I have often enough heard stories about the

severe personal consequences that (apart from being laid off) these programs could have on some

employees.124 Furthermore, corporate activities often extend well beyond office hours. Network-

ing, meeting and training were crucial for managers and professionals intending to build a success-

ful career. The ways in which this impacts on family life, on the gendered division or the out-

sourcing of household labour and the effects and constraints this poses to employees of different

gender would deserve close investigation.

124 As an example, an interviewee told me the story of a friend of her who was a middle-aged managers in a former
SOE. The division in which her friend worked had been acquired by a foreign company; the company consequently under-
went a period of deep restructuring.Her friend was sent to a different city, and she did not hear from him for a while.
After few months, he phoned her and asked her to meet him in one of the city’s vegetarian restaurant.She was shocked to
see that he had abandoned his family, had tonsured his head and was wearing a monk’s robe.
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The structural class analysis adopted in this study is certainly an inappropriate tool for

addressing these issues.Further research on actual workplace relations would be needed to con-

firm these impressions.I think however that Wright’s class analysis could be fruitfully integrated

in future research on the post-reform regimes of production, given its capacity to generate quanti-

tative evidence about the presence of processes of exploitation and about the actual mechanisms of

social control over labour associated with different social classes.Ideally, a Wright-style analysis

should be embedded within a case study approach to the analysis of regimes of production, or

become the quantitative component of a mixed-methods design that emphasizes ethnographic evi-

dence.

Previous analyses of the middle class have focused on the relation between the middle class

and the state.Enterprises are however becoming major providers of welfare and producers of ide-

ology in their own right — an ideology that, while not contesting the fundamentals of state power,

criticizes to a certain extent the processes of socialization taking place in the family and in the edu-

cational system and contrasts its supposedly ‘meritocratic’ character to the corruption that reigns

in the state sector. Although it is true that class relations are in China mediated by the state, the

relation between the salaried middle classes and capital would deserve greater attention.

If really underway, a shift from coercion and abuse to hegemony and consensus is certainly

to be welcomed, particularly if its effects spread beyond the privileged enclaves in which it appears

to be taking place.This is however unlikely to happen without deep changes in the role of the

state. Neo-Marxistclass analysis underlines how hegemony and consensus can be — as much as

coercion — mechanisms of exploitation. Thisreminds us of the need to look at the evolution of

Chinese regimes of production with a critical edge and with a constant attention to those who,

inevitably, will be left behind.
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Appendix A

Data collection and the operationalization of class variables

The measures used in this study to place respondents on the skill/expertise and authority dimen-

sions of the class matrixare in several regards different from those adopted by Wright inClass

Counts(Wright, 1997). This notwithstanding, the operationalizations aim at capturing the same

conceptual distinctions between relationally-defined class locations postulated by Wright.125

In the Comparative Class Analysis Project, Wright combined three indicators to assess the

location of individuals along the authority dimensions: (a) position in the formal authority hierar-

chy; (b) decisionmaking authority; (c) power over subordinates. Indicators(b) and (c) were built

by aggregating several questionnaire items.The position on the skills/expertise dimension was

instead based on occupational coding.Occupations were assigned to one of three categories

125 The operationalization of class variables is discussed at length by Wright in the Methodological Appendix to Chapter
2 of Class Counts(Wright, 1997). Wright reminds us that the relationship between abstract concepts and concrete mea-
sures is always problematic in social research.Even within a single conceptual framework, the distribution of individuals
into class locations is inevitably affected by some degree of arbitrariness due to operational choices.Since ‘measures are
always underdetermined by concepts’ (Wright, 1997: 80), different operational criteria can be logically compatible with the
same abstract criteria of class differentiation.
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(nonskilled, skilled and expert occupations) according to the job description.126

Given that, in the sequential mixed-methods approach adopted for the study, the survey

phase was preceded by a qualitative phase, I tried to reduce the number of questionnaire items ded-

icated to assessing the class location of respondents by capitalizing on company-level information

collected through face-to-face interviews with HR managers.In this way, it was possible to collect

detailed information about a wider range of outcomes potentially related to class mechanisms

(wages, benefits, career paths, job search networks, attitudes towards work and career, membership

in associations and so on).127 By including company-level information collected through qualita-

tive interviews with the HR managers of the sampled companies into the operationalization of

class variables, it was possible reduce the amount of individual-level information about skills and

authority levels without sacrificing too much in terms of accuracy. In order to place respondents

on the class locations matrix, individual-level data about occupation, employment department,

position in the formal hierarchy and managerial/supervisory functions were combined with com-

pany-level information about the skill levels and decisionmaking authority associated with each

occupation in different departments of the company. A list of the qualitative interviews and a list

of the companies included in the sample are provided in Table A.1 and Table A.2.

Aside from practical considerations, the decision to combine company-level and individual-

level information was also linked to the characteristics of the study location.As also noted by

Wright, ‘the skill/expertise dimension is particularly vulnerable to problems of noncomparability

across countries’ because the national conventions for occupational classifications vary (1997: 79).

In the case of China, this appeared especially true because the educational system, employers’

requirements as well as official and informal standards for the practice of professions had widely

changed since the beginning of reforms.

126 Wright (1997) presented three alternative operationalizations of the authority and skill dimensions, in which the
thresholds between levels were set according to more or less stringent criteria.Although all operationalizations were com-
patible with his conceptualization of class, each led to a different distribution of respondents across class locations.The
choice between alternative operationalizations is ultimately to be made according to the aims of the analysis.Studies inter-
ested in obtaining a ‘pure’ definition of the working class would prefer expansive criteria for the authority and skill dimen-
sions. Conversely, studies interested in clearly differentiating between managers and non-managers would adopt restrictive
criteria for the authority dimension.

127 On this point see Wright (1997: 87-90).
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TABLE A.1

List of qualitative interviews

ID Sector Position Type

CS1 Petrochemical HR Manager SFJV

CS2 Resources HR Manager WOFE

CS3 Legal services SeniorPartner Private

CS4 Food/beverage HRManager WOFE

CS5 Media HR Manager WOFE

CS6 High-Technology DeputyGM SFJV

CS7 Training provider HRManager WOFE

CS8 Petrochemical HR Manager SFJV

CS9 Automotive Senior Manager SFJV

CS10 Engineering HR Manager SFJV

CS11 Automotive Senior Manager SFJV

CS12 Media HR Manager WOFE

CS13 Engineering HR Manager WOFE

CS14 Apparel HR Manager WOFE

CS15 High-Technology DeputyGM Private

CS16 Pharmaceutical General Manager WOFE

CS17 Automotive HR Manager SFJV

CS18 Training provider DeputyGM Gov

CS19 Govment Department HR Manager Gov

CS20 Manufacturing Plantmanager WOFE

CS21 Apparel General Manager WOFE

CS22 Logistics HR Manager Private

CS23 Automotive HR Manager SOE

CS24 Technology HRManager SFJV

(Continued on next page)
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(Table A.1 - continued)

ID Sector Position Type

CS25 Govment Department Assistant Manager Gov

CS26 Training provider Director Gov

CS27 High-Technology HRManager WOFE

CS28 Govment Department Director Gov

CS29 Producerservices DeputyGM JV

CS30 Training provider Director WOFE

NOTES: [SOE] State-Owned Enterprise; [JV] Joint Venture; [SFJV] Sino-Foreign Joint Venture; [WOFE] Wholly-Owen

Foreign Enterprise; [Gov] Government Agency or Department.

Observations made in the qualitative phase of the fieldwork confirmed that occupational

classifications were of limited for the research.Wright for example places all ‘managers in corpo-

rations’ in a single location along the skill/expertise dimension.All managers are classified as

experts in the restrictive classification of skill/expertise, andskilled in the expansive classification

(see Wright, 1997: Table 2.4 on page 82).Preliminary interviews with the managers of several

companies suggested instead that a more nuanced picture was required in the case of China.In the

rapidly changing Chinese corporate environment, there is little guarantee that the same occupation

necessarily requires the same level of expertise and has the same degree of authority in companies

managed according to different models.

The case of Human Resource management is a good illustration of this point.Human

resource management was not traditionally assigned a relevant role in the overall management of

companies in China.Human resource management was perceived as a routine administrative func-

tion, not a core component of the corporate strategy. HR managers were only marginally involved

in managerial decisions about hiring, firing, career development and employees’ retention policies.

Furthermore, human resource management was not until the late 1990s included in university cur-

ricula. Thefirst post-reform generations of human resource managers were (at most) recruited

among graduates in the humanities, social sciences or foreign languages who had little or no spe-

cific training in business and management.Gender imbalance was also very strong: human
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TABLE A.2

Profiles of the ten sampled companies

ID Sector Workers Non-workers

A High-Tech 14 6

B (*) Engineering 450 50

C Engineering 380 20

D Engineering 132 68

E Engineering 22 8

F Services 5 5

G Services 15 5

H (*) Engineering 892 108

I High-Tech 282 18

J High-Tech 128 52

Total 2,320 340

NOTES: (*) Companies B and H only had the most specialized part of the workforce employed in the NNHTDZ, since

manufacturing facilities were located elsewhere. ThecategoriesWorkers andNon-workers refer to a purely occupational

distinction between people employed in non-skilled occupations and people employed in technical, professional and man-

agerial occupations.Data were provided by the companies’ HR managers in the course of face-to-face interviews. They

must be seen as a informed estimate of the occupational structure of the workforce in each company rather than as an accu-

rate breakdown in well-defined categories.

resource management was traditionally reserved to women, while men tended to concentrate in the

‘proper’ managerial and technical functions.As competition for skilled employees increased in

the course of the years, the capacity to recruit, train and retain skilled human resources was gradu-

ally recognized as an important component of a firm’s growth strategy. Human resource manage-

ment gradually emerged from its corporate limbo and achieved a new status. Universities started

to offer degrees in the subject, and a background in business or economics became desirable.The
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new generation of HR managers is by far more specialized than the old ones, and gender imbal-

ance — while still perceivable — is decreasing.Given the limited span of time in which the

change has been taking place, the two models (and the two generations of HR managers) still

coexist. They seem hardly to conform to the same expertise and authority profile.

In order to address these problems, it seemed preferable to build the questionnaire from the

field rather than adapt operationalizations originally developed for different contexts. As a first

step, I generated a roster of the occupational categories used by HR managers when dealing with

their employees. Theassumption is that, in the sampled companies, these classifications are com-

monly employed by both managers and workers. Thefinal list included nine occupational cate-

gories; the criteria used to place the occupations along the authority and the skill dimensions are

summarized in Table A.3 and Table A.4.

For the authority category, classifications of occupations were largely consistent across com-

panies. Informationgained from the interviewed HR managers indicated that middle managers

were to be classified assupervisors and that real managerial authority only rested with senior man-

agers; all other occupational categories could therefore be classified asnon-managers. Interviews

also showed that employees could be assigned (on a temporary or permanent basis) decisionmak-

ing and supervisory functions for specific projects or tasks.For this reason, the questionnaire

asked respondents whether they were performing any managerial or supervisory function at the

time of the survey in addition to their formal role in the corporate hierarchy. Respondents were

also asked to provide a brief description of their managerial/supervisory role.Five respondents

were reclassified according to this additional question (see Table A.3). In three cases, the occupa-

tional category of respondents wasadministrative staff; they had all been appointed, at the time of

the survey, as Directors or Acting Directors of their respective departments. Intwo cases, the

reclassification concerned middle managers; one of them was Project Director while the other was,

at the time of the survey, in charge of the Human Resources department.

The operationalization of the skill/expertise dimension was instead more clearly dependent

from the company and the department (Table A.4). Skill requirements for similarly named
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occupations varied to some degree across companies and across departments within the same com-

pany. This was particularly true for three occupational categories: skilled workers, middle man-

agers and senior managers.In three companies (companies A, D and F in Table A.2), skilled

workers in practice had levels of skills and autonomy comparable to those of professionals.

TABLE A.3

Classification of occupational categories along the authority dimension

Occupation N Authority level Reclassifications

Unsilled workers 11 No authority

Technicians 11 No authority

Skilled workers 8 No authority

Clerks 4 No authority

Interpreters/translators 6 No authority

Administrative staff 12 No authority 3reclassified asManagers

Professionals 9 No authority

Middle managers 25 Supervisors 2 reclassified asManagers

Senior managers 11 Managers

For this reason, skilled workers in these companies have been assigned to the experts cate-

gory of the skill/expertise dimension.Requirements for both senior and middle managers also var-

ied widely according to the departments and, to a lesser extent, according to the company. Very

high degrees of expertise were required for attaining managerial and supervisory positions in the

more technical departments (Research and Development, Engineering, Finance, Legal Department

and so on).Conversely, skill requirements were fairly low for departments performing routine

controls or purely administrative functions. Examplesinclude Coating, Quality Control and Cost

Reduction Units. Finally, departments such as HR, Marketing and International Trade were

located, in terms of skill requirements for managers and supervisors, between the previous two

groups. Theskill requirements for managerial and supervisory positions were been investigated in
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each company. The percentage of respondent allocated to each category along the skill/expertise

and authority dimension is provided in Table A.5. The class locations of individuals were then

determined by the combination of their scores on both dimensions.

TABLE A.4

Classification of occupational categories along the skill/expertise dimension

Occupation N Company Department Skilllevel

Unsilled workers 11 All All Unskilled

Technicians 11 All All Unskilled

Skilled workers 5 A,D,F All Experts

3 Other companies All Skilled

Clerks 4 All All Unskilled

Interpreters/translators 6 All All Experts

Administrative staff 12 All All Skilled

Professionals 9 All All Experts

Middle managers 9 All IM, PM, CRU, Coa, QC, Inf Unskilled

8 All Adm, Mar, HR, IT Skilled

8 All Technical/legal/financial departments Experts

Senior managers 3 All QC, GMO Unskilled

8 All Other Experts

Notes: department names are abbreviated as follows: (Adm) Administration; (CRU) Costs Reduction Unit; (Coa) Coating;

(GMO) General Manager’s Office; (HR) Human Resources; (IM) Integrated Management; (Inf) Infrastructure; (IT) Interna-

tional Trade; (Mar) Marketing; (PM) Production Management; (QC) Quality Control.

The final distribution of respondents across the nine employee class locations is reported in

Figure A.1 and Figure A.2.Figure A.1 and Figure A.2 also depicts the two aggregate class

schemes used in the empirical analyses.Scheme A (Figure A.1) is a two-class scheme defined

according to the criterion proposed by Wright (1997: Chapter 15).The Middle classcategory
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includes experts, managers and skilled supervisors.Unskilled workers, skilled workers and

unskilled supervisors were instead assigned to theworking classcategory. Scheme A was used in

Chapter 2 and Chapter 3.

TABLE A.5

Percentage of employees allocated to different authority and skill categories

Authority

No authority 60%

Supervisors 24%

Managers 16%

Skill/expertise

Nonskilled 39%

Skilled 24%

Experts 37%

For Chapter 4, a three-class map was instead adopted (Figure A.2).In this case, employees

were assigned to themiddle classcategory only if they were unambiguously separated from the

working class on at least one of the skills/expertise or the authority dimension.Employees only

one degree away from the working class on any of the dimensions were instead assigned to

ambiguous classcategory. The aim of this aggregation is to have a relatively pure definition of the

working class and of the middle class, so as to better identify the differences between the two

classes. Onthe use of aggregate categories in Wright’s class analysis, see Wright(2005: 12-13).
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Appendix B

Previous analyses of the post-Mao class structure

The strategy generally adopted by China scholars to deal with the complexities of the post-reform

class structure entails the refusal of the class definitions proposed in theories of democratization,

and the development of ad hoc classificatory schemes through the multiplication of the dimensions

used to identify social groups and their fractions.I suggest that, notwithstanding the variations in

the terminology employed by different authors, nine common dimensions lie at the basis of the

attempts at defining locations within the evolving post-reform social structure.I chose four classi-

ficatory schemes as the starting point for this review, since they most articulately engage with large

sections of the post-reform urban social structure.128

128 Since the thesis focuses on the structural aspects of class analysis in an urban location, I only discuss the literature on
class locations and class structure in post-Mao urban China.The class analyses of urban and rural China remain for the
moment only loosely integrated, thus reflecting the persistence of deep differences in social, economic and institutional
conditions between the rural and urban sectors.Unger has specifically written on social classes and class formation in post-
Mao rural China; see in particular(Unger, 2002: Chapters 7 and 8).
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The first six dimensions are: private ownership of capital; control over productive assets;

employing labour; possession of skill or educational credentials; selling labour (working for a

wage); and the administrative lev el, type of organization or economic sector of the employing

state. Irefer to these six dimensions as dimensions ‘within the workplace’. Theremaining three

dimensions are: the presence of personal or otherwise informal ties to the party-state; non-class

elements of stratification (such as gender, ethnicity, citizenship); differences in individual back-

grounds, biographies and class trajectories.The first of these dimensions can be seen as more

specifically linked to the peculiarities of the Chinese case, while the other two hav ean established

place in class analysis.I group these three dimensions under the rubric of dimensions ‘outside the

workplace’.

Several authors have attempted a systematic mapping of the social structure of post-Mao

China. Thetwo most comprehensive classificatory schemes I discuss in this section have been

proposed by He Qinglian(He, 2003)and Alvin So (So, 2003;2005). Thesetwo authors synthe-

sized previous scholarship on social classes in the PRC into two class schemes covering post-Mao

society in its entirety. So frames his work in explicit class-analytical terms: he talks of the

‘reemergence of classes and class conflict’ since 1978(So, 2003:366) and he clearly identifies the

social groups in his scheme as social classes.The terms he employs to refer to the class locations

in his map (capitalists, middle class and workers) are commonly used in the class-analytical litera-

ture. HeQinglian is less consistent in the usage of the term ‘class’, which is sided by terms like

elite, fraction, strata, groupings and layers.This notwithstanding, a class perspective permeates

He’s work.

The two other schemes discussed in this section have been proposed by An Chen and David

Goodman. Thetwo schemes, while not dealing with the entire class structure of post-Mao China,

cover sizable sections of the post-reform society. Building on previous English- and Chinese-lan-

guage scholarship as well as on 130 interviews collected between 1998 and 2000, Chen identified

several fractions within the large social aggregate that he termed the ‘entrepreneurial class’, which

includes both the ‘bourgeoisie’ and the ‘entrepreneurial middle classes’.Chen explicitly refers to

these social groups as social classes. At least some of the names employed by Chen (like
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bourgeoisie and petit-bourgeoisie) derive from relational class-analytical traditions.

Goodman has repeatedly advocated the need to move beyond the analysis of the political

capacity of the social groups emerged in the course of reforms.He has initiated and coordinated

research efforts aimed at investigating a wider range of class-related questions including status,

life-style and subjective identity.129 In these publications, Goodman has elaborated several classifi-

cations based on different social aggregates. InGoodman (2000;2001), he dissects the social

group that he terms the ‘local political and economic elites’.His analysis identifies four categories

of local cadres, composing the local political elites; and seven managerial and entrepreneurial cate-

gories, composing the local economic elites.In Goodman (2008) he refers instead to the ‘new

rich’, which he further subdivides in two main components: the propertied bourgeoisie (private

entrepreneurs) on the one hand, and the professional and managerial middle classes on the other.

Goodman’s analysis of the local elites is never framed in terms of class and the divisions he identi-

fied in the case of the new rich are less fine-grained than in his other studies.For these reasons, I

will concentrate on the more articulated class schemes proposed in Goodman (1996; 1998; 1999) I

will refer again to Goodman’s studies of the elites and of the new rich in the course of the

Appendix, and occasionally discuss his usage of the nine dimensions in these studies.

Table A.6 summarises the way in which the nine dimensions have been used to differentiate

between social groups in the four classificatory schemes.I used a plus sign (+) to indicate when

the presence of an attribute has been dichotomously used to identify a social group in a classifica-

tory scheme.For example, a plus sign on the ownership column indicates that possession of pri-

vate capital (as opposed to non-possession) characterises a social group.Conversely, a minus (-)

sign denotes that the absence of an attribute defines a group.Star signs (*) indicate that quantita-

tively-defined gradations along a dimension allow an author to distinguish between different social

groups; the quantitative degree increases with the number of stars.For example, different numbers

of stars on the ownership column may signify the possession of large-scale (***), medium-scale

(**) or small-scale (*) productive capital. Sincenot all authors provide precise cutting points for

the quantitative degrees, the scales are not comparable across different classificatory schemes;

129 See for example Goodman (1996; 2000; 2001; 2008) and Robison and Goodman(1996). Seealso the contributions
collected in Goodman (2008).
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different numbers of stars only indicate relative rankings within each scheme. Finally a hash sign

(#) denotes the presence of qualitative variations along a dimension.For example, a hash sign in

the administrative lev el / org anization column may refer to differences such as being employed in a

SOE as opposed to a collective enterprise.

Indentation is used in Table A.6 to identify the hierarchical nesting of groups and sub-groups

proposed by each scheme; sub-groups are indented under the larger social group to which they

belong. Classificatorydimensions characterising a group and common to all its sub-groups are

only reported for the parent group.Attributes are therefore inherited by all the sub-groups

indented under a larger group; the indented levels only report the dimensions that allow authors to

differentiate between sub-groups at that nested level. Table A.6 only reports the dimensions

explicitly quoted by each authors when defining a social group.In this way I hope to have

reported the original classification criteria proposed by each author as faithfully as possible.I dis-

cuss each dimension in turn, starting from the six dimensions within the workplace.

Dimensions within the workplace

Ownership of capital: the first dimension refers to the private ownership of capital employed in

productive activities. Thisdimension includes not only purely private ownership forms, but also

capital participation (as shareholder or joint-venture partner) in hybrid private-public forms of

ownership. InChen’s scheme, both the bourgeoisie and the entrepreneurial middle classes are

characterized by the private ownership of productive capital. Chenidentifies three distinct groups

on the basis of the scale of capital owned: the bourgeoisie proper only includes ‘the owners of rela-

tively large capital’ (p. 409); the petit-bourgeoisie is composed by middle-scale private

entrepreneurs; and the third group, which he terms ‘individual business holders’ (getihu) only

includes owners of small-scale private enterprises.The lack of reliable statistical data at an appro-

priately disaggregate level means than the ‘dividing line between big and small entrepreneurs has

to be rough and somewhat arbitrary’ (p. 409).
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TABLE A.6

Classificatory dimensions used by the previous literature

Own Ctrl Ski Empl Lab Org PS NC Bio

Chen (2002)

Bourgeoisie *** #

Parasitic bourgeoisie #

Self-made bourgeoisie #

Entrepreneurial middle class #

Petit-bourgeoisie **

Individual business holders *

He, 2003

Elite

Political elite # #  #

Economic elite #

Managers of banks/SOEs *** # #

Executives of private companies *** #

Owners ** #

Official background #

Non-official background #

Market entrepreneurs + #

Intellectual elite + #

Middle class +

Higher rungs * * *

Lower rungs *

Working class

Workers in SOEs/collectives # #

Workers in WOFE/JV/TVEs # #

(continues on next page)
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Table A.6 (continued)

Own Ctrl Ski Empl Lab Org PS NC Bio

Goodman (1996, 1998, 1999)

Old middle classes + +  + #

New middle classes + #

Owner-operators +

Service providers +

Managers +

State capitalists #

Social capitalists #

Suburban executives #

So (2003)

Capitalist class ** ** +

Old middle class * *

New middle class + +  +

Workers +

Temporary migrant workers #

Permanent urban workers #

NOTE: symbols indicate that groups are defined by: (+) presence of the attribute; (-) absence of the attribute; (*) quantita-

tive variation of the attribute (for example * small-scale employer ** large-scale employer); (#) qualitative variation of the

attribute. Dimensions are abbreviated as follows: (Own): ownership of capital; (Ctrl) control over productive assets; (Ski)

skills / expertise; (Empl) employing labour; (Lab) selling labour; (Org) organisation, level or sector of the state; (PS) per-

sonal ties to the party-state;(NC) non-class dimensions of stratification: ethnicity, citizenship, gender; (Bio) individual

biography or class trajectory.
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Goodman instead uses the private ownership dimension as a dichotomous category. Private

possession of capital distinguishes the group of private entrepreneurs that he calls ‘owners-opera-

tors’ from the other components of the ‘new middle class’ (managers and service providers).130 In

He’s class scheme, ownership is again used as a gradational dimension: individuals are assigned to

different social groups on the basis of the scale of the enterprises or businesses they own. ‘Own-

ers’ of large- and medium-scale private companies are one of the three social groups that compose

the economic elite.Owners of small-scale enterprises are instead assigned to the ‘higher rungs’ of

the middle class. Finally, So identifies two classes of private capital owners: the ‘capitalist class’

and the ‘old middle class’ of small private entrepreneurs.

Control over productive assets:this dimension refers to the possession of authority and control

over economic resources and productive assets. Thisdimension does not appear at all in Chen’s

scheme, since he only deals with entrepreneurial locations within the class structure.Control over

productive resources has instead a crucial role for Goodman, according to whom in the context of

the reforming Chinese economy — characterized by the continued presence of the state as an eco-

nomic actor — either ownership or control of substantial wealth can provide members of the mid-

dle classes with ‘the ability to significantly affect the lives of others’ (Goodman,1998: 41). Fur-

thermore, ‘control of and access to resources are clearly more important than ownership’ in

explaining the sources of power, wealth and influence of the post-reform middle classes(Good-

man, 1998:43) In Goodman’s scheme, managers are identified as those elements of the middle

classes that are characterized by ‘their control rather than their ownership of capital and resources’

(Goodman, 1999:250). Thisis true both for the ‘old middle class’ of state managers emerged

from the modernising efforts of the developmental state of the pre-reform era, and for the man-

agers of the various forms of enterprises emerged from the restructuring of the state and collective

sectors in the course of reforms.

130 In his analysis of the local elites, Goodman(2000; 2001)
identifies a second group of private capital owners, the ‘public sector private entrepreneurs’.This social group, part of the
local business elite, is characterized by capital participation in hybrid private-public ownership forms.Both owner-opera-
tors and public sector private entrepreneurs are characterized by Goodman as owners of generally small- or middle-scale
enterprises. Private ownership of capital has also been used by Goodman as a criterion to identify different groups within
the category of the new rich: on the one hand, the propertied bourgeoisie (private entrepreneurs); on the other, the profes-
sional and managerial middle classes(Goodman & Zang,2008; Robison & Goodman,1996).
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For He, control defines membership in different social groups according to the level of assets

on which individuals exercise authority. The levels are specified with reference not only to the

rank of the individual, but also to the scale of the employing organization. Managersof state

banks, large SOEs and private companies are assigned by He to the economic elite.Managers of

‘middling and small enterprises in the state sector’ (p. 171) are seen as members of the higher rung

of the middle class, while ‘middle- and lower-level management in state enterprises’ (p. 171) are

assigned to the lower rungs of the middle class.Finally, So sees managers operating in all sectors

and at all levels as part of the new middle class.

Possession of skills / expertise:possession of skills or educational credentials is seldom seen as a

determinant of class location.Often the possession of skills and expertise is presented as an

attribute generally, but not necessarily, associated to individuals holding a specific location within

the class structure, rather than as a defining characteristic of a social group.Skills are not dis-

cussed by Chen.For Goodman, the technocrats and professionals of the modernising state are

assigned to the old middle classes, together with cadres and state managers.A higher level of

skills is also found among members of the fraction of the new middle classes that he terms ‘service

providers’. Thisgroup provides the legal, financial and technical services that are needed to sup-

port an increasingly marketized economy. The denomination of ‘service providers’ appears to

Goodman to be more appropriate than professionals at this stage of development of the Chinese

economy (Goodman,1999: 244).

For He, possession of skills and credentials cuts across major divisions in the social structure

and characterises three different social groups: intellectuals, members of the elite; highly-paid pro-

fessionals in technically-advanced or foreign-owned enterprises, members of the higher rung of the

middle class; and a group of professionals (specialized technicians, scientific researchers, lawyers

and teachers) that belong to the lower rung of the middle class.These three groups of creden-

tialled workers are not identified according to the level of their skills, but mainly on the basis of the

status associated with their life and work situations.Intellectuals are distinguished by their ‘pos-

session of a commanding social position and [their] authority over public opinion’ (p. 168), while

the two skilled fractions of the middle class are identified on the basis of their relative ranking in
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terms of income and status.One group within the economic elite, the ‘market entrepreneurs’, is

also generally characterized by the possession of skills; this however does not appear to be a defin-

ing feature of the social group but rather a characteristic of its individual members.Finally for

Alvin So, the new middle class includes corporate professionals and other skilled service providers

like journalists and teachers.

Employment of labour: So is the only author who explicitly refers to the employment of labour

as a criteria to identify classes.So distinguishes two social classes on the basis of the number of

workers they employ. The ‘capitalist class’ includes private entrepreneurs who employ more than

ten workers; the ‘old middle class’ is composed by petty-bourgeois small entrepreneurs (getihu)

who employ less than ten workers.

Selling labour: this category is again only explicitly referenced by So.He points out how the

necessity to sell labour on an open labour market characterizes the class location of workers and

members of the new middle class alike. Theend of the state job allocation system means that ‘the

working class now needs to sell its labor to the market for a living’ (p. 366). Similarly, because of

labour market reforms and of more widespread access to education ‘members of the new middle

class are no longer privileged to get access to high-paying jobs, but they hav eto compete with one

another in the professionals labor markets’ (p. 371). Although workers appear as a distinct cate-

gory in He’s scheme, they are distinguished from other classes not on the basis of their selling

labour on the open labour market (some sections of the middle class and of the economic and intel-

lectual elites would do the same), but mostly on the basis of their lower status and income (see pp.

168 and 171).

Level, organization or sector of the state:this dimension captures the presence of formal rela-

tions to different parts of the state sector. The formal relations considered in this dimension

include both employment relations (in which the state is the employer) or investment relations (in

which the state appears as a stakeholder in some form of hybrid property arrangement).Authors

who use this dimension can identify social groups according to the administrative lev el (prefecture,

county, township and village); the type of organization (SOE, collective enterprise, rural enterprise
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or service units); or the sector of the state to which their members are formally linked. This

dimension differs from the dimension that I have called ‘personal ties to the party-state’, since the

latter is based on shared interests pursued through informal channels.

This dimension does not appear is Chen’s and So’ schemes. Goodman instead distinguishes

three different subgroups within the managerial components of the new middle classes. ‘State cap-

italists’ hold managerial responsibility in restructured state sector enterprises.‘Social capitalists’

are instead the managers of social-owned or ‘all people’s’ enterprises, a category which includes

‘enterprises and activities established and developed by educational institutions, neighbourhood

associations, and various kind of sociopolitical organizations’ Goodman,1999: 250.Finally, ‘sub-

urban executives’ are the managers of the entrepreneurial activities of suburban villages, particu-

larly in TVEs.

For He, holding positions of authority in the higher echelons of the state political and service

sectors is what identifies the political fraction of the elite.131 The political elite includes ‘top state

officials, high- and middle-ranking local officials, and functionaries of large state-owned, non-

industrial institutions’ (He, 2003:166). Theeconomic sector of the state is one of the criteria that

allow him to identify members of the managerial stratum of the economic elite.Elite public man-

agers are either employed in the state financial sector, or in SOEs operating in strategic sectors

(natural resources, cement, engineering, aerospace, media and telecommunications).The relation

to different layers of the state productive apparatus also marks a distinction in the working class

(pp. 172-3). A first group includes workers employed by ‘state-owned or large-scale collectively

owned firms’; the second includes the employees of TVEs (alongside with workers of foreign-

owned firms of sino-foreign joint ventures). Thetwo groups are characterized by ‘distinct types of

relation between the workforce and the state (or the managerial agency representing it)’.

131 I hav eborrowed the terms ‘state political sector’ and ‘state service sector’ from Wright(1997: 461-4).The terms
are not used by He.The state political sector includes ‘police, courts, administrative org ans of government, the military, the
legislator etc’. The state service sector instead refers to the state apparatuses which specialize in the non-market production
of goods such as ‘public health, education, publicly-owned utilities, public recreation’.In this sense, the political elite as
defined by He excludes functionaries of SOEs, as they are part of the economic branches of the state involved in the pro-
duction of marketized goods.
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Dimensions outside the workplace

Personal ties to the party-state:this dimension refers to the presence of personal and informal

ties to the power structures of the party-state.These relations do not necessarily require member-

ship in the Party, but can depend on the informal mobilization of the social networks that individu-

als or their families have access to.For Chen, the relevance of the party-state for the analysis of

class relations derives from the peculiar character of Chinese capitalism, which he sees not as the

outcome of a spontaneous process but largely as ‘an ‘‘artifact’’ i nv ented by the state’(Chen, 2002:

405). Sincethe party-state dominates the marketplace and penetrates every aspect of society

through its monopoly over political power, the entrepreneurial classes remain economically vulner-

able and ultimately dependent on the arbitrariness with which officials can bestow or withdraw

favours (p. 408).For Chen therefore, the divisions within the entrepreneurial class emerge from

the imperfections of a capitalist system in which ‘distorted market rules and the magnitude of

bureaucratic meddling’ (p. 408) deny any real space of autonomy to the bourgeoisie and to the

middle class, who are able to prosper only by securing the support of the party-state.The criterion

proposed by Chen to distinguish between different groups within the entrepreneurial class is not

simply the presence or absence of linkages to the party-state (which he sees as an inescapable

necessity for all entrepreneurs), but rather the quality of these connections.The bourgeoisie proper

can thus be distinguished from the ‘entrepreneurial middle class’ (petit-bourgeoisie and individual

business holders) because of the stable, long-term character of its relations to the party-state.The

stability of the linkages between the bourgeoisie and the party-state is contrasted by Chen to the

more erratic pattern that characterises relationships between members of the entrepreneurial mid-

dle classes and party-state officials. In this second case, the ‘exchange of money and power usu-

ally takes place on a case-by-case basis, just like buyers and sellers in an open market’

(Chen, 2003: 413).

Also for Goodman ‘the party-state has remained the central influence in the formation of

China’s middle classes during the reform era, as it had been earlier during and after the first phases

of modernization’ (Goodman, 1998:40). Therefore,members of both the new and the old middle

classes are characterized by the presence of strong informal ties to the party-state.Similarly,
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according to He all the subgroups that compose the elite are characterized by close ties to the

party-state. Themechanisms through which these ties are established are however different for the

various fractions of the elite.Tw o fractions within the economic elite are ‘linked by blood’ to the

party-state He,2003: 166: the senior managers of banks and SOEs; and the executives of large- and

medium-scale companies..Both groups have their origins in the political elite of the planned

economy era, and they retain close linkages to the party-state either at the individual or at the fam-

ily level. Personalconnections to the party-state characterize of course also the current political

elite of top state administrators.For private capital owners, the establishment of ties to the party-

state has instead been achieved through lobbying activities aimed at fostering their interests.Pri-

vate entrepreneurs have vied to obtain roles in official organizations such as the national and local

People’s Congresses and the Political Consultative Committee, and a growing numbers of private

entrepreneurs has joined the CCP. The relations between the intellectual elite and the party-state

are depicted by He as somehow more problematic.Some elements of the intellectual elite (mostly

the holders of scientific and technical knowledge, as well as economists and lawyers) have been

among the beneficiaries of reforms and have built closer linkages to the party-state out of self-

interest. They hav ebeen able to monopolize positions of power, and some intellectuals have also

been able to access the ranks of the political elite.In the course of reforms, members of this group

have been able to mobilize their personal networks to convert their newly acquired political capital

into social capital.The connection between intellectual elites and the state is however changing.

While before the reforms the political elite felt ideologically separated from intellectuals, after the

reforms it can freely borrow ideas from intellectual circles according to its own interests.This has

generated a ‘think-tank complex’ (p. 170) in some intellectual circles as well as a growing differ-

entiation within the intellectual elite, which could in the future lead to the emergence of different

positions towards political and social issues.

According to So, the linkage between the bourgeoisie and the party-state is so close that he

talks of the formation of a ‘cadre-capitalist class’ in the course of reforms(So, 2003:367-9). This

class has been the result of two concurrent processes.On the one hand, there is what So calls the

‘embourgeoisement of cadres’: in the course of reforms, a considerable number of cadres have

become either capitalist owners or managers of the hybrid, collective and private enterprises
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emerged from the restructuring of the public sector. On the other hand, there is the ‘patronization

of capitalists’: members of the capitalist class have been forced to forge patron-client relationships

with cadres in order to secure access to resources, information and to the possibility of circumvent-

ing adverse laws and regulations. Thepatronization of capitalists has in some cases been achieved

not only through the mobilization of informal channels, but also through the offering of shares in

private enterprises to local cadres.The cadre-capitalist class is therefore the result of ‘the fusion of

political capital of the cadres, the economic capital of the capitalists, and the social/network capital

embedded in the local society’(So, 2003: 369).

Non-class forms of stratification: this dimension captures forms of stratification not generally

associated with class.I include under this rubric characteristics such as gender and citizenship sta-

tus (migrants /urban residents).So uses this dimension to distinguish between workers with urban

resident status and the temporary migrant workers from rural areas.Temporary workers are the

result of the ‘new wav eof the proletarianization of the peasantry’ set in motion by the loosening of

the urban registration system.Their work conditions in the private and collective sector are not

much different from those of the early Industrial Revolution. Othernon-class factors used by capi-

talists to facilitate control over workers include gender, ethnicity and kinship ties(So, 2003:

366-7). Thenationality of the employer is included by He among the determinants of differentia-

tions within the working class.Employees of foreign-owned firms, joint-ventures and Hong Kong

and Taiwanese firms (together with employees of TVEs) are seen as a different group of workers

from employees in the state and collective sectors.

Indi vidual biographies and class trajectories:most authors considered in this review identify

divisions between social groups on the basis of differences in individual biographies or class tra-

jectories. Dueto the pervading presence of the party-state, the defining characteristics of different

social groups are often articulated in terms of the timing and forms in which individual class tra-

jectories intersect the formal and informal structures of the party-state.The biographic dimension

is used by Chen to identify two distinct classes within the bourgeoisie. Asdiscussed above, the

closeness and stability of its linkages to the party-state is what distinguishes for Chen the bour-

geoisie proper from the entrepreneurial segments of the middle class (petit-bourgeoisie and
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individual business holders).

Chen proposes a further distinction between two types of bourgeoisie (‘parasitic’ and ‘self-

made’) based on the inter- and intra-generational class trajectories followed by their incumbents.

Members of the parasitic bourgeoisie were generally holding bureaucratic positions in the party-

state prior to becoming private entrepreneurs.When they are not themselves cadres-turned-

entrepreneurs, parasitic bourgeois have at least a senior cadre or high-level state official in their

inner family circle (parents, spouse or close relatives). Thus,the close relations to the party-state

that characterise the parasitic bourgeoisie are either the result of the individual mobility of its

incumbents (their intra-generational class trajectories); or a legacy of their familial background

(their inter-generational class trajectories).Members of the self-made bourgeoisie have instead

followed class trajectories which have led them to rise ‘from the bottom of Chinese society

through self-help’ (Chen, 2002:411). Self-madebourgeois come from family backgrounds that

could grant them no access to the power structures of the party-state.Even in the case of the self-

made bourgeoisie, the mobilization of party-state networks has been crucial for economic success.

The links between self-made bourgeois and the party-state are however based on outright corrup-

tion, rather than on the leverage of pre-existing social connections.

Goodman stresses instead the biographical differences between generational cohorts rather

than those between individual class trajectories.Goodman notes how it is historically incorrect to

view post-reform China as a country undergoing a process of modernization(Goodman, 2008:

25-7; 1998: 42).Modernization in China has taken place in different phases in the course of the

twentieth century. During the Republican Era, modernization was supported by the industrializa-

tion programs promoted by warlords in several areas of the country. After the proclamation of the

PRC in 1949, the Communist state again embarked on a developmental program that required the

services of a large class of cadres, managers and professionals.The changes that have been taking

place since the beginning of reforms are therefore to be understood not as modernization (which

was well underway by the late 1970s), but rather as an attempt at economic restructuring motivated

by the recognition of the inefficiencies of the planned system.For Goodman, ‘the distinction

between modernization and economic restructuring is important to understanding the genesis,
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location and aspirations of the new middle classes of the 1990s’(Goodman, 1998:42). The‘old

middle classes’ of the modernising state include the ‘state bureaucrats, managers of state enter-

prises and technocrats who already existed in China before 1978’.Conversely, the ‘new middle

classes’ are those emerged from the processes of economic restructuring, marketization and com-

mercialization of the post-Mao era.

So does not refer in his class map to differences in individual biographies, while biographi-

cal elements and individual class trajectories have been used by He to distinguish different groups

within the elite. The current political elite has emerged either from positions of power in the

planned economic system, or through its entry into the techno-bureaucratic elite of the reform era.

Similarly, at least two fractions of the economic elite (SOEs managers and executives of large- and

medium-sized companies) are the outcome of the ‘transition from a political elite in the planned

economy to an economic elite in a semi-marketized economy’, a process in which there has been a

strong continuity in personnel.Members of these two fractions of the economic elite are often for-

mer cadres of the planned-economy period who have been able to convert their political power into

market opportunities(He, 2003:166). Healso distinguishes three ‘types’ of private property own-

ers within the economic elite on the basis of their class background and trajectories (p. 167).The

first type includes private owners who come from an official background.They hav egenerally

relied on ‘one-family, two systems’ arrangements, whereby the husband or parents are in the gov-

ernment while the wife or children are doing business. Thesecond group has instead ‘made its

way up from non-official background’, although they hav e relied on the exchange of material

assets for the support of the political elite.These two types of owners have based their fortunes on

their informal ties to the party-state.The third type of private owners (which He calls ‘market

entrepreneurs’) have instead been able to achieve economic success through their own capacity.

Market entrepreneurs have been able to seize genuine business opportunities through their skills,

often in the high-technology sector. While not originally linked to the party-state, market

entrepreneurs have tried in the course of reforms to strengthen their relations to the party-state by

participating in representative political organs or by joining the Party.
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Dimensions outside the workplace and opportunity hoarding

Different approaches to class analysis define social classes in different ways and hypothesize dis-

tinct causal mechanisms linking class to inequality(Wright, 2009). The three main approaches

identify social classes (a) with gradational differences in income or status; (b) on the basis of

mechanisms of closure or opportunity hoarding; (c) as rooted in mechanisms of authority and

exploitation deriving from people’s location within the social relations of production.While none

of the studies discussed above provides an explicit definition of social class, it is however possible

to identify in them elements borrowed from different class-analytical traditions.

The first thing to notice is that gradational definitions of class are not employed in any of the

four schemes, with perhaps the exception of the reference made by He to the differences in status

and incomes that distinguish the intellectual elite, the higher rung and the lower rung of the middle

class. Thisis hardly surprising given that, as discussed in Section 1.1, much of the scholarship on

social classes in post-Mao China shares a criticism towards gradational definitions of class and

particularly of the middle class.

Class as defined in terms of location within the relations of production underlies the use of

what I have termed dimensions within the workplace. Private property and authority (managerial

control) over productive assets, or exclusion from them, consistently appear as defining features of

the social groups and subgroups identified in the various schemes.Nonetheless, the attention to

class as location within production relations does not translate into an explicit discussion of mech-

anisms of exploitation and domination.It is in this sense important to note that the dimensions

that would allow to better specify the location of individuals in relations of domination and

exploitation (selling of labour, employment of labour and possession of skills) are given a very

marginal role in most of the schemes considered, the only exception being Alvin So’s reference to

the position of workers and members of the middle class in the evolving labour market.

I am limiting these observations to the presence of theoretical elements linked to the definition of class relations, class
structure and class locations.The authors discussed above are more concerned with questions of class formation and con-
flict than of class structure and inequality, but I am not here tracing the theoretical roots of their analyses of class agency.
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What clearly emerges from the analyses of the four schemes is the relevance of the concep-

tualization of class in terms of closure or opportunity hoarding.Processes of opportunity hoarding

are associated to what I have called the dimensions outside the workplace. Thisis particularly evi-

dent in the interpretation given to the presence of personal and informal ties to the party-state.The

treatment of differences in individual biographies revolves in fact around the advantages enjoyed

by individuals whose inter- or intra-generational class trajectories intersect the power structures of

the party-state.

Several passages support the emphasis on opportunity hoarding as the key source of cleav-

age between the social groups identified in the four class schemes.This is clearly the case for

Chen, according to whom proximity to the party-state — achieved either through social connec-

tions or outright corruption — is what grants the bourgeoisie its privileged access to restricted

resources, thus securing its advantage over other entrepreneurial classes:

A large proportion, if not the majority, of the [parasitic] bourgeois have prospered

from the commercial privileges deriving from political lineage.They are essentially a

parasitic appendage of corrupt and unrestricted political power [...] By contrast, self-

made bourgeois [...] face unfair competition from more privileged rivals and are com-

pelled to pay a high price for access to politically monopolized economic resources.

[...] Self-made bourgeois hold incomparable comparative advantages over the

entrepreneurial middle class [the petit-bourgeoisie and individual business holders of

Table A.6], not simply because the possess more abundant funds and wider social net-

works. They also can afford to pay a higher price to buy off more senior bureaucrats

on a more stable basis’(Chen, 2002: 412-3).

Opportunity hoarding based on close linkages to the party-state is also for Goodman the key

to success for the entrepreneurial classes of post-reform China:

Entrepreneurial managers and bureaucrats have emerged from within the structures of

the former system of state socialism, and represent the vanguard of transformation
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rather than new, distinct, socio-economic categories. For the most part, these

entrepreneurial managers and bureaucrats not only maintain their links with the party-

state; much of their successful, entrepreneurial activity is based precisely on exploit-

ing those links(Goodman, 1998: 43).

For He ,

The thrust of Chinese reforms has been gradually to reallocate the possession of social

resources. However [...] the principal form this has taken has been a process of privati-

zation of juridically public assets by the power-holding stratum.Its most striking fea-

ture has therefore been a glaring inequality in the distribution of national resources —

an inequality that has been the starting point of the restructuring of class relations in

China in the past twenty years. [...] Though the total size of the elite that now control a

stock of ‘all-encompassing capital’ is not large, it enjoys commanding power over

political, economic and cultural life.Most of its members made their fortunes not

through technological innovation or industrial enterprise, but by reproducing and

exploiting monolithic positions of power to accumulate personal wealth(He, 2003:

164).

Opportunity hoarding is also for So the key process at play in the formation of the cadre-

capitalist class.The mechanisms through which access to resources and opportunities has been

restricted to members of this privileged class has changed with the progressing of reforms.In the

first decade of reforms, the conversion of local state and collective enterprises into TVEs and the

possibility to set up joint-ventures with foreign investors offered cadres the opportunity to use their

political and social capital for their own advantage. Cadresoften set up private enterprises and

‘hired their kin and friends to run them’(So, 2003:368). Inthe 1990s, the privatization of state

enterprises set in motion a process that resulted in the proliferation of hybrid property forms in

which the boundaries between private and public property were often fuzzy. Cadres could directly

profit from the diversion and appropriation of public property, and they were provided with a

‘golden opportunity [...] to transform themselves into capitalist owners and managers of semi-state,
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collective and private properties’ (p. 368).At the same time, the nascent capitalist class had to cul-

tivate a partnership with cadres (either through informal means or through the transformation of

private companies into collective enterprises) as this was the only avenue to expanding their enter-

prises. To win the favours of the holders of political power, capitalists had to mobilize their social

networks, provide gifts, pay obscure fees and make cadres shareholders in their enterprises.

Cadres in turn ‘favored their clientele capitalists over other non-clientele capitalists’ (p. 369).

Dimensions outside the workplace and opportunity figure prominently also in studies who

have dealt with specific sections of the post-reform elite.Dickson (2003; 2007) has defined ‘red

capitalists’ as those private entrepreneurs who are also Party members.He distinguishes two sub-

groups within this social group according to the timing of their entering into the Party (a biograph-

ical element):xiahai entrepreneurs and co-opted entrepreneurs.The former are Party members

who have become private entrepreneurs; the latter are private entrepreneurs who joined the Party at

a later stage.Hong (Hong,2004) distinguishes several components of the group he terms ‘new pri-

vate entrepreneurs’ on the basis of the different processes of private capital accumulation that have

allowed them to enter the private economy. Again in this case, groups are identified on the basis of

their class trajectories and individual biographies.Tsai (Tsai,2005: 1132) writes that ‘the occupa-

tional background of business owners is a better indicator than their income level of the ways in

which they perceive their political-economic interests and interact with the staff of the state in pur-

suing their interests’.For Wank (1995:69), ‘variations in social background, business scale and

bureaucratic support cleave the entrepreneurs into distinct groups, each facing discrete opportuni-

ties and constraints and oriented to specific alliances’(see also D. Wank, 1999).In this case, two

dimensions outside the workplace (the class trajectory of entrepreneurs and their relations to the

party-state) are sided by business scale, a dimension within the workplace.

Summary

In this Appendix I looked at the literature on social class and political change in post-Mao China

from a structural class-analytical perspective. This allowed me to identify some common features
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underlying different approaches to the definition of social classes and social groups. Notwithstand-

ing the lack of an explicitly formulated class theoretical framework, the literature on the class

structure of post-Mao China shares in fact some important tracts.First, the analysis of class gener-

ally revolves around mechanisms of social closure and opportunity hoarding rooted in the party-

state. Second,the literature highlights the presence of several complexities in the definition of

class locations, particularly for what concerns the middle class and social classes in the state sec-

tor. Third, the strategies adopted to capture these complexities entail the multiplication of the

dimensions used to identify locations within the class structure.These dimensions can refer to

processes taking place within or outside the workplace. With the exception of Alvin So, the

schemes reviewed give little attention to distinctions among the employee population and overlook

important elements conceptually linked to the social relations of production.
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